
MUSINGS OF A SAFETY PHILOSOPHER -
RELATING TO BLASTING SAFETY 

by 
Ralph Dawson . 

"ALWAYS AND NEVERS"
STORING EXPLOSIVES MATERIALS 

LOCATION OF MAGAZINES 
ALWAYS separate magazines 

from other magazines, inhabited 
buildings, highways, and passen
ger railways. See IME Safety 
Library Publication No. 2. 
'1\merican Table of Distances". 

Probably the greatest chal
lenge in the inaust1-y is the 
location of a magazine on con
struction sites; it takes special 
attention to get the ~Y pical'tiay 
box" as isolated as possible._ 

NEVER allow combustible 
material to accumulate. within 25 
feet of the magazine. 

NEVER allow any lighters, 
matches, open flame or other 
sources of ignition within 50 feet 
of the magazine. This states the 
obvious-every explosive 
p1·oduct will burn-ana, in 
confinement, reach a tempe1·ac 
ture of detonation. There have 
been numerous tragedies from 
firemen jighting" fi1•es when 
the only known product was 
ANFO, ana · a detonation 
occU1'rea. 

The rule is simple NEVER 
"fight" a fire containing ANY prod
uct used for blasting .. Fire extin
guishers are carried on a vehicle 
for the purpose of extinguisbing a 
fire in the engine area in the early 
moments and IF THE FIRE IS 
BROUGHT UNDER CONTROL 
PROMPTLY - BEFORE IT 
SPREADS TO THE CARGO AREA. 

CONSTRUCTION 
OF MAGAZINES 

ALWAYS be sure magazines are 
solidly built and securely locked, 
in accordance with federal regu
lations, to protect from weather, 
fire~ and theft. Protect from pen
etration by bullets and missiles, as 
required by the classification of 

the explosive material. 
ALWAYS keep the inside of the 

magazine clean, dry, cool and 
well ventilated. 

ALWAYS post clearly visible 
"EXPLOSIVES - - -- KEEP OFF" 
signs outside of the magazine. 
Locate signs so that a bullet pass
ing directly through them cannot 
hit the magazine. 

CONTENTS OF MAGAZINES 
ALWAYS dean up spills 

promptly. Follow manufacturer's 
directions. 

ALWAYS store only explosives 
materials in a magazine. 

ALWAYS rotate stock so the 
oldest material in the magazine is 
the first out. 

NEVER store detonators with 
other explosive materials. 

NEVER use explosives materi-
als which seem deterioni.ted···
before consulting your supervi-
sor or the manufacturer. 

NEVER exceed recommended 
storage time and temperature for 
explosives. Check with your 
supervisor or the manufacturer. 

NOTE: The Department of the 
Treasury, Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) 
regulates the industry in the area of 
storage. Blasters should be familiar 
with Code Z7 CFR, Part 181. 

TRANSPORTING 
EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS 

ALWAYS keep matches, 
lighteDs, open flame and other 
sources of ignition at least 50 feet 
away from parked vehicles carry
ing explosive materials. 

ALWAYS follow federal, state, 
and local laws and regulations 
concerning transportation. 

ALWAYS load and unload 
explosive materials carefulJ)( 

NEVER park vehicles contain
ing explosive materials close to 
people or congested areas. 

NEVER leave a vehicle con
ta.ini.ng explo~ive material unat
tended. 

NOTE. - The Department of 
Transportation, Office of 
Hazardous Material Operations 
(DOT) regulates the transporta~ 
tion of explosives. Blasters should 
be familiar with Code 49 CFR, 
Parts 107 and 171 through 178. 
More and more dties are desigQat
ing spedfic routes for the trans
portation of explosives through 
them. The manufacturer's and dis
tributor's know these routes but 
the contractor who may have 
occasion to transport explosives 
between nearby projects must 
also observe them. 

These guidelines for storing 
and transpor".ation are but a high-
light of the most important rules. 
As the industry evolved toward 
new technology which provided 
less sensitivity to the potential for 
detonation of the most popular 
product8, there has been an unfor-
tunate relaxing of observing the 
basic rules. · 

IT HAS PROVEN TO BE A 
CHALLENGE TO TEACH THAT 

 ·':ALTHOUGH THE PRODUCTS 
ARE SAFER TO STORE, TRANs-
PORT, AND USE, THEY ARE 
STILL DESIGNED TO EXPLODE, 
AND MUST DEMAND THE 
SAME RESPECT AS THOUGH IT 
WAS 100% NITROGLYCERIN. 

>]BE< 
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EXPLOSIVES 
100 YEARS AGO 

more or less 
by Robert B. Hopler 

As much as possible, items are reproduced exactly as originally printed: misspellings, 
and usages of terminologies now considered archaic have been retained. 

Scientific American 
New York 

May 20, 1871 

:REMOVAL OF T:HB :HELL GATE ROCKS-VIEW OF THE DIAMOND Dl:ULLUiG MAC:HINE. 

RBH Note: the diamond drill, now utilized primarily for prospecting and sampling, began its indus
trial life as both a machine for those uses and to drill blastholes in mines and civil projects. Historicall)\ 

it fits the ruche between the steam drill and the modern pneumatic drill. 



Nature 
October 15, 1896 

BLOWN-OUT shots are responsible for a large pro
portion of the explosions in coal mines. By a blown-out 
shot is meant a blast which has failed to effect a rupture 
of the coal owing to the hole for it having been drilled in 
a wrong position, or owing to the coal not having been 
properly prepared by holeing or under-cutting. The 
gaseous products produced by the combustion of the 
powder are driven violently into the roadways, mixed 
with the gas distilled from the coal; and this, with the 
clouds of dust raised at the same time, provides all the 
conditions for a disastrous explosion. The Commission 
appointed to inquire into the cause of the explosion at the 
Brunner Coal Mine, New Zealand, in March last, have, 
after full consideration of the evidence, concluded that 
the primary cause was a blown-out shot flred, contrary to 
the rules of the mine, in a part of the mine where no 
work should have been in progress. The coal gas evolved 
from the surrounding coal is held to have been ignited as 
the result of the shot, and the flame then spread through
out the dry portions of the mine. The disaster was accen
tuated by the explosion of the coal dust raised by the con
cussion along the main road and working-places, which 

. explosion appears, in some cases to have been locally 
intensilled by small quantities of, fire-damp. No direct evi
dence was obtained by the Commissioners that the explo
sion was commenced by an accumulation of flre- damp, or 
that its extreme violence was due to the combustion of 

... flre- damp mixed with coal-dust. · .

North of Et;J.gland Institute 
of Mining and Mechanical 

Engineers-Transactions 
December, 1896 

THE DANGER OF EMPLOYING SAFETIFUZES FOR 
BLASTING IN FIERY MINES.* 

BY BERG ASSESSOR E WINKAUS. t 

For the past eighteen months, so called ·:safety-fuzes" 
and "safety-igniters" have been employed in the mining 
district of Westphalia, in order to ensure greater security in 
blasting in flery and dusty mines. The object of this safety
fuze is to prevent the fuze from burning through sideways 
and throwing out sparks, as happens with ordinary 
Bickford and guttapercha fuzes: this object is attained by 
covering the core of powder, not with jute or india-rub
ber, but with several layers of cotton thread, and after
wards passing the fuze through liquid tar or a bath of 
colouring-matter in order to make it still more impervious. 

The igniters that have been chiefly used are those of 
Norres and Roth ; the principle of both of these consists 
in lighting the fuze inside a metallic cap, which is nipped 
on to the end of the fuze,. and which is supposed to stifle 
the jet of flame thrown out when the fuze is lit. In the 
Norres igniter, a small percussion-cap is used to light the 
fuze, and is exploded by a wire placed. inside the metal 
cap. A part of the flame-jet from the fuze can, however, 
strike through the hole pierced in the cap for the passage 
of the wire, and can thus ignite fire-damp, as has been 
shown by experiments in gaseous mixtures containing 6 
and 9 per cent. of flre- damp. The cap must therefore be 
enclosed in a wooden hood when the wire is withdrawn. 

In the Roth ig~ter, a small glass bulb filled with sul
phuric acid and a pill composed essentially of a mixture 
of sugar and chlorate o{potassium are enclosed in a metal 
capsule closed at one end. When the glass bulb is broken, 
the action of the acid on the pill produces a tolerably 
sharp flash of flame, which ignites the powder-core of the 
fuze. It is essential that this igniter shall be very carefully 
nipped on to the fuie and completely enclose it, other
wise the flame of the igniter is apt to escape between the 
cap and the fuze, and may cause ignition of the fire- damp. 

The employment of these methods of ignition has, 
however, been found dangerous in several respects. 

In seven known cases, in which 1 miner was killed and 
8 others more Of'· less severely injured, the shot exploded 
at the very moment that the igniter was fued or a few sec
onds afterwards. Investigation of all these accidents 
showed that there had been no negligence on the part of 
the workmen. In every case, tarred safety-fuzes, 40 to 50 
inches in length, were used, and they were fired in six 
cases by Norres, and in one case by Roth igniters accord
ing to the printed instructions. The cause of these ignitions 
can, according to all appearances, only be that the fuze 
suddenly burnt through its entire length. The assumption 
that such burning through could be caused by absence or 
deficiency of the core of the fuze is not admissible owing 
to the method of manufacture that'is employed. After a 
series of investigations initiated by the owners of the 
Consolidation pits, near Schalke, and continued in the 
experimental drift of the Westphalian Miners' Association, 
the following phenomena must rather be regarded as indi
cating the cause of these accidents. 

If a piece of the black tarred safety-fuze with double 
cotton covering (manufactured by Messrs. Bruckner and 
Zschetsche, Minden) be_ignited and then nipped at any 
place with a pair of pliers and 'h inch wide and provided 
with grooves, the pressure being maintained until the core 
has burnt past the nipped portion, the fuze almost invari
ably bursts open below the nipped spot with a loud 
report and with the projection of sparks. At times a longer 
or shorter piece of the fuze is thus exploded and then it 
continues to burn quietly. Not unfrequentl}\ it would be 
observed t11at the explosion involved the whole of t11e yet 
unburnt end of the fuze, about 40 inches long, when a vio
lent detonation would be accompanied by sparks flying 
out along the whole length of the fuze, as also from its end, 
so that the flame had suddenly traversed the entire length 
of 40 inches of fuze. The same phenomenon can be pro
duced by pressing the burning fuze against the floor witl1 
the foot. It is essential that the pressure shall be continued 
even after the powder core has burnt past the nipped 
spot, so that the hollow space produced inside the fuze by 
the burning of the core shall be again closed. If this be not 
done, the fuze continues to burn quietly. For example, the 
fuze could not be made to explode by nipping it between 
two planed surfaces of cast- iron by means of bolts; but an . 
explosion was immediately produced when the iron sur
faces were drawn up more tightly after a portion of the 
fuze had burnt away, so that it was closed up completely 
behind the burning portion. 

When these experiments were repeated with a fuze 
covered with gutta-percha, this invariably burnt through 
immediately behind the nipped spot with the projection 
of a few sparks ; no explosion, was, however, observed. 
When the fuze consisted of an inner jute covering with a 
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• Pocket Size: 4.1" x 2.2" x 3.6" 
(10.5 x 5.6 x 9.0 em) 

• Reliable: Blasting machine will not 
fire or discharge until fully charged 
to design voltage 

• Lightweight: 10 oz. (0.3 kg.) 

• Environmentally Sealed: Water and 
corrosion resistant nylon case. 

• Fast Charge: 1·3 second charge 
time using one 9V alkaline battery 
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RESEARCH ENERGY OF OHIO, INC. 
10319 Wikel Road • Huron, Ohio 44839 

Phone: (419) 433-6103 ·Fax: (419) 433-5726 

NSN:1375-01-417-71 04 
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warranty. 

$199.00
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side, 6 mos. 
warranty. 

$149.00 

Igniter Time 
Blasting Fuse 
Weatherproof, M60, 

once fired 

'=' 18 8 88 8 J 
.f.:::l • 

U.S. Gl Blastmg 
Cap Container 

Durable plastic, O.D. green, 
holds 10 caps. 

5. Usable good cond.- 4.95 
5Usable ex. cond. - 9,9 5 

ROCK ISLAND ARMORY 
25144 Ridge Road, Dept. EE, Colona, IL 61241 
(309) 441-6214 • Fax: (309) 441-5758 

rirm outer covering of tarred cntt"n (manut:t,·tttn"cl hy the 
'Jilllgaucr Company), expl<>~ions again took pl;ll'c below 
the nip peel spot, hut werC" lintitcd to a local ntpture of the 
fuze accompanied hy sparks and report. The Ctii'.e of tbe 
same makers, with double covering of cotton t:trred and 
covered with talc, however, burnt through up t<' a ll~ngth 
of 47 inches. 

The above described phenomena furnish an explana
tion of the production of explosions of fuze. 'T\vo classes 
of fuze may be distinquished, one in which the burning of 
the core does not destroy the outer covering, and the '>ther 
in which the covering partly burns away with the core. 
With fuzes of the first kind, as the core burns a W<l ): " hol
low tube is formed which allows the gases formed hy the 
burning of the core to escape outwards, that is to ~;ay by 
the already burnt end. If this tube he now closed. as hap
pens when the fuze is nipped as above described. the 
products of comtmstion are prevented from escaping ; 
the}; therefore, collecr in the burnt out portion of the fuze 
until the pressure generated overcomes the resistance of 
the envelope and bursts the latter, accompanied by the 
phenomena of an explosion. If the resistance of the v<.•alls 
be too great, the explosion extends to the unconsumed 
portion of the core, which at once explodes and flashes 
out violently This explanation shows why long ends of 
fuzes only exploded when fuzes with stout cotton cover
ing were tested, whilst in the case of fuzes \Vith \Veaker 
jute covering, mere:;ly local explosions were produced. 

With fuzes of the second class, where the covering is 
partly burnt and destroyed, such explosions cannm he 
caused, because the gases evolved from the powder can 
escape freely through the damaged covering. 

In the practictl employment of fuzes, this distinction 
between the two kinds must be still. much more strongly 
accentuated. Here the fuze is firmly encased, for the whole 
or the greater part of its length, in the stemming. In fuzes 
with indestructible covering, there is only the tube, left by 
the burning of the core, available for the escape of the 
gases. The obstruction of this must, therefore, he doubly 
dangerous with such fuzes, because the stemming prevents 
the fuze from bursting laterally ; and if the obstruction in 
the rear connot be overcome, the flame must break 
through forwards, causing the charge to explode at once. 
Of course, a number of quite especial circumstances must 
coincide for such an occurence to take place, otherwise. 
considering the thousands of shots that are fired every clay 
there would be a still greater number of such accidents to 
record. It is, however, certain that the accumulation of the 
products of combustion within the fuze is favoured by 
firmly affixing a Roth or Norres igniter. In the trials in the 
expermental galleq; it was not found possible to cause 
explosions of fuzes by simply nipping on such igniters ; 
but explosions must occur whenever the back part of the 
fuze is sealed inside the igniter by the powder dust and the 
tar of the fuze covering. That such a case is not impossible 
is proved by a communication from the management of 
Consolidation Colliery Compan}; to the effect that, after 
numerous trials, they had succeeded in producing an 
explosion of fuze on firing it with a Norres igniter. 

The effect of the igniter is also indicated by the fact that 
the great majority of accidents occured with the ~orres 
igniter, and one only with a Roth igniter ; the re:tson being 
that the Norres igniter must be most carefully nipped on to 
the fuze to avoid a misfire, while the Roth igniter does not 
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really require to be nipped on in order to light the fuze 
with certainty. Of course, as already pointed out, it loses in 
the latter case its properties as a safety-igniter, owing to the 
flames escaping sideways from it. 

Other c.ircumstances, however, may also close com
pletely the core-passage inside the fuze. If, for instance, a 
fuze is squeezed either by a large piece of stone in the stem
ming, or by being kinked inside the borehole, that spot 
might become closed completely by the residue from the 
powder, as would seem to be indicated by the. following 
circumstance. A miner, who was aware of the possibility of 
the flame in the fuze striking through, although it had not 
been demonstrated at that time, attempted to secure himself 
by making a knot in the projecting end of the fuze, which 
was about 18 inches long. According to his statement, 
which seems quite worthy of belief, in· this case the shot 
exploded when the flre inside the fuze must have got as far 
as the knot, or "at the outside" ·of, the stemming. Here, then, 
a stoppage had been produced by means of the knot. 

Accordingly, the use of fuzes. with resistant coverings, 
that are not destroyed by the burning of the core, must be 
looked upon as a source of danger; and, in the writer's opin
ion, there is such danger in the use of all fuzes in which 
explosive phenomena can be produced by compression, as 
above described. Even the employment of those fuzes in 
which the phenomena are only local, appears hazardous. 
Only those fuzes can be considered secure against sudden 
fJiing which are partly destroyed when the core is burnt, 
because with these a great part of the space occupied by 
the fuze is free for the escape of gas, so that compression 
can entail no risk. As a matter of fact, no acddent of this 
kind has ever happened, as far as the writer knows, with 
fuzes covered with gutta-percha -in spite of these being so 
widely used. At the same time, there are objections to these 
fuzes : the quantity of gas evolved when they are burnt, as 
also its penetrating odour, are disagreeable accompani
ments. Moreover, this class of fuzes is subject to the other 
danger of not being quite safe m fiery mines. 

While safety-fuzes with a resistant covering may be 
looked upon as quite safe as regards fire- damp explosions, 
when the flame thrown out by them is stifled by a suitable 
safety-igniter, this perfect safety does not exist in the case 
of gutta-percha covered fuzes, as the following experi
ments have proved. 

In a mm1ber of experiments, about 130 feet of fuze 
were burnt inside the explosion chamber of the experi
mental gallery," which was filled with a 9 per cent. fire
damp mixmre, in such a way that both ends of the fuzes 
were outside the gallery or that one end was lit inside it by 
means of a safety-igniter. Further experiments were tried 
with 65 feet lengths of fuzes, which were slightly kinked 
at intervals of about 3 feet. The explosive rni.:Xture was 
never fired. A fuze, 26 feet long, sharply kinked at 20 
points, and thus partly damaged, caused an explosion of 
the fire- damp mixture after burning for seven minutes, say 
at about the twelfth kink. The total time of burning of 26 
feet length of fuze is about eleven to twelve minutes. 

In similar experiments with safety-fuzes, the gas was 
never fired, and whilst these fuzes appeared almost 
unchanged after they had burnt tluough, the guttapercha 
fuzes always broke into a number of separate pieces. It 
may be concluded from these experiments that there is no 
fear of fJiing a fire- damp mixture by sparks thrown out 
from tl1e sides of a guttapercha fuze so long as the piece 
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projecting from the shot-hole is uninjured. If, however, 
it be damaged it can fire a fire- damp mixture just as well 
as by the flame projected from the end, when it is lit. 

The fuze is thus damaged even when a Norres or a 
Roth igniter is nipped on to it, and it has actually been 
observed that a quantity of sparks are emitted and the 
fuze is sometimes torn off completely below the com
pressed spot when the fuze is lit. Although in a number 
of experim~nts, it was not found possible thus to fire an 
explosive fJie- damp mixture, this phenomenon indi
cates that the employment of igniters that require nip
ping on to the fuze would therefore seem not to be free 
from risk. Attempts have been made to meet this danger 
by making the tubes of the igniters so long that they pro
ject into the stemming. The sparking of the fuze is thus 
also prevented. This is, howev:er, only possible when the 
depth of the shot-hole is such that the length of the pro
jecting end of fuze is less than that of the igniter. Damage 
to the fuze may be avoided by using t11e Kost* or the 
Hohendahlt igniters, both of which cover t11e end of tl1e 
fuze only whilst it is being lit. Then, again, t11ere is the 
danger that the miner may take off t11e igniter before the 
fuze has ceased to throw out flame. 

In fiery mines, t11e degree of safety attained in using 
safety-fuzes must, in the main, depend upon the skill and 
trustworthiness of the miner employed. 

'Translated by Pr.of. H. Louis. 

tCommunic-ations from Bergrath Kaltheuner, Of Gelsenkirchen, have been 

emboclied.in this paper. 

•Trans. Fed. !nSt. vol:ix., page 250. 

(To be continued in the next issue of the Journal) 
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l~WIN PENDULUM -NEW METHOD 
TO SIMULATE THE 

GENERATION OF TOXIC FUMES 
by 

Gunnar Persson 
SveDeFo 

- 1000% 

open in air steel tube, 
wall11mm 
thick 

steel tube, 
wall20mm 
thick 

tunnel 
rounds 

single 
bore hole 

"springing" 

Figure 1. T be ba1· diagram sbows tl.?e effect of the C011fine
ment (load) on tl:Jefonnation of NOx for a certain ~vpe of 
dynamite tested. 100% bas been assigned as a standard 
value to tl.?e NOx amount that bas been measw·ed during the 
blasting of 1Om2 tUJ1nel 1·ounds of JM.ng in waste roc!~ wit I.? 
tl?e specific charge of- 3 kg/m3

. 

SUMMARY 
The borehole pressure/time 

history of blasting practice is sim
ulated in a twin pendulum appa
ratus, where the expanding shot
firing gases force two steel slab 
swingers apart. A pilot installa- . 
tion built at SveDeFo is 
described. The relevant factors, 
that govern the use of this test 
method as a means of classifying 
explosives with respect to their 
toxic fume potential, are 
described. 

A twin pendulum which can 
simulate the actual borehole 
pressure/time history of explo
sive charges in the field with an 
energy content around 10 MJ 
should be large enough for a 
meaningful testing of all but a 
few of the cap sensitive explo
sives in the world market. 

It is well worth further study 
and development as a potential 
international standard method 
for classifying explosives with 
respect to their toxic fume 
potential. 

BACKGROUND 
The toxic components, espe

cially carbon monoxide (CO) and 
nitrous oxides (NOx), of the 
explosion gases (shotfiring 
fumes) are a great health risk in 
underground blasting. In order 
to determine the suitability of 
explosives for underground use, 
the generation of toxic explosion 
gases (fumes) must also be taken 
into consideration in addition to 
handling safeq~ environmental 
effects, detonabilit)\ and blasting 
efficiency 

The energy released during 
the detonation and the resulting 
detonation products can be deter-

22 
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mined by using thermochemical 
calculation programs. The reac
tion process is very complicated 
with many participating compoc 
nents. Before the chemical posi
tions of equilibrium, the so-called 
freezing points, are attained dur
ing the cooling of the explosion 
gases, molecules, atoms, and free 
radicals have had many opportu-

nities to enter into new combina
tions, all of which are dependent 
on temperature, pressure and the 
time conditions that prevail in 
the gas. It is very difficult to set 
up computer programs that cal
culate the NOx fraction with any 
greater relation to rea.Jity 

Several test methods have 
been developed in different 
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parts of the world in an attempt 
to determine in-a laboratory scale 
the amount of toxic explosion. 
gases generated by explosives. 
All of the known methods, with 
the exception of a West German 
method, lack arrangements for a 
true to life simulation of the load 
that the explosion gases are 
exposed to in actual boreholes. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF 
THE CONFINEMENT 

Generally, the formation of 
NOx decreases with a greater 
confinement (load) of the deto
nating explosive and from that 
fact higher pressure. (Persson 
and Persson. 1) The results of 
comparative blastings with the 
same explosive but under differ
ent confinements, which give dif
ferent pressure/time histories, 
are shown in Fig. 1. The mea
surements were performed in 
collaboration with Kurt 
Lindqvist of Nitro Nobel AB. 
(Lindqvist and Johnson 2.) The 
CO is only slightly affected by 
the confinement, and the tenden
cy is then the same as for the 
NOx. Under very strong confine
ments, non-systematic increases 
may occur, probably due to the 
burning of the wrapping under a 
lack of oxygen. 

The atmospheric post-oxida
tion, when the expanding explo
sion gases come in contact with 
the air in the environment, can 
affect the NOx content to a max 
of one percent. The cloud of 
fumes is cooled during the 
expansion, and the amount of 
nitrogen in the air that can be 
oxidized is therefore small. 

In practical use, one should be 
able to perform a meaningful 
determination of the generation 
of toxic fumes by the explosive 
in laboratory scale if the testing 
apparan1s is capable of simulat
ing the pressure/time history that 
prevails in the actual borehole. 

The specific charge (explo
sive in kg per m" of blasted rock) 
can in underground work vary 
between 0.1 - 5.0 kg/m3

, depend
ing on the tunnel area, nature of 
the rock and blasting tnethod. 

holes in the cuts may 
specific load over 100 
Consequent!)~ the pres

sure/time history in the bore
holes varies considerably. In addi
tion, there are differences 
between the boreholes in a 
round of firings, depending on 
the degree of confinement (bur
den) and the cracks that have 
been produced by charges that 
have been detonated in nearby 
boreholes. 

WEST GERMAN TEST METIIOD 
One test method is worth men

tioning among the presently 
known test methods for simulating 
actual conditions of use. It is of West 
German origin and has been devel
oped by Berggewerkschaftliche 
Versuchsstrecke in collaboration 
with Versuchsgrube Tremona. (EitZ 
and Zimmerman 3.) The blastings 
are performed as rounds with 7 kg 
of explosives distributed in 7-10 
bore holes in a rock chamber with 
a removable wall. As the rock 
blasting proceeds, the wall is 
moved, so that a chamber volume 
between30 -100m3 is always main
tained. 

QUANTITATIVE (TAS 
MEASUREMENTS·IN ROCK 
BLASTING 

In order to determine the 
amount of toxic fumes generated 
in liters per kg of detonated 
explosives during actual condi
tions of use, quantitative fume 
measurements can be made dur
ing the firing of well- defined 
rounds in rock. It is then suitable 
to blast stope holes with the 
same burden and spacing of 
holes, so that the specific charge 
can be determined with good 
accuracy. It should be noted that 
the same specific charge does not 
always mean the same load for 
the explosive. This is exempli
fied in stope blasting where the 
explosives in the top (roof) holes 
work with gravity, and the bot
tom (floor) holes work against it. 

Previously it has not been pos
sible to obtain in field measure
ments a high accuracy and low 
interference gas sensitivity with 

direct-reading, battery-operated, 
portable gas analyzers for CO 
and NOx. Therefore, SveDeFo has 
considered it necessary, together 
with instrument manufacturers, 
to improve and develop an ND
IR analyzer for CO and a chemi
luminescence instrument for NO 
.and N0 . 2 (4.) 

The in situ measurement of 
explosion gases may be performed 
according to two methods: 

1. ~ Test chamber measure
ments, similar to the above men
tioned West German method, 
may be made on rounds of firings 
in mining areas or tunnels with a 
known volume. The chamber is 
sealed with a gate-type device, 
after which the explosion gas is 
thoroughly mixed by means of a 
fan, and the content of the 
·desired toxic fumes is measured. 
The amount of fumes generated 
is calculated by multiplyirig the 
volume of the chamber by the 
gas content. 

2. Air flow/gas content mea
surements, using a method tested 
at SveDeFo, where the fume con
tent in the explosion gases com
ing from a blasting round is 
analysed in the passage of an 
accurately measured runnel sec
tion. The air speed is measured at 
the same time with anemometers. 
When the explosion gas cloud 
passes through, its content of CO 
and NOx is registered as a func
tion of time with an XT printer. 
Since the volume of the amount 
of air flowing by is known, the 
volumes of the analysed gas com
ponents can also be determined. 
(4) 

In the above-mentioned quan
titative measuring methods, it 
may be necessary, in certain 
cases, to take into consideration 
the explosion gas content in the 
rock blasted. 

In order to imitate the condi
tions prevailing in the borehole 
when the explosive detonates, 
pressure/time measurements 
should also be made in sinL At 
present, tests are being conduct
ed at SveDeFo with a new 
method which makes it possible 
to register the entire pres-
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Figure 2. Hole in wall stope with a 
powe1jul charge. 

Figw·e 3. Hole with 1·ota1:Y -~vmm.etri
cal tam,ping and c1·itical charging. 

sure/time history when high 
energy explosives are detonated 
in boreholes. 

PRINCIPLE OF THE TWIN 
PENDULUM APPARATUS 

The pressure/time history 
occurring in the above-described 
practical use of the explosive in 
boreholes (Figs. 2 and 3) can be 
simulated with a new test method 
where the explosion gases are 
forced to expand and work 
between two movably mounted 
steel slabs. The author has 
already described in EXTEST 78 
the theory behind this method. 

The testing apparatus consists 
of two or more steel slabs with 
planed surfaces that are pressed 
against each other. The explosive 
to be tested is placed in a groove 
(firing hole) milled between the 
steel slabs. This hole corresponds 
to the borehole in the rock. When 
the explosive detonates, the steel 
slabs are forced apart. The speed 
of this movement depends on the 
size of the impulse, the steel slab 
mass and the loss that occurs when 
the expanding explosion gas rush
es out into the widened· opening 
between the steel slabs. The 
desired pressure/time history can 
be simulated by changing the 
energy content of the explosive 
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charge and/or the size of the mass. 
The steel slabs should be fas

tened in a device that provides 
them with a returning motion 
after the blast. For example, this 
can be achieved if the two steel 
slabs are placed on top of each 
other with the lower slab as an 
anvil and the upper slab mount
ed on a movable arm as a ham
mer. A variant with a suspended 
hammer, single pendulum, is also 
possible. (See Figs. 4 and 5). 

PILOT TEST 
Our pilot installation of the test

ing apparatuS is designed as a twin 
(double) pendulum with brakes 
consisting of a bunch of logs for 
each half of the pendulum. When 
both of the steel slabs swing back 
to meet again, a rubber-covered 
steel plate has fallen down 
between them. This prevents any 
damage to the firing hole ano to 
the contact surfaces. 

The detonating explosive 
causes wear and tear on the firing 
hole, which, however, can be 
reduced considerably if a tube
shaped protective lining is used. 
We have developed a sand/air 
lining designed as self-supporting 
tubes. The density of the mineral 
is 2.65 g!CW and the· density of 
the lining: 1.60 g!CW. 

The testing apparams, vvhich. 
we call "Twin pendulum," was 
mounted in our 235 M·1 large test 
chamber in the Stripa Mine. After 
the blasting, the chamber was 
sealed by means of tight doors, 
and the explosion gases were 
mixed by a powerful fan. (1) 
When the gas mixture had 
become homogeneous, it was 
analyzed as to its content of toxic 
fumes with direct-reading instru
ments. CO was measured with an 
ND-IR analyzer, and NOx (NO and 
N0 ) 2 with a chemiluminescence 
instrument. 

When necessaq; samples of 
other explosion gas components 
could be pwnped into tubes for 
analysis by gas chromatograph)z 

Our pilot installation of the 
twin pendulum had pendulum 
masses of approx. 700 kg with 
the dimensions 240x570x650 
mm. The length of the pendulum 
arm from the supporting point to 
the firing hole was 2100 mm. 
Charges with an energy content up 
to 1 MJ could be placed in this 
twin pendulum. Then the load 
condition becomes such that the 
toxic gases generated correspond 
approx. to the wall stope blasting 
in granite with a specific charge of 
- 3 kg/m1

. Since our small twin 
pendulum only permits the ·firing 
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Examples of practical solutions for simulating actual load conditions on the explosive. 

Figure 4. Hamme1' with anvil. 

of small explosive charges, a diffi
culty may arise in obtaining an 
even velocity of detonation. 

FACTORS TO TAKE INTO 
CONSIDERATION WHEN USING 
TIIE TWIN PENDULUM 

If an explosive is to be classi
fied with respect to its genera
tion of toxic explosion gases, 
then the testing process must be 
accurately thought out and the 
load conditions must be well 
known. Naturally this also 
applies to the twin pendulum. 
Some of the most important fac
tors are discussed here, and some 
practical advice is offered in the 
following. 

1. The pressure/time history 
in the twin penduluni must cor
respond to the loads under 
which the explosive is mamly 
intended to operate. This may be 
measured with pressure gauging 
according to an earlier men
tioned method, or it may be test
ed by comparing blastings with 
actual rounds of firing. 

2. When classifying explosives, 
the intended conditions of us~ 
must be taken into. account. 
Standardized loading conditions 
should be possible to introduce ·
during twin pendulum blasting. 
For example: A specific charge of 
3 kg of explosives per m3 of gran
ite, which is a normal load in the 
blasting of smaller tunnel areas. 

3. Load changes should flrst of 
all be made by changing the twin 
pendulum mass, and secondly, by 
varying the size of the charge. 

4. The main 
part of . the 
explosive test
ed must attain a 
stable rate of 
detonation. The 
charge should 
be so long that 
the accelera
tion distance of 
the detonation 
is a small part 
of the total 
length of the 
specimen. 

FiguTe 5. Single pendulum. 

5. The rela-
tion between the charge and fir
ing hole diameter should _pe the 
same as in actual borehole"fitings 
that are to be simulated du.ring 
the test. 

6. The uncharged part of the 
firing hole should be so long that 
it prevents a load that is too low 
in the outer part of the explosive 
sample. 

7. The dimensions of the firing 
hole are easily altered if remov
able steel linings are used on 
both sections of the pendulum. 

8. The wear and tear on the 
firing hole is reduced consider
ably if energy-absorbing liillng 
tubes of a sand/air type are used. 

 Note that the pressure/time his
tory can thereby be changed. By 

·using sand of the same rock mate-
rial as the explosive will be used 
in, the explosion gas effects, due 
to the mineral, can be studied 
during twin pendulum blasting. 

9. Stemming can, of course, 
also be used in twin pendulum 
blasting, but in packing it, steps 

must be taken to prevent the 
pendulum sections from gliding 
apart. 

10. It is necessary to effective
ly mix the explosion gases in the 
test chamber in order to make 
them rapidly homogeneous 
before the analysis is performed 
with high-class, direct-reading 
instruments. 

TWIN PENDULUM 
IN FUlL SCALE 

A twin pendulum which can 
simulate the actual borehole 
pressure/time history of explo
sive charges in the field with an 
energy content around 10 MJ 
should be large enough for a 
meaningful testing of all but a 
few of the blasting cap sensitive 
explosives in the world market. 
Since the pressure/time history 
for specific charges between 1 
and 4 kg/m3 is probably the most 
interesting to simulate, the for
mat of the twin pendulum can be 
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Figure 6. Proposaljo1· a twin pen.dulu1nj01· chcwge eneJ~C{ies up 
to 10 Mj Note tbe hydraulic sbock absm·bers, tlJe hooleing-up 
device, tl?e replaceable loads and steel linings. The sketch is 
scbem.atic. Tbe contact swfaces (j:Jperating su1face~ a1·e pro
vided with laby1·inth t1·acks (gmoves) in order to reduce the gas 
loss between the swfaces du1ing tl.?e initial phase. 

kept within manageable climen-
sions. 

In an international standard
ization of methods for determin
ing the generation of toxic 
explosion gases by explosives, 
the twin pendulum may be a pro
posal worth studying closer and 
developing further. 

Rigid pendulum arms and a 
very .strong mechanical structure 
consisting of supports and fasten
ings for · the hydraulic brake 
cylinders which will brake the 
pedulum motion, are required for 
pendulum masses of 5 - 10 tons. 
The construction cost is estimat
ed to be 4 -5 million Swedish 
Crowns in 1995 year's value. 

A common testing installation 
for several manufacturers of 
explosives or the construction 
of a few separate installations 
around the world, together with 
state- owned testing centers or 
similar organizations, should 
make it possible to share the 
cost among the persons interest
ed in the testing method 

described in this report. 
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Udell Watson, underground miner, was 
fatally injured in a MACHINERY accident at 
approximately 1:30 p.m. Mr Watson, was 
39 years .old, and is survived by his wife and 
two children. 

The accident occurred while he and sev
eral co-workers were attempting to re
thread a belt drive. The victim was pushing 
belt slack by hand through the top of .the 
tandem power rollers while the belt was 
being "bumped" in reverse direction. 
Apparently the victim's hands were caught, 
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and he was taken between the tandem 
power rollers, causing fatal injuries. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES: 

1.. · At no time shall work be performed 
on equipment where there is a possibility of 
coming into contact with moving pans. 

2. Belt guards shall remain in place 
where there is a possibility of persons com
ing in contact with conveyor head drives. 
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Tbis a1·ticle is Tep1inted jmm tbe Commonwealth of Kentucky Departtnent of Mines 
and Minerals Bulletin, Volwne 1, 1996. 



Wesley Little page, underground utility 
man, was fatally injured in a SHAFT acci
dent at approximately 2:15 p.m. He was 31 
years of age and is survived by his wife and 
two children. 

M1: Little page and a co-worker were 
removing ice from the walls of an air shaft 
that was 1,079 feet deep and 26 feet in diam
eter. The shaft was equipped with both a 
man cage and a ~up ply cage. The crew was 
working ·on the maintenance platform locat
ed atop the man cage. Ice had been cleared 
on the man cage side of the shaft to a depth 
of approximately 400 feet. A sheet of ice 
fell from an undetermined location on the 
supply side of the shaft, striking M1~ 

Littlepage and causing fatal head injuries. 

SUPPLY CAGE 

PREVENTATIVE MEASURES: 

1. Adequate protection from falling 
materials shall be provided at all times 
whert employees are allowed to ride or 
work outside the closed man cage or supply 
cage. 

2. When scaling operations are neces
sary, the entire circumferenc~ of the shaft 
walls shall be scaled in a uniform manner 
from the collar to the bottom of the shaft. 

3. Ice build-ups pose a significant threat 
to miners working in many areas. Special 
care must be taken to protect them· from 
falling ice. 

CAGE CON'l'ROIS 

I 
I 
.i 

RICKY 
BOWLES 

(WITNESS) 

TOP VIEW 
EAST PORTAL SHAFT CONFIGURATION 

Tbis article is rep1''intedf1'0m the Commonwealth of Kenrucky Department of Mines 
and Minerals Bulletin, Volume 1, 1996. 
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Title 8 General bJ,dustry Safety Orders § 5,237 

Group 18. Explosive Materials 

Article 113. Explosive Materials 

§ 5236. Purpose. . 
(a) Group 18 establishes minimum standards for the manufacture, as

sembly, possession, storage, tra.p.sportation, repacking and distribution, 
and use of explosive materials at places of employment · 

(b) This group shall not apply ~o: 
(1) The public display of fireworks as defined in Health and Safety 

Code Section 12524 and under the jurisdiction of the State Fire Marshal 
under Title 19. 

(2) Explosive materials whli(fin the course of transportation under the 
jurisdiction of the US Dep~ent of Transportation (USDOT), the per
mit provisions of the Health .and Safety Code or the California Vehicle 
Code (CVC) as enforced by the California Highway Patrol. 

(3) Pyrotechnic devices, fireworks and special effects which are regu
lated by the State Fire Marshal under Pr-ovisions of Part 2, Division 11 
(commencing with Section 12500) of the.Health and Safety Code. · 

(4) The use of expl0sive materials in medicines and medicinal agents 
. in the forms prescribed by the United 'States ~armacopeia, or the Na-
tional Formulary.· · 

(5) Operations govemed by the provisions of Group 18 under contract 
with federal government agencies requiring compliance with: 

(A) DOD Contractors' Safety Manual(s), . 
(B) DOD explosive safety requirements and surveillance, and 
(C) Where the Department of the Army/DOD conducts site inspec

-tions to ensure compliance. 
(c) Whenever the term "explosive materials" is used in this group .it 

shall be construed as including blasting agents unless specifically ex
empted in a safety order. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3 La
bor Code. 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment of subsections (a) and (b) :filed 10-17-75; effective thirtieth day 

thereafter (Register 75, No. 42). · .. _.,.. 
2. -Amendments filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 

29). 
3. Amendment of subsection (b) effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 80, No. 

38). 
4. Amendment of article heading and section filed 9-24-97; operative 10-24-97 

(Register 97, No. 39). 
5. Amendment of group heading, article heading and section filed 7-11-2003; op

erative 8-10-2003 (Register2003, No. 28). 

§ 5237. Definitions! . 
"Air Loader." A device for inserting explosive materials into a bore 

hole or other cavity, using compressed air as the propulsive force. 
"Air Supply Lines." Pipe, hose or combination of-pipe and hose, that 

suppli_es compressed air to the air loader. 
"ANFO." An explosive material consisting of ammonium nitrate and 

fuel oil.· · 
"ATF." Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, United States De

partment of Treasy,ry. 
"Barricade-Artificial." An artificial mound orrevetted wall of earth 

of a minimum thickness of 3 feet at the top of the mound or acceptable 
equivalent. 

"Barricade-Natural." Natural features of the, terrain such as hills, or 
timber of sufficient density that the surrounding exposures which require 
protection cannot be seen from the magazine when the trees are bare of 
leaves. · · 

"Barricaded." A building or structure containing exp1osi ves effective
ly screened from another magazine, inhabited building, railway, high
way or work area either by a natural or by an artificial barricade of such 
height that a straight line from the top of any sidewall of the building, or 
structure, containing explosives to the eave line of any other magazine, 

.inhabited building or a point 12 feet about the center of a railway, high· 
. way, .or OUtside Work area· will pass through SUCh intervening natural OJ 

a..."tifi.cial barricade. 
"Binary Components." The combination of two non-explosive mate-

rials. to form an explosive material. . 
"Blast Area." The area of a blast within the influence of flying frag· 

ments, gases, and concussion. 
"Blast Site." The area where explosive materials are handled during 

loading, including ~e perimeter of-blast holes and 50 feet in all directions 
froJll.loaded holes or holes to .be loaded. · 

"Blaster, Licensed." Any competent ·perso:p designated to supervise 
blasting opc:rrations and in possession of a current blasters license issued 

. by the Division. . 
"Blasting Accessories." Equipment used when loading and firing ex

plosives. It does not include explosive matl?rials. 
"Blasting Agents." ,Any material or mixture consisting of a fuel and 

oxidizer, intended for blasting and not otherwise classified as an explo
sive, provided that the finished product, as mixed and packaged for ship
ment, cannot be detonated by means of a No. 8. test blasting cap when 
'unconfined. · · 

"Blasting Cap." See "Detonator.". 
"Blasting Circuit." A circuit used to initiate expl9sive materials. 
"Blasting Machine." An electrical device designed to fire electric det-

onators. 
"Blasting Mat." A heavy mat of woven rope, steel wire, or chain, or 

improvised from timber, logs, brush, or other materials placed -over 
loaded holes to minimize the amount of rock and other debris that might 
be thrown into the air. 

''Blasting Operation." Includes, but is not limited to use, on-site trans
portation and storage of commercial explosives, blasting agents, and oth
er materials used in blasting. 

"Blasting Shelter." A shelter for the protection of .employees while 
blasting. 

. "Bullet Resistant" Magazine walls or doors of construction resistant 
to penetration of a bullet of 150-grain M2 ball ammunition having a 
nominal muzzle velocity of 2700 feet per second fired from a .30 caliber 
rifle from a distance of 100 feet perpendicular to J;he wall-or door. 

"Bus Wires." Wires in the blasting citcuit to which the leg wires of 
electric blasting caps are attached for parallel electric blasting. 

"Cap Crimper." A tool specially designed to securely crimp 'the metal
lic shell of a fuse detonator or igniter cord connector to a section of in
serted safety fuse. 

"Capped Fuse." A length of safety fuse to which a blasting cap has 
been attached. 

"Car." 'Wheeled conveyance for use on rails, whether hand trammed 
or included in a train. · 

"Competent Person." One who is' capable of ,identifying existing and 
predictable hazards in the surroundings or working conditions whic~ are 
unsanitary, _hazardous, or dangerous to employees, and who has autho_. 
rization to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate them. 

"Connecting Wires." Wires used to extend the leading (firing) line or 
leg wires iri an electric blasting circuit 

"Coyote Hole." An underground tunnel-like chamber into which ex
plosives are placed for primary blasting. 

"Defl.agration." A rapid chemical reaCtion in which the output of heat 
is sufficient to enable the reaction to proceed and be accelerated without 
input of heat from another source. Defl.agration is a surface phenomenon 
with the reaction products flowing away from the unreacted material 
along the surface at subsonic velocity. The effect of a true defl.agration 
under confinement is an explosion. Confinement of the reaction in
creases pressure, temperature, and rate of reaction, 'and may cause transi
tion into a detonation. 

"Detonating Cord." A flexible cord containing a center core of high 
explosives. 

"Detonation." An explosive reaction that moves through an explosive 
material at a velocity greater than l:he speed of sound in the material. 
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§ 5237 BAR CLAYS CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS TitJe 8 

"Detonator." Any device containing an :initiating or primary explosive 
that is used for initiating detonation in another explosive material. Deto
nators were formerly called blasting caps and include: . 

(A) Fuse caps or ordinary blasting caps which are· initiated by safety 
fuse. · 

(B) Electric blasting caps which are initiated by means of an electric 
current. 

(C) Electric delay blasting caps are electric cietonators which 
introduce a predetermined lapse of time between the application of elec
tric current and the detonation of the base charge in the detonator. 

(D) Shock tube, gas initiation, or miniatUrized detonating cord blast
ing caps are detonators that are designed to be initiated by the signal, 
flame or detonation impulse from shock tube, gas filled tubes, or minia
turized detonating cord, Like electric blasting caps, they may incorporate 
a delay element to produce a predetermined lapse of time between receipt 
of the eriergy signal and the :firiilg df the base· charge in the detonator. 

''DOD." U. S. Department of Defense.· · 
"Electric Blasting Cap." See "Detonator". 
''Electric Delay Blasting Caps." See "Detonator". 
"Nonelectric Delay Blasting Cap." See "Detonator". 
"Emulsion." An explosive material containing proportional amounts 

of an oxidizer dissolved in water droplets surrounded by immiscible fuel 
or droplets of an immiscible fuel surrounded by water containing sub-
stantial amounts of oxidizer. . 

"Explosive Materials.~' The tep:nincludes, butis not)imited to, dyna
mite and other high explosives; slurries, emulsions, and water gels; blick 
powder and -pellet powder; inigating explosives; detonators; bllimtfng 
caps; safety fuse; squibs; detonating cord; igniter; igniter cord; pyrotech-
nic devices; blasting agents; imd propellants. · 

(A) "Explosives, Chlorates." Explosive materials that contain over _
one percent (1%) chlorate by weight, in the total mix. 

(B) "Explosives; Perchlorates." Explosive materials that contain over 
one percent (1 %) perchlorate& by weight, in the total mix. 

"Explosives." Any chemical compound, mixti.lre oi'device, the prima
ry or common purpose of which is to function by explosion. 

(A) "Cla8ses." · 
(1) High:explosives. Explosivemateriais which can: be caused to deto

nate by means of an initiator test detonator-when Uliconfmed (for exam-.· 
ple, cj.yna,WI~e;Jlash powders; and bulk salutes) . 

. (2) Lowexpiosives. Explosive materials which can be caused to defl.a~ 
grate when confined (for example, black powder, safety fuses, igniters, 
igniter cords, fuse lighters, and "special fireworks.") 

(3) Bl!J.sting Agent Any material or mixture, consisting of fuel and ox
idizer which cannot be detonated by means of a No. 8 testing blasting cap 
when unconfined;· 

(B) -Division. (For transportation purposes only.) 
(1) Divisio)i·l.l- EXplosives that have a mass explosion hazard. 
(2) Division 1.2 -Explosives that have a projection hazard, but not 

a mass. explosion hazard. · 
(3) Division 1.3- Explosives that have a fire hazard and (1) a minor 

blast hazard. or (2) a minor projection hazard, or both, but-not a ma.Ss ex
plosion haZard. 

(4) Division 1.4- Explosive devices that present a minor explosion 
hazard. 

(5) Division 1.5-Very insensitive explosives whi,ch have a mass ex
plosion hazard brit are so insensitive that there is little probability of initi~ 
ation. (Blasting Agents - ANFO, noi:J. carsensitive emulsions and wa
ter-g~ls, _l!I!d packaged ANFO products.) 

(6) Division_1.6- Extremely insensitive articles which do not have a 
mass explo~ion hazard. (There currently are no commercial explosive 
products that fit this classification.) 

''Explosives-Actuated Power Devices." Any tool or special mechani
cal device which is-actuated by explosives, but not to include propellant 
·actuaj:ed power devices. Examples of explosive actuated devices are jet 
perforators,· shaped charges and similar devices. 

''Face or Bank." The sides from the bottom or floor of a pit to the sur
face surrounding the pit Where one cir more benches or levels arc used 
in a pit, each bench or level has a separate face. 

''Face- Undergr-ound." That part of any adit, tunnel; stope, or raise 
where excavating is progressing, or was last done. 

"Fireworks." (Also see "pyrotechnic devices.") Any device contain
~ng chemical elements and chemical compounds capable of burning in
dependently of the oxygen -of the atmosphere and producing audible, 
visual, mechanical, or thermal effects which are useful as pyrotechnic de
vices or for entertainment. The tenn "frreworkS" includes, but is not lim
ited to, devices designated by the manufacturer as fireworks, torpedoes, 
skyrockets, roman candles, rockets, Daygo bombs, sparklers, party pop
pers, paper caps, chasers, fountains, smoke spards; aerial bombs, and 
fireworks kits. 

"Forbidden or not Acceptable Explosives. 7' Explosives which are for
bidden or not acceptable for transportation by common, contract or pri
vate carriers by rail freight, rail express, highway or·waterin.accordance 
with the regulations of the U.S. Departmeri.t'of Transportation, 49 CFR 
Chapter I. 
NOTE: Certain-chl~micals and certain 'fuel materials may have explosive character
istics but are not within the coverage of 18 U.S.C., Chapter 40 and.are not specifi
cally classified as explosives by the U.S. Department of'l'ransportation. Authorita
tive infomiatioil should be obtained for such materials -and.action commensurate 
with their hazaids, location, isolation and safeguards, shbula be taken. 

· ''Fume Classification.'! As defined by ):he Institute of Makers ofExplo-
sives, ·PUblication No. 12, "Acla.Sstiicatio!:rindicatmg the amouni of car
bon monoxide·and hydrogen sulfide prodilcedby an eiplosiye or blasting 
agent. Explosives with positive•ox)igen balances are not considered aS 
being acceptable in these classifications." · 

"Fuse, Safety." A flexible cord contai.rritig an internal burning com
 position by which fire is conveyed at a continuous uniform rate. 

"Highway." Any street, alley, or road, publicly or privately main
tained and open to use of the public for purposes of vehicular travel. 

"Igniter Cord." A small-diameter pyrotechnic cord that burns at a uni
formrate with an external flame and used to ignite a series of safety fuses. 

"IME." Institute of Makers· of Explosives. 
"Industrial Explosive Devices." Explosive.;..actuated-power devices 

and propellant-actuated-power devices. · 
"Industrial EXplosive Material." Shaped materials and sheet forms 

and various other extrusions, pell~ts, and packages of high explosive 
which include dynamites; trinitrotoluene (TNT); peritaerythritoltetrani
trate (PETN); and other similar compounds used for high energy rate 
forming, expanding, and shaping in metal fabrication arid for di.sa.Ssem
bly and quick reduction to scrap metal. 
. "Inhabited Building."· A building regularly occupied in whole or part 

as a habitation for human beings, or any church, schoolhouse, railroad 
station, store, or_ other structure w~e.~e people are accustomed to as
semble, except iiiiy building or structl.lre occupied in connection with the 
manufacture, transportation, storage or us~ of explosiye materials. . . 

"Intraline Distance." The mininilim distcinc~ permitted between any 
two buildings within one operating-line. Intr@~e distances are also used 
fat separa.tlilg certam specified areas, buildings, and locations: even 
though actual line operations are not involved. Intraline distai'Jce separa· 
tion is expected to protect explosive ri;laferlals iii bi.iudings frqm propaga
tion detonation due to blast effects, but not against the possibility of prop
agation detonation due to fragments. BUildings separated by int:ra.J.ille 
distances will probably suffer substantial structural daniage. 

"Intraline Operations." Those operations accomplished within one op-
erating line. - · · 

"Leading Wires.'~ The wire(s) connecting the electrical power source 
to the blasting circUit. 

''Loading Hose." The hose through which an explosive or blasting 
agent is blown or forced. 

"Loading Line." The loading hose, loading tube and all fittings and 
connections from the loader to the discharge end of.the loading tube. 
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"Loading Tube." The rigid or semi-rigid static dissipating tube in the 
loliding 1ine. · . . . 
· "Magazine," Any :building or structure, other than an explosive 
manufacturing building, used for storage .of explosive materials. 

(A) Type 1 Magazines .. Perinanent magazines for storage of high ex
plosi ve materials. Other classes of explosive materials may also be stored 
in Type 1 magazines. 

(B) Type 2Magazines. Mobile and portable indoor and outdoor maga
zine~ for the storage of high e~piosive materials. Other .classes of explo
sive materials may also be stored in Type 2 magazines. 

(C) Type 3 Magazines. Portable outdoor magazinesfor the temporary 
storage of high explosive.materials while attended (~or example, a "day 
box") .. Other classes of explosive materials may also be stored in Type 
3 magazines. · 

(D) Type 4 Magazines. Magazines for the storage of low explosive 
m;iterials. Blasting agents may be stored in Type ·4 magazines. Detona
tors that will not mass detonate i:nay also be stored in Type 4 magazines. 

(E) Type 5 Magaz1nes. Magazines for the storage of blasting agents. 
"Misfire." An explosive charge which partly or completely failed to 

explode as planned. · 
"Missed Hole." An explosive loaded hole or any portion thereof con

taihing an ~plosive charge that failed to explode. 
"Motor Vehicle." Any self -propelled vehicle, truck, tractor, semitrail

er, or trailer used for the transportation of freight over public highways. 
"Mudcapping." Blasting by placing a quantity of explosives with deto

nator on or against the objec(to be blasted. This is also lmown as bulldoz
ing, adobying, or plaster shooting. 

"NFP A" National Fire Protection Association. 
"Operating Building." A building in which any processing of explo-

sive materials is conducted. · 
"Operating Line." A group of separated operating buildings of specific 

arrangement, used in the assembly, modification, reconditioning, reno
vation, maintenance, inspection, surveillance, testing or manufacturing 
of explosives. 

"Operating Line Separation." The required safe distance separating 
two or more operating lines .. 

"Permanent Blasting (Leading) Wires." Those wires between th~ .. fu
ing switch and auxiliary switch, including sections between aUXiliary 

. switches, for use in blasting where the power source is an electric circuit. 
'Permissible." A machine, material, apparatus; or device which has 

been investigated, tested, and approved by the Mine Safety and Health 
Administration, and is maintained in accordance with the requirements 
of the approving agency. 

"Pneumatic Loading." Loading of explosive materials by means of 
compressed air. · · 

"Prills." Spherical pellets. 
"Primary Blasting." Blasting used to fragment and displace material 

fr0m its original posi)ion to facilitate subsequent handling and crushing. 
"Primer." A cartridge or container of explosives into whi.ch a cl,etona

tor is inserted or attached to the main charge. 
''Processing." A series of actions or operations involved in the 

manufacturing of explosive ma,terials, including the manufacture of ex
plosives, the assembly, loading, disassembly, modification, recondition-, 
ing, renovation, maintenance; inspection, surveillance, shipping, receiv
ing, or testing of explosive materials and the packaging and repackaging 
of explosive materials for wholesale distribution. 

"Propagation (Sympathetic Detonation)." The detonation of explo
sive charges by an impulse received from adjacent or nearby explosive 
charges. 

"Propellant (Solid)." Explosives compositions used for propelling 
projectiles and rockets and to generate gases for powering auxiliary de
vices. 

"Propellant-Actuated Power Devices." Any tool or special mechani
cal device or gas generator system which is actuated by a propellant, or 
which releases and directs work through propeiiant charge. 

"Pyrotechnic De.vices.'; J:,.ny combination 6fmaterials, including py 
rotechnic compositions, which, i:JY the agency of :fire, produce an audible 
visual, mechanical or thermal effect designed and in~nded to be usefu. 
for industrial, agricultural, personal safety, or educ!'ltional.purposes. Thf 
term "pyrotechnic device" inch:ides, butis notlimited to; agricultural anc 
wildlife fireworks, model rockets, exempt fireworks, emergency signal· 
jng devices, and special effects. 

·~emote (Jperation." Where operating personnel are protected ·by 
substantial walls designed to safely withstand the anticipated overpres-
sure· should a incident occur. · 

"Safety (Blast) Shield." A barrier constructed at a particular location, 
or around .a particular operation to protect personnel, material or equip
ment from the effects of a· possible fire or explosion. 

"Safety Fuse." See "Fuse;·Safety." 
. "Secondary Blasting." Blasting to reduce the size of boulders r~sulting 

from a primary blast. 
"Sensitizer." Any additive, active or .. inert, which added to a chemical 

compoJJ?d or mixture causes that compound or mixture to become more 
sensitive to initiation. 

"Slurry Explosives." An .explosive material containing substantial 
 portions of a liquid, oxidizers, and fuel, plus a thickener; 

"Small Arms Amnmnition." Ammunition of . 75 caliber or less, when 
designated as an explosive by USDOT. . 

"Small Arms Ammunition Primer." Small percussion sensitive explo
sive charges encased in· cup used for ignition· of propellant powder. 

"Special Effects." Articles containing any pyrotechnic composition 
manufactured and assembled, designed, or discharged in ·connection 
with television, theater, or motion picture productions; which may or 
may not be presented before live audiences and any other articles con
taiiring any pyrotechnic composition used for commercial, industrial, 
education,· recreation, or entertainment purposes when authorized by the 
.authority haviiig jurisdiction. 

· "Springing." The creation of a pocket at ihe bottom of a bore hole by 
the use of a moderate.quantity of explosives. 

"Squib-Electric." A firing devi'ce that bums with a flash. 
"Static Dissipating." Sufficiently conductive to dissipate charges of 

static electricity but possessing enough electrical resistance to be non
conductive to ordinary stray eleCtrical currents. The electrical character
istics shall be uniform and for hose or tubes shall have a resistance of ~ot 
less than 5,000 ohms per foot nO): more than 30,000 ohms per foot and 
not more than 2 megohms over its entire length. 

"Stemming Material." Inert material plac!ed in a borehole after the e~
plosive. Used for the purpose of conf'ming explosive materials orto S!=!pa
rate charges of explosive materials in the same borehole. 

"Trackless Vehicle." A type of vehicle that does not run on rails. 
· "Train." A car or cars moved by mechanical or other power. 

"Underground.!' Work locations in mines, tunnels or similar subterra
nean excavations.· 

"USDOT." United.States Department of Transportation. 
"Water Gels." An explosive material containing substantial portions 

of water, oxidizers, and fuel, plus a cross-:tinl.¢.ng agent. 
NoTE: AUthority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3 La
bor Code. 

ffiSTORY 
1. Amendment of subsection (a) filed 11-18-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter 

(Register 76, No. 44). For prior history, see Register 76, No. 29. 
2. Amendment filed 9-18-80; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 80, No. 

38). 
3. Editorial correction of "Blasting Shelter." (Register 95, No. 24). 
4. New definition "Explosive Materials" filed 9-24-97; operative i0-24-97 

(Register 97, No. 39). · · 

5. Amendment filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5238. Competency and Qualifications of Blasters. 
(a) An employer shall not permit a blasting operation, unless a blaster 

having a current, valid California "Blaster's License" issued by the Divi-

·
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sian is physically present on the she to accomplish the blasting operation 
ani:l!or direct and supervise others in such operation. 

(b) The employer shall ensure that the physical condition of the li
censed blaster will not interfere with his or her ability to safely conduct 
blasting operations. . 

(c) A licensed blaster shall be able to understand and give written·and 
oral orders. 
NOTE: Other persons may work under the direct supervision of a licensed blaster 
for the purpose of obtaining the necessary experience to qualify for a California 
Blaster's License. . · 

(d) The employer shall require that the liCensed blaster: 
(1) furnish satisfactory evicience.of competency in the use and han

dling ofexplosive materials, and 
(2) have the necessary qualifications to safely perform the type of 

blasting operations required for the specific worksite~ 
· (e) The licensed blaster shall show proof of a valid Blaster's License 

when requested by a representative of the Division or other authority hav-
ing jurisdiction. · · 

(f) The applicant for a blaster's license shall meet the following mini~ 
i:n'um qualifications: 

(I) Shall 'be at least 21 years of age; 
(2) Shall haye at least three years experience in the blasting category 

being ~pplled for; and, 
· (3) Meet th~ requirements of subsections (b) and (c) of tJ;rls Section. 

NOTE: Authority cited:Section 142.3, Ll!bor Code. Referenc~: Sections 142.3 and 
6710, Labor Code; and Section 12006, HeEilth and Safety Code. 

. HisTORY 

1. Repealer and new,8e6tioti headir{g, section and NOTE fi.le'd 7-11-2003; opera
tive 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5239. Training and Trainees. 
All persons who handle or transport explosive . materials shall be 

trained in the hazards of the job and safe performance of their duties. 
Trainees conducting blasting operations shall be under the direct supervi
sion of a licensed blaster. 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3,La
borCode. 

H:!STORY 
1. Amendment of section heading and section and new Nom filed 7-11-2003; op

.erative S-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 
' . , ••. -~~:...;.:,!r;-"..,:.~,;; , .• -" • 

-
§ 5240: Disposal of Explosive Materials. 

(a) Deteriorated, damaged, frozen, eontaminated, or scrap explosive 
materials which are unfit for use, shall be • d~~ensitized, destroyed or 
otherwise made safe :fu a sitl:e place by a compe'tent person(s). 

EXPLOSNE NfAT'.ERfALS SHALL NEVER BE BURIED OR 
COVERED OVER BY ANY MATERIALS AS A MEANS OF DIS
POSAL. . •. . . . 

(b) Sites .for destruction of explosive materials shall be located away 
from inhabited buildings, public highways, passenger railways, operat
ing buildings and ali' other explosives. The' separation shall not be less 
than the inhabited buildhig distance as contained in Taqle Ex. 1. 'Wh~n 
possible, barricades shill be utilized between the site and inhabited btiild
ings. 

(c) A shelter or other adequate protection shall be provided near the 
disposal area for emergency use. 

(d) A warning deVice shall be used when explosive materials are being 
destroyed. 

(e) WaSte static sensitive explosive materials shall be handled, trans
ported or othe:r:wise protected against the hazards of static electricity, 

(f) Incompatible waste explosive materials shall not be transported in 
the same container or vehicle. 

(g) Provisions shall be made so scrap explosive materials will not be 
placed in any burn location until at least 48 hours has past since the last 
frre bas gone dtit · 

(h) Bags that have contained ammonium nittate shall not be piled,
even temporarily, in or near a wooden building, as such bags are flilP:i
mable. Bags shall be destroyed after emptying. 

 

NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3; Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La~ 
barCode. 

H:!STORY 
1. Amendment of section beading and secti.on and new Nom filed 7-11-2003; op (

erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28) .. 

§ 5241. Explosives for Blasting. 
(a) Chlorate high explosives shall not be used for blasting operations. 
(b) Low-Freezing explosives shall be of a type that will not freeze at 

. temperatures that may reasonably be expected. 
NoTE: Authority cited:· Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
borCode. · 

HlsTOR" 
1. Amendment of section and new NOTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 

(Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5242. Water Gels . . 
(a) Cap sensitive water.gels and thosecontairiing an explosive shall be 

classified as high exp~osive and manufactured, transported, stored, and 
used as·spe.cified for explosives in.this Article. 

(b) Water gels containing no substance in itself classif1ed as an explo
sive and which are not cap-sensitive as defined in Section 5237 under 
''Blasting agents" shall be classified as blasting agents and manufac
tured, transported, sto;red; and used as specified for blasting agents in this 
Article and Article 120. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Se~tion 142.3,LaborCode. Reference: Section 142.3,La
bor Ccide. 

HisTORY . 
1. Amendment of section and new NoTE 'filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 

(Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5243. Black Powder Blastin'g. · 
(a) The use ofBiackPowderfor blasting is not recommended. Howev

er, if it is used, the following rules shall be complied with: 
(1) Inexperienced pers·ons shall be closely supervised by a competent 

person. 
(2) The licensed blaster and helper(s) shall not carry matches or other 

sources of ignition except when lighting fuse. 
(3) The blasting crew shall wear shoes with no exposed metal .. 
( 4) All persons not connected with the loading operations shall be kept 

at least 500 feet away and tlie area shall be roped off if necessary. 
(5) Fires are P!Ohibited within 500 feet of any black powder taken from 

the magazine for blasting ptirposes. . .· . .. . .... "· . · 
( 6) Holes shall not be loaded while cm:i:J.pre~sors, shovels, trucks, trac

tors, or sources of ignition are within 100 feet. 
(7) Only bagged powder shall be used. It shall not be bro~ght from the 

magazine until after the holes are sprung and have been cooled. 
(8) Black powder shall not be used underground or for construction 

blasting. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section i42.3, La-
~~~ . . 

H:!STORY 
1. Amendment of section and new NOTE filed 7:_11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 

(Register 2003, No. 28). . . · . 

§ 5244. Explosives for. Undergrc;~und Use. 
(a) Tests made. to determine the fume.class 1\S, shown in the following 

table shall"be made according'tci' the. standard for "toxic gas test" proce-
dure Of the Mfue s8fety and HealthAdlili.nfstration (MSHA): . 

.Cubic Feet of Toxic Gases Per 
(1...:1/4" X 8 ") Cartridge of Explosive Materi.a,l 

Fume Class 1-Less :than 0.16 
Fume Class 2 -From 0.16 to 0.33 
Fume Class 3 -From 0.33 to 0.67 

(b) Except as provided for in subsections· (c) and (d), main explosive 
charge used underground shall' comply with the requirements for Fume 
Class 1. 

(c) Where the concentration of combustible dust anq vaporis·Jound to 
exceed 10% of the lower flammable limit, loading and blasting opera
tions with Fume Class 1 explosive materials shall be halted. 

(d) 'When there is reason to believe that use of Fume Class 1 explosive 
materials may endanger employees by igniting combustible dusts or 
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gases, penpi.ssible explosiye materials shall be used and the-ventilation 
· increaSed to compensate foi- the resulting iD.ciease of poisonous and toxic 

gases. . 
NOTE: The composition of permissible explos.ives is such ·that they are less likely 
to ignite combustible dusts and gases than explosive materi<Us which comply with 
Fume Class 1. on·the other hand, the vqlume-ofpoisonous and .toxic gases pro
duced by some permissible explosive materials is several times greater than that 
generated by Fume Class 1 explosive niaterials. 

(e) Fume Class 1 explosives will not be required for.· the final loading 
of a coyote hole when the . .coyote hole is sufficiently back-filled to be-
come a primary blast. · 

(f) Only plant mixed blasting agents where composition control is as
sured shall be used underground. 
N OT'E: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment of section and new NOTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 

(Register 2003, No. 28). · 

§ 5245. Blasting Operations During Lightning and Dust 
Storms. 

·(a) Upon the approach of a lightning or dust storm, blasting oper'!-tions 
shall be stopped and all persons in the blast area withdrawn to a safe· loca
tion. 

(b) Provisio:q.s shall be made for warning crews when an electric or 
dust storm approaches. 

(c) In underground operations using electrical blasting systems, 
instrumentation to determine the presence of a lightning and dust storm 
within 15 miles of the portal and means to signal the heading shall be pro-
vided. · 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3; Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code .. 

HISTORY 
1. Ainendment of section heading and section and new NoTE :filed 7-11-2003; op

erative ?,,:-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5246. ~ Smoking and Open Flames. 
Smokiilg and open .flames are prohibited within 50 feet of explosive 

materials'in the open, unless otherwise stated in these orders. 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 1423,L!i
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment of section and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 

(Register 2003, No. 28). 

. § 5247. . Miscellaneous Provisions. 
(a) No person shall store, handle, or transport explosive materials ex

cept under a valid permit issued by the applicable Federal, State or Local 
Agency. 

(b) No employee shall be permitted to handle or use explosive materi
als while under the influence of alcohol, narcotics, or other drugs that 
cause drowsiness or other side effects which could cause the employee 
to perform duties/functions in an tinsafe manner. 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Lac 
bor Code. 

IDSTORY 
1. New section filed 10-17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register75;No. 

42). 

2. Amendment ofsectionandNOTE:filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Reg
ister 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5246. Blasting Accident Reports and Procedures. 
(a) In the event of a blasting accident or unusual occurrence affecting 

the safety of employees in which explosive materials are involved, 
whether or not personal injury is sustained, the employer shall within 24 
hours forward a report of the incident to the Division: 

(b) The report shall state: 
(1) The names and license numbers of all blasters involved. 
(2) The names and occupations of any employees injured. 
(3) The type of explosive materials, detonator, and method or methods 

of detonation of explosive materi8J.s. 

( 4) A factual account of events pertinent to. the accident. 
(c) In any blasting incident in which serious personal injury is sus 

tained, there shall be no .continuation of th_e blasting operation invol ve1 
until such time as the Division has completed .its i.rl,vestigation or autho 
rized ref\umption of work.. · 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3; Labor Code. Reference': Section 142.3, La 
barCode .. 

HISTORY. 
1. New section :filed 7-11-2003; oper~ve 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

Article 114. Storage of, Explosive· Materials 

§ 5251. Storage of Explosive Materials. 
(a) All explosive materials as defined in these orders, including indus

trial high explosives and any newly developed and unclassified explo
sives, shall be stored in the appropriate magazine as shown in Table 
EX -3: Magazines shall be constructed in conformity with the provisions 
of this Article. 

(b) The followingmaterials/devic:es shall be kept in their shipping con-
tainers until used: . 

(1) Explosive materials such as explosive 'power packs in the form of 
explosive cartridges or explosive-charged construction devices, explo
sive rivets, explosive bolts, explosive charges for driving pins or studs. 

(2) Cartridges for explosives actuated power devices when in quanti
ties ofless than 50 pounds net weight of explosives. 

(3) Stocks of small arms ammunition, propellant-actuated power car
tridges, small anns ammunition primers in quantities of less than 
750,000, and smokeless propellant in quantities ofless than 750 pounds. 

(4) Fuse lighters and fuse igniters. 
(5) Safety fuses. 
(c) Detonating cord shall not be kept or stored with blasting caps, but 

may be stored with other explosives. 
(d) All magazines shall be located or protected as to minimize acciden

tal impact from vehicles or falling objects. 
(e) Area surrounding magazines shall be kept clear of bmsb, dried 

grass, leaves; and other combustible materials for a distance of 50 feet. 
· (1) Magazine contents shall be proteCted from flooding. The ground 

around magazines shall slope away from the magazine or drainage shall 
be provided. . 

(f) Electric power lines shall be kept at least 5 feet away from the exte
rior of any underground magazine except underground service. 

(g) Magazines shall be located at least 25 feet from low-voltage elec
trical lines and 100 feet from hlgh-voltage electrical lines. Care should 
be taken that. they be placed in such a manner that should a line break, it 
would not fall within this distance except for underground service. · 

(h) Quantity and Storage Restrictions. 
(1) Explosive materials in excess of 300,000·pounds or detonators in 

excess of 20 million shall not be stored in one magazine. 
(2) Detonators shall not be kept or stored in any magazine with other 

explosive materials, except Uiider any of the following conditions: 
(A) In a Type 4 magazine, detonators that will not mass detonate' may 

be stored with electric squibs, safety fuse, igniters, and igniter cord. 
(B} In a Type 1 or Type 2 magazine, detonators may be stored with 

delay devices and any of the items listed in subsection (h)(2)(A) of this 
Section. 

(C). When approved by the Division. 
(3) No more than 50 pounds of high explosives shall be stored in an 

indoor magazine. 
(i) Type 3 magazines "Day Box" shall not be used for storage of more 

than 110 pounds of explosive materials. 
G) All magazines shall be kept closed and locked,. except when con~ 

tents are being removed or replaced. Keys or combinations shall be kept 
in a safe place. Only persons authorized by the employer or licensed 
blaster shall be permitted to unlock or remove supplies from a magazine. 

(k) Fuse caps with attached safety fuses shall not be stored in an explo
sives magazine, but may be .stored in a magazine with other detonators. 
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(l) Vehicular storage facilities for Types·2, 4 and 5 magazines shall 
have wheels removed or shall be immobilized by kingpin locking de
vices. 

· (m) Explosive niaterials shall nat be left unattended in Type 3 maga
zines. The explosive materials shall be removed to !1. Type 1 or 2 maga
zine for storage. 

(n) A running inventory shall be maintained for the magazine to indi
cate the quantity of explosive materials in storage, quantity removed, 
date· of removal and the. name of the person responsible for transfer/re
moval of the explosive materials. 
EXCEPTION: ATyPe·3 magazine (day box). 

( o) Magazines shall not be located within. 3 00 feet of the entrance (por
tal) of an active tunnel or mine. 

(p) Signs shall be posted on the premises where magazines are located 
with the words "EXPLOSIVES -KEEP OFF' legibly printed thereon 
in letters not less than 3 inches high. with a 1/2 inch stroke. Such signs 
shall be wi¢bl 100 feet of the magazine and so placed that a bullet 
through the sign will not strike the magazine. 

(q) Metal magazines shall be equipped with electrical bonding con
nections between all conductive portions so the entire structure is at the 

· same electrical potentiaL Suitable electrical grounding methods include 
weldfug, riveting, or the use of securely tightened bolts where individual 
metal portions are joined. Conductive portions of non-metal magazines 
shall be grounded. 
N O'I'E: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code; and Section 12006, Health and Safety Code. · 

HISTORY · . 
l.Amendment of'subsections (a:) ~d (b) filed 10-17-75; effettive thirtieth day 

thereafter (Register 75, No .. 42). 

2. Amendments filed 7-16-7 6; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 
29). 

3. Editorial correction restoring missing tex:t in subsection (d) (Register 91, No. 
45). 

4. Editorial correction reinserting article 114 heading (Register 92, No. 11). 
5. A=ndment of article heading, section headfug and. section and new NoTE filed 

7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5252. Quantity and Distances Table for the Storage of 
Explosive Materials. 

. (a) The quantity of explosive materials that may be kept or stored in 
any magazine shall conform to Table EX-1, Table of Distances, which 
sets forth the minimum distance that a magazine may be located from the 
nearest inhabited building or othet magaZine. 

(b) The quantity and distance table is not applicable to any magazine 
if the nearest irihabited building is effectually screened from the maga
zine by a natural barrier, which: 

(1) Is 40 feet or more in. height at any point, above a straight line drawn 
from the top of any sidewall of the magazine to any part of the inhabited 
building; and . · 

(2) Has a natural thickness of not less than 200 feet at the point where 
it is intersected by the straight line. 

(c) All types of blasting caps in strength through No, 8 shall be rated 
at 1 112 pounds of explosives per 1,000 caps. For strengths higher than 
No. 8 cap, consult the manufactuq:r. 

(d) For quantity and distance p.urposes detonating cord up to 60 grains 
per fo~t sh.all be calcul~ted as.equivalent to 9 polJ.Dds of high explosiv.es 
per .1;000 feet. Heavier detonating cord shall be rated proportion-
ately. · · · 

(e) When two or more storage magazines are located on the same prop
erty, each magazine must comply with the mhiimum. distances specified 
from inhabited buildings, rail~ays, and highways; and, in addition, they 
shall be separated from each othb; by not h!s's:than the distances shown 
for "Separaticm.ofMagazines," except that the? quantity of explosive ma
terial~ contai!ted in cap magazines sluill govern in regard to the spacing 
of said cap magazines from magazfu.es containing other explosive mate
rials. If any two or more inagazines'are separated from each other by less 
than the specified "Separation of Magazines" distances,.then such two or 
more magazines, as a group, must be considered as one magazine, and 
the total quantity of explosive matenals stored in such group must be 
treated as if stored in a single magaZine located on the side of any maga
zine of the group, and must comply with. the" niliilin.um of distances speci. 
:fied from other magazines and inhabited buildings. 
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Title 8 · General Industry Safety Orders 

TABLEEX-1 
AMER1CAN TABLE OF DISTANCES FOR STORAGE OF EXPLOSIVES MATERIALS 

As Revised and Approved by the Institute of Makers of Explosives-June 1991 . 

OUt~~lhi~EsEXPLDSIVE 

DISTANCES IN FEET 

x ~04.81Dr mm 

Jnhobllod Bul!dlngs 

Public Highways with 
Trotlli: Volume olless !han 

J,DDO Vehicles per Ooy 

. Passenger Aallwoy,~Publlc 
Highways wllh Troll o Volurn~ cl 

more !hun 3,000 Vehlclos/DQy • Separallon o[ Magulnu .. , 

Pounds pvcr 
Pounds Not 

Over 
•M54I<>rk11 Barricaded' Unbarrlc•~d J3airlcaded• Unbarrl~odod Barrlcodea .. Unbarrleaded BorriCU.dcd· Unbarrlcadeid 

I) 5 7() JIIO )If (J[) 51 lll2 (J 12 
.'i Ill ~II !XIl J5 70 fl.! IJX g 16 

10 2(1 ff(J 2211 45 1)1) XI lft2 11 .:w 
~() J{) !25 ?50 50 Ifill •n 1~6 11 22 
Jll ~() 140 2Kil .15 1!11 10:1 2.(lfi 12 ~4 
40 50 ISH 31Kl 6ll 1211 II() . 2.20 14 zg 
j{) 75 .17ll Jil/1 711 140 1~7 2..)4 15 3() 
75 !(){) (I)() 3HO 75 15U 139 27R 16 32 

J(l() 125 2iXI 4(){1 Kll 160 !50 30!1 18 36 
125 150 215 4JO R5 . 170 l.W 318 1 JE 
150 21Xl 235 470· 95 190 175 350 21 42 
200 2.'i0 255 51() 105 21ll 189 378 23 46 
25.0. 3/){) 27/l 540 Jill 220 201 402 14 48 
J()Q 4lXJ 295. 591) 120 24(1 221 442 27 54 
41M) SOli 3211 640 130 260 m 476 29 58 
500 600 340 680 l:l.S 2711 :!53 5()6 31 62 

. (l(l(j 71Kl 355 71Cl 145 290 26c'i 522 3l 64 
7llll MOO m 150 150 3(){) 27!1 556 33 66 
HCJO l]{j(J JIJ{) 7li() 155 3111 2J(l) 571< 34 70 
t)(Jil 1,!KHI 411ll )(Ill) (6(1 J2(/ ~()(/ f!l){) 36 n 

I ,!X Ill l,2lXl 42S K50 Jl!5 33() .lU! 6~6 J9 7H 
1.2tlll 1,4()1) 450 1)(111 !70 3~!1 3.\li (,7'2 41 l!2 

. 1,4(){) 1,600 47ll 9-10 175 350 3~1 702 43 g6 
1,6110 l,l!OO 490 9HO I NO 360 J(l6 732 44 88 

: l,Ji(J(J 2,()(){1 -~CIS ·!,Oifl 185 .170 J7R 756 45 90 
2,()0[) 2.500 545 1.mm )CJ() 3HO 4tJX H16 49 9H 

. 2,500 ),[){)() 5Kll I, !!ill 195 Jl)() 432 RM 52 W4 
3,11()() •Lr!C!II  635 1,27{1 21() 42/) •f?,j 94\J 5H 1!6 
4,01Xl 5,0()() 6HS 1,370 1'25 4.'i0 51) l.{l2Ci. ()[ 122 
5,tKl(J (l,(XKI 7J[J t,~(l[) m 470 546 1.092 65 130 
(>.(){)() 7,{){){) 77() 1,.54() 24.5 490 57J ::i~"- 6H 136 
7,1Km H,llllO ROO (,()()() 2srr 500 600 72 144 
8.[10{) . \),()00 835 1,670 255 510 624 1.248 ?S 150 
9.1l'JO IU.OllO 865 ].730 2(i(l 520 645 1,290 78 156 

tn,OOU 12,()(){) 1175 '(.750 270 520 6H7 1.374 82 1(,4 
12,()()() 14,(K)() XR5 1.77ll 275 55{) 723 ·. 1.446 117 174 
f,I.IUJIJ 16.000 JI(){J !,ROO 2RO 5(JI) 756 1,512 90. IXD 
16.11(){) llUl!lO ':l40 l,HHO 285 57() 7H6 .1.572 94 lliH 
IH.IKlO 2(),()(1() 975 l.~5(1 2\lO 580 !IIJ 1,626 9l! J96 

:W,IXX! 25.111)() . 1,055 2.1)(~) 315 (JJJJ R76 1,752 J05 210 
25,()(!{) J(),()(){) ·1,130 2,()()() 341> 6KO 933 I.R66 112 224 
30,000 J5.1Xl0 1,2{)5 2.(HXI JC.O no l)KI l,':l(\2 )]!} 23B 
35,!)()(1 40.()(1(1 1,275 2,0(1(1 JHCt 7(1() 1.()2(, 2.000 124 24R 
4f).(Klll •15,(1()(1 1,34() 2,!100 •11lll X !XI I,OflK z,mm 129 25H 
45.CK1ll 50.0CKI 1,41XI 2,011() •120 H·IO 1,104 2,000 1:15 270 
50,0(){) 5:'1,000 1,'16(1 2,01XI •1·((1 XXI! 1,1•1() 2,1Xl0 1411 2){{) 
55,txl{) (!{),(){)(1 1,515 2,(1{)() ·1~5 vw 1,173 2.()(){1 145 29() 
Ml,fX)(J {15,0CXJ .1.5ii5 2,(){)(1 470 940 !.206 2,000, 150 3110 
c.s.ono 7(),()(10 IMO 2,()(Jrl 4H:'i 910 1,2.36 2,()()() IS:S 310 
7tl.Ol){) 75,1KHI 1,{155 2,0fKI 51 HI I,!Klfl 1,263 2,0()() 160 320 
75,1K)() NO.O!Hl I ,6\15 2,fll)(l 510 1.0211 1.293 2,000 1(15 330 
RO,m!O K.~.O()(I 1,730 2.000 520 1,040 1,317 2.000 170 340 
85,000 9(),0!1() 1,760 2,(l(l() ~;lU 1,0(,() 1.344 2,1Xl0 175 350 
90,00() •15,()(Hl 1.79() 2,0011 54() . I.IJHO ].]68 2,()(10 IHO 36() 
1)5,000 ICKUXHJ l.RI5 2.1Xl!l 5~~ l,O'JO IJ'J2 2,[)()(/ 185 370 

ltHJ.OIKJ IIO,ti()O I,X35 2Jl!XI 5:10 r.wu 1.4]7 2,0m1 1'15 3'!() 
l )(J,OUO 120,00(} I.R55 2.(XUI 555 LIICl I .479 2.tXJO 20S 410 
12(),1100 IJIJ,UOO I.H75 2,0()0 .1(10 1,120 1.521 2,()()() 215 430 
I 30,(H)U 140.00() I,HYO 2.00() 565 1,130 1.557 2,000 225 45{) 
140.{){1() 150,000 1,9fXl 2,0CKJ 570 1.141l t.59J 2.000 235 47() 

130,1KIO 1(>0.0()0 1,9:15 2.1HIO 5Ril l,l·C.O 1/•29 2,CXIO 245 49U 
IMUHXl J7(J,{)(Xt I,WO :<..IKIO 5'JO I,IKO (,662 2,1KKl 255 510 " 
J7().(Hl0 JRil,()(lll 2,0HJ 2,()111) (>(Ml J,2fHl I,C•'J5 2.tXXl 26.5 53(} 
lHO.(Hln 19£l,[)(XJ 2.0~0 2,01() 605 1..210 1,725 2,(J(XJ 275 550 
I90,1Kl0 2!Xl,CXXl 2,055 2.0:10 fllfl 1,22!1 1.755 :<,IXXl 2M~ 570 

2CKJ,IXXI 27li,CXH1 2.11H 2.055 621) !,2•1ti 1.762 2,()()() 295 59() 
21U,OIH) 2:JO.IlrXl 2,Jil0 2,1()() c,JS 1.270 I,XJCi 2,000 315 630 
2JO,lXIIl 251l.(JIXI 2,15.1 2.15~ Cl.'iO t.J!Xl I,HIJO 2.000 335 fi70 
25f!JICHl 275,01XI 2.215 2,215 {1711. J.J40 J,!>.W 2.1>00 360 720 
275.1XXl JCXJ.OOO 2.275 2.275 690 I.JRO 2.000 2,(){)() 3~5 770 
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§ 5252 BAR CLAYS CALIFORNIA .CODE OF REGULATIONS Title 8. 

TABLEEX-2 
Table of Separation Distances of 

Ammonium Nitrate and Blasting Agents from Explosives 
or Blasting Agents(ll 

Donor Weight Minimum Separation Distanpe 
of Acceptor when Barricaded (ft.) 

Pounds 
Over 

Pounds 
Not Over 

Ammonium 
Nitrate!21 Blasting Agent 

Minimum Thickness of
Artificial Barricades 

(in.) 

1.00 3 11 12 
100 300 4 14 12 
300 600 5 18 12 
600 1,000 6 22 12 

l,OOO 1,600 7 25 12 

1,600 2,000 8 29 12 
2,000 3,000 9 32 15 
3,000 4,000 10 36 15 
4,000 6,000 11 40 15 
6,000 8,000 12 43 20 

8,000 10,000 13 47 20 
10,000 12,000 14 50 20 
12,000 16,000 15 54 25 
16,000 20,000 16 58 25 
20,000 25,000 18 65 25 

25,000 30,000 19 68 30 
30,000 35,000 .20 72 30 
35,000' 40,000 21 76 30 
40,000 45,000 22 79 35 
45,000 50,000 23 83 35 

50,000 55,000 24 86 35 
55,000 60,000 25 90 35 
60,000 70,000 26 94 40 
70,000 80,000 28 101 40 
80,000 90,000 30 108 40 

90,000 100,000 32 115 40 
100,000 120,000 34 122 so 
120,000 140,000 37 133 50 
140,000 160,000 40 144 so 
160,000 180,000 44 158 so 

180,000 200,000 48 173 so' 
200,000 220,000 . 52 187 60 
220,000 250,000 56 202 60 
250,000 275,000 60 216 60 
275,000 300,000 64 230 60 

·NOTES: 
(1) Separation distances to prevent explosion of ammonium nitrate and ammo
nium nitrate-based blasting agents by propagation from nearby stores of high ex
plosives or blasting agents referred to in the Table as the "donor". Ammonium ni
trate, ·by itself, is not considered to be a· donor when applying this Table. 
Ammonium nitrate, ammonium nitrate-fuel oil or combinations thereof are accep
tors. If stores of ammonium nitrate are located within the sympathetic detonation 
distances of explosives or blasting agents, one-half the mass of the ammonium ni
trate should be included in the mass of the donor. 
(2) The distances in the Table apply to ammonium nitrate that passes the insensi
tivity test prescribed in the definition of ammonium nitrate fertilizer promulgated 
by The Fertilizer Institute, and.ammonium .nitrate failing to pass said test shall be 
st~red at separation distances determined by competent persons. 
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Title 8 Generlil Industry Safety .Orders § 5253 

TABLEE.X-,.3 
Types of Storage Facilities 

, 
Class of Explosive Materials Which May be Stored. Therein 

. Storage Type 
·For Transportation (D.O.T.) Old Classification New Classification 

.Type 1 
(Permanent) 

Division 1.1 Mass Explosion Hazard 
Division 1.2 Projection Hazard 
Division 1.3 Predominantly .Fire Hazard 
Division 1.41'fo ~ignificant Fire Hazard 
Division 1.5 Blasting Agent 

Class A 
Class B 
Class C 
Blasting Agent

High or Low Explosive 
High or Low Explosive 
Higl:t or Low Explosive 
Blasting Agent 

Type2 
(Portable) 

Same as above Same as above Same as above 

Type3 
 (~'Day Box .. for
Temporary 
Storage) 

Same as above Same as above Saxne as above 

Type4 Division 1.3 Predominantly Fire Hazard 
Division 1 A No Significant Fire Hazard 
Division 1.5 Blasting Agent 
"'Electric Blasting Cap 

Class B 
Class C 
Blasting Agent 
Electric Blasting Cap 

Low Explosive 
Low Explosive 
Blasting Agent 
Electric Blasting Cap 

TypeS Division 1.5 Blasting Agent Blasting Agent Blasting Agent 

" 

 

. 
.  . 

*As a result of tests with electric blasting caps, it has been det=ined thai these 
blasting caps are not subject to sympathetic detonation. Therefore, a Type 4 stor
age facility meets the necessary requirements for storage of blasting caps that do 
not mass .detonate. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3. La
bor Code; and Section 12006, Health and Safety Code. 

. HISTORY 
1. Repealer and new section filed 1~17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter 

(Register75,No. 42). 

2: Amendments filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 
29). 

.3. Amendment filed 9'-1'8:;,80; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 80, No. 
38). 

4. Amendment of section heading, section and NoTE, including transfer of section 
1938, App B, Plate :S.-14, table 1 to replace former Table EX-1; transfer of 
section 5253 Table EX-2 to new section 5252 Table EX-2; and transfer of sec
tion 1938, App B, Plate B-14a to new Table EX-3, illed 7-11-2003; opera
five 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28): · 

§ 5252.~. Quantity anci Distance Table for Storage of 
Explosives-Low Explosives Distances in Feet 
When Storage Is Unbarricaded. · 

(a) These explosives norinally will be confined to pressure ruptures of 
containers aJ;J.d will not produce propagating shock waves or damaging 
blast over pressure beyond the magazine distance specified for this class. 
These distances are unbarricaded. 

Pounds 
Over 

Pounds 
Not Over 

.Inhabited 
Buildings 

Railways 
and 

Highways 

Above Ground · 
Magazine 

Separation 
Intra line 

Separation 
0 1,000 75 75 . 50 

1,000 5,000 115 115 75 
5,000 10,000 150 150 100 

10,000 20,000 190 190 125 
20,000 30,000 215 215 145 
30,000 40,000 235 235 155· 
40,000 50,000 250 250 165 
50;000 60,000 260 260 175 
60,000 70,000 270 270 185 
70,000 80,000 280 280 190 
80,000 90,000 295 295 195 
90,000 100,000 300 300 200 

100,000 200,000 375 375 250 
200,000. 300,000 450 450 300 

(b) Distances are not to be reduced by the presence of barricades or 
earth cover. 
:N"oTE: Authority cited: Sections 142.3 and 7997, Labor Code. Reference: Sec
tions 142.3 and 7997, Labor Code. 

FI:!STORY 
1. New section filed 7-11-2003; operative s.:-10-2003 (Register2003, No. 28). 

§ 5253. Quantity and Distance Table for Storage of 
Ammonium Nitrate and Blasting Agents. 

(a) The quantity of ammonium nitrate or ammonium nitrate based 
blasting agents that i:nay be stored in any :IIJ.agazine . shall' conform to 
Table EX-2,Table of Separation Disiiiices:i"D Section 525i which sets 
forth the minimum separation distances for an:ui).onium nitrate and blast
ing agents from stores of high explosives or blasting agents. These dis
tances apply to the separation of stores only. The American Table of Dis- · 
tances (See Table EX-1 in Section 5252) shall be.used in determining 
separation distances from inhabited buildings. · 

(b) When the ammonium nitrate and/or blasting agent is not barricaded 
the distances shown in Table EX-2 in Section 5252 shall be multiplied 
by six. These distances allow for the possibility of high velocity metal 
fragments from mixers, hoppers, truck bodies, sheet metal structures, 
metal containers, and the like which may enclose ·the "donor." Vi'here 
storage is in bullet-resistarit magazines recommended for explosives or 
where the storage is protected· oy a bullet-resistant wall, distances and 
barricade thicknesses in excess of those prescribed in Table EX-1 in 
Section 5252 and are not required. (See Section 5253.1 for bullet-resis
tant construction.) 

(c) Earth, or sand dikes, or enclosures fllled with the prescrib~d mini
.mwn thickness of earth or sand are acceptable artificial barricades. Natu
ral barricades, such as hills or timber of sufficient density that the sur
rounding exposures which require protection cannot be seen from the 
"donor'' when the trees are bare ofleaves,- are also. acceptable. 

(d) When the ammonium nitrate must be counted in determining the 
distances to be maintained from inhabited buildings, it shall be counted 
at 112 its actual weight because its b1ast effect is lower. 
NoTE: Ammonium nitrate by itself is relatively insensitive and is widely used 
through the State as an agricultural fertilizer. When use'd for blasting purposes, it 
is customary to sensitize the ammonium nitrate by mixing it with carbonaceous 
materials·such as coal dust, lamp black, carbon black, wood pulp, diesel fuel, stove 
oil, or other materials containing carbon. When mixed with carbonaceous materi
als, ammonium nitrate becomes much more sensitive to fire, friction; .and shock, 
so it takes on characteristics resembling those of dynamite. For this reason, a mix-
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§ 5253.1 BAR CLAYS CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS Title 8 

lure of ammonium nitrate and carbonaceous ~terial m~JSt be store~ in c~mpliance 
with regulations governing storage of explosives. B ummg ammomum mtrate pro-
duces oxides of nitrogen which are very dangerous to breathe. . 
NOTE: Authority cited:· Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3 La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. Repealer and new section filed 10-17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter 

(Register 75, No. 42). . . 
2. Amendments filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 

29). . . . .. 
3. Amendment of'subsections (a) and (d) filed 9-18-80; effective thirtieth day 

th=after (Register.~O. No. 38). ·· . . 
4. Amendment of section,.including transfer of section 5253 Table EX-2 to ~ew 

section 5252 Table EX-2, filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 
2003, No. 28). 

§ 5253.1. Construction and Use of Magazines. 
(a) Type 1 Magazines. 
(1) A Type 1 magazine shall be a permanent structure; a blli_ldmg, 

igloo, tunnel, or dugout. It shall be bullet, theft, fire and weatherreststant, 
and be well ventilated. 

(A) A Type 1 magazine shall be built at least equivalent to one of the 

·. .. . 

following methods: 
1. 8 inch masonry. 
2. Metal of at least 14 gauge. 
3. Wood frame with at least 26-gauge metal covering. No wood shall 

be exposed on the -exterior. · 
·(B) A Type 1 magazine shall meet the following additional require" 

ments. . 
1. Masonry in subsection (a)(1)(A)l. shall have any openings· in tile 

or cement blocks filled with .a coarse, dry sand ur a wet mixture of 1 part 
cement and 10 parts dry sand. 

2. Metal in subsections (a)(l)(A)2. and 3. above shall be lined inside 
with not less than 4 inches of brick, solid cement blocks, hardwood, or 
equivalent. . · . 

(C) Solid wood or plywood floors are r~quired. Floors shall be strong 
enough to bear the weight o;f the maximum quantity to be stored. 

(D) Ma,gazfu,~s ~pall.have no openings·except for ventilation and ~n
trances. V:eJtt opehings shall qe screened to prevent sparks passmg 

through,,tht#~ht:·, .. ·:.-'·' .. · ,.,, ,. .·.··,u" . '· .. . . 
(E)-Magazine 

not 
roo~§ shall be constructed of at least 7 /8-mch s~e.athing 

covered yr.itlJ. less than 26-gau.ge.iron p;r aluminum. Wbere.lt lS pos
.. sible for a bullet to be fued cfuectly. through the roof and into the maga
zine at such an angie that .the bullet, would strike the.explosives within, 
the magazine is to be protected by one of the following methods: . 

1. A sand tray li.lled with a layer ofbuilding paper, plastic or othernon
po~op.s IIJ,aterial, a,nd1tl£,"1e .\yith ~at lessthan four ~ches of c_oarse: ?rY 
sand, aric).)ocated at the tops of mner walls covenng the e~tire ceiling 
area, except ):he portion neces~.ary for ventilation, or . . 

2. A Jaoi:i'cated -~~tal roof constructed. of 3/16 inch plate steel lined 
with. !birr inches. of hardwood. (For each additional 1/16 inch of plate 
steef the hardwood'liirl.iig.' may, be decreased one inch.) . . 

cF> '.:M:ak,~~ 'dqoii.~hall_ be, kept closed and ~ocked, except when 
opened: for Jiansac~,ng; ... ~u~iness. · The magazme. doors _shall _be 
constri:icted 

two 
of. at least 1/4 inch plate steel on the. outs1de and lined Wlth· 

at le!ist. ihches ofiiardwood on the inside. 
(G) Each door shall.be equipped with: 
i. Two mortise lockS; or· 
2:'Two ,p~oc~.f~teped in separate hasps and staples; or 
3. A comb'iriafioii of a mortise lock and padlock; or · 
4. A mortise lock that" requires two keys to open; or 
5. A three:...pbh.ii lock. · 
6. If padlocks are u~ed, they shall.have at least five tumblers.and a 

case-:hardened shackle of at least 3/8 inch diameter. Padlocks shall be 
protected with not less than 1/4 inch steel hoods constructed so as to pre
vent sawing o:r lever ac#o:g on the locks, hasps, and staples. 
ExCEP.116N: Th~ lock reqUirement does not apply to magazine doors that are ade
quately. secured on the:inside by means cif a bolt, lock, or bar that cannot be actu-
ated from the outside: · · 

(b) Type 2 Magazines. 
(1) A Type 2 magazine shall be a portable box, trailer, serrutr~er, or 

other mobile facility. It shall be bullet, theft, frre, and weather res1stant, 
and shall be well ventilated. It shall be supported to prevent direct contact 
with the ground and, if less than one cubic yard in size, shall be securely 
fastened to a fixed object · 

(A) The exterior construction and doors shall be constructed of not less 
than 1/4 inch stee1 and lined with at least two inches of hardwood. Maga
zines with top openings shall have lids with water-resistant seals ~~· lids 
that overlap the sides by at least one inch when in the clos~d po~lll~n. 

(B) Hinges and hasps shallbe attached to doors by weldt~g, nveting, 
or bolting (nut on inside of door). Hinges and hasps shall be mstalled so 
that they cannot be removed when the doors are closed and locked. ,, 

(c:;) Doors shall be equipped with locks as required by Section 
5253.1 (a)(l)(G). . 
, (D) Type 2 magazines shall be located in conformity wi~ Tabl_e EX-1, 

Distances for the Storage of ExploSives, but may be permttte~ m ware
houses and in wholesale and retail establishments when located on a floor 
which has an exit outside at grade level and the magazine is located not 
more than 10 feetfrom such an exit Two Type 2 magazines may be lo
cated in the same building when one is used only for blasting caps in 
quantities not:in excess of 5,000 caps and a distance of 10 feet is main-
tained between magazines. . . 

· (E) Indoor magazines shall be painted "red" and shall bear _lettenng m 
"white" on sides and top· at least 3 inches high with a 112 mch stroke 
which reads, ExPLOSIVES-KEEP FIRE AWAY". 
EXcEPTION:. When ,Size of the indoor magazine does not permit, letterings shall 
be as large as possible. 

(c) Type 3 Magazines. 
(1) A Type 3 magazine is a "Day Box" or other portable magazme. It 

shall be fire,. theft and weather resistant. A Type 3 magazine shall be 
constructed of not less than number 12 gauge steel lined with a minimum 
of either 1/2 inch plywood or 1/2 inch Masonite-typ_e hardboard. 

(A) The door .or lid shall overlap the opening by at least one inch. 
Hinges and hasps shall be attached by welding, riveting or bqlting (nuts 
on inside of door). . 

(B) At least one steel padlock shall be provided (which need not be 
protected by a steel hood) having at least five tumblers and a case-hard-
ened shackleof.atleast 3/8 inch diameter. . . 

(2) Whim used for. te~pol-ary storage at a site for blaSting operations, 
Type 3 IIiagazines slla.ll be located away from inhabited b~cJ.ir;gs, and 
other magazfues. A distance of at least 150 feet shall be mamtamed be~ 
tween Type 3 magazines and the other work in progress. 

(d) Typ~ 4 Magazines. 
(1) A Type 4 magazine shaJ.Ib,e a builqing, igl\)O, tunnel, dugout, box, 

trailer, serril~trailer, 6r other mobile magazin,~-.It shall be fire.' theft and 
weather resistant. 

(A) A Type 4 magazine ~hall'be.~P:s!nlcte~ of ~omy, m~tal-cov
ered wood fabricated meta.J., cir a corijhination, of these matenals. The 
foundation' shall be constnicted 'of brick; concrete, cement block..,~tone, 
or metal or wood posts. If piers or posts a±i used lD. lieu of a continuous 
foundatib:ri, the space under the building shall be enclosed with frre-re
sistant material. The walls and floo.r shall be constructed of, or covered 
with nonsparking material or l'attice work. 

(B) The doors shall be metal or solid wood covered with metal. ~?es 
and hasps shall be attached by welding, riveting or bolting (nuts on ms1de 
of the door). Hinges and hasps shall be installed so that they cannot be 
removed when the doors are closed and locked. 

(C) Locks shall meet the requirements of Section 5253.1(a)(l)(G). 
(e) Type 5 Magazines. 
(1) A Type'S magazine shall be a building, igloo, tunnel, dugout, box, 

trailer,· semi-trailer, or other mobile magazine. It shall be theft and 
weather resistant 

(A) The doors shall be metal or solid wood· covered with metal. ~~es 
and hasps shall be attached by welding, riveting or bolting (nuts on ms1de 

. . . . 

· . . . 
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of the door). Hinges and hasps shall be installed so that they cannot.be 
removed when the doors are closed and locked. 

(B) Locks shall meet the requirements of Section 5253.1(a)(l)(G). 
(f) Magazines shali be ventilated to miilim.ize dampness and heating 

of stored explosives. ventihition openings shall be screened with 14 
mesh, 21-gauge wire to prevent the entrance sparks and·rodents, and 
shall be protected in a manner that will maintain the bullet resistance of 
the ~gazine. · 
NoTE: The recommendation for ventilation as contained in Safety Library Publi
.catil)n No. 1, Institute ofMak.eTs of Explosives, 1993 Edition, is evidence of good 

N~~~uthority cited: Sectio)ll42.3,Labor Code. Refe~nce: Se~~n 142.3, La-
bor Code. · · 

HISTORY 
1. New section filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5254.' Magazine Heating. 
(a) When heating systems are installed they shall be .either bot water 

radiant heating within the magazine building; or air directed into the 
magazine building over either hot water or low pressure steam (15 psig) 
.coils located outside the magazine building. 

The magazine heating systems shall meet the following requirements: 
(1) The radiant heating coils within the building shall be installed in 

such a manner !hat the explosive materials or their containers cannot con
tact the coils and air is free to circu,late between the coils and the explo
sive materials or their containers. 

(2) The heating ducts shall be installed in such a manner that the hot 
air discharge from the duct is not directed against the explosive materials 
or their containers. 

(3) The heating device used -in connection with the magazine shall 
have controls which prevent the ambient building temperature from ex
ceeding 130°F. 

( 4) The electrician or pump used in the heating system for a magazine 
shall be mounted outside and separate from the wall of the magazine and 
shall be grounded. 

(5) The electric-fan motor and the controls for electrical heating de
vices used in heatirig water or steam shall have overloads and disconnects 
which comply witb the Electrical Safety Orders. All electrical switch 
gear shall be located a minimum distance of 25 feet'f:i:onitb.e magazine. 

(6) The heating source for water or steam shall be separated from the 
magazine by a distance· of not less than 25 feet when electrical and 50 feet 
when fuel fired. The area between the heating unit and the magazine shall 
be cleared of all combustible materials. 

(7) The storage of explosive materials and their containers in the mag
azine shall allow uniform air circulation so temperature uniformity can 
be_ maintained throughout the explosive materials. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3 La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment of subsections (b), (d), (e) and (f), and new subsection G) filed 

10-17-75; effective thirtieth day 1;hereafter (Register 75, No. 42). 

2. Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76,.No. 
29). 

3. Amendment of subsection (i) filed 9-18-80 effective thirtieth day th=after 
(Register 80, No. 38). 

4. Amendment of section heading·, repealer of subsections (a)-{i), subsection relet
tering and amendment of newly designated subsections 0)(5) and G)(7) filed 
7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). · 

§ 5255. Second-Class Magazines. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3 La
bor Code. 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment filed 10-17-7 5; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 7 5, No. 

42). 

2. Amendment of subsection (h) filed 9-18-80; effective thirtieth day thereafter 
(Register 80, No. 38). 

3. Repealer filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

.§.5.256. Storage Within Magazines. . . . 
(a) Magazines shall be kept clean and free from rubbish. They shall no 

be us(ld as .storerooms for anythi.ng.ex.cept'explosive materials and trans 
fer conveyors or other magazi):Ie tools wbile explosive materials arc 
stored tlJ.erein. . . 

Sweepings from floors of magazines shall be properly disposed of 
Magazine floors stained by leakage from explosive materials ·shall be 
cleaned according to instructions by the explo~ives manufacturer. 

(b) Smoking, matches, open flames, spark producing devices and un· 
authorized flre arms sha11 be prohibited inside -of or within 50 feet of mag· 
azines. Combustible materiais shall not be stored within 50 feet of maga
zines. 

(c) Fixed electric wiring in a magazine shall be equivalent to there
quirements ofClassll, Division l, Hazardous Location, Electrical Safety 
Orders or may be more res~cti ve upon classification materials. The elec
tric switch must be located outside of the magazine. 

(d) When portable lights are necessary inside the magazine, permissi
ble flash lights or permissible lanterns .shall be used. 

(e) Corresponding grades and brands of explosive materials shall. be 
stored together in such a manner that brands and grade marks show. All 
stocks shan· be stored so as to be easily court ted and checked. Packages 
shall be piled in a stable manner andlaidflat with top side up. Black pow
der, when stored in magazines with other explosive materials, shall be 
segregated by a sandbag barr.icade not less than 2 bags thick. · 

(f) When explosive ma,terials are removed from a magazine, the oldest 
explosive materials of that kind in the magazine shall be taken and used 
flrst 
· (g) Containers of bulk explosives shall not be unpacked or repacked 
in a magazine nor within 50 feet of a magazine or in close proximity to 
other explosive materials, except for manufacturing processes. Opened 
containers of bulk explosives shall be securely closed before being re
turned to a magazine. 

,(h) When magazines need inside repairs, .all explosive materials shall 
be removed therefrom and the floors cleaned before work is started. In 
making outside repairs, if there is a possibility of causing sparks or fire, 
the explosive materials shall first be removed from the magazine. 

(i) Explosive materials removed from a magazine under-repair shall 
either be placed in another magazine or placed a safe distance from the 
magazine where they sha11 be properly guarded and protected until re
pairs have been completed and. the explosiv~ materials returned to the 
magazine. 

(j) Every magazine used for the storage of explosive materials shall be 
under the supervision of a competent person who shall be not less than 
21 years of age. . 

(k) Explosiye materials shall not be·piledlstored ·against interior walls 
so as not to interfere with ventilation. 

(l) If buffer material is used to isolate the explosive material from the 
masonry walls, brick-lined or sand filled metal walls and single-thick
ness walls, it shall be so placed! positioned as to not interfere with the 
ventilation provisi{)ns of the side and walls. . 

(m) Ammonium nitrate fuel oil (ANFO) blasting agent shall'be physi
cally separated from other explosives stored in the same magazine and 
in such a manner that oil does not contaminate other explosives. 

(n) Magazine interiors shall be of a smooth finish without tracks or 
crevices with all nails, screws, bolts and nuts conntersunk. Exposed met
al or materials capable -of emitting sparks shall be covered ~o as not to · 
come in contact with pac],cages of explosive materials. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · • 

. . J?lSTORY 
1. Amendment filed 10-17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 75, No. 

42) .. 

2. Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 
29). 

3. Amendment of section heading and section and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; op
. erative 8-1~2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 
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§ 5257. Makeup or Primer House for Underground Blasting 
Operations. 

(a) When 30 or more primers are required for a single round/shot, the 
primers shall be· made up in advance·in· a makeup or primer house. 

(b) When primers are made up and stored in quantities greater than for 
immediate need, they must be processed in a separate structure that com
plies with the Type 1 or Type 2 magazine requirements except as follows: 

(1) Electricity·for lights will be permitted if the electric wiring is at 
least 5-feetfrom explosive materials and complies with Class IT, Division 
L Hazardous Locations, Electrical Safety Orders. . 

(2) Not more than ·11 0 pounds of explosive materials other thari. prim
ers shall be stored in this makeup house. 

(3) The number· of made-up primel's of. each delay stored in this make
up house shall not exceed a normal2-day supply. 

(4) Heaters, if·installed;·shall comply with Section 5254(a). 
(c) Makeup or primer houses shall be located no closer than 100 feet 

from any magazine or inhabited building. · · · 
(d) Primers not made up in a makeup or primer house shan l:ie made 

up at the blasting site. 
NoTE: This Secrlon does not prohibit primers being made up in a separate building 
or. ,area. provided that explosives, detonators, and primers are stored in pi:opermag-
azmes,. ' 
Nd'I'E;·:Aufuority cited: Section 142. 3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · . 

HISTORY 

1. Amendment filed 10-17-75; effectivethirtiethdaythereafter(Register75,No. 
42). ' 

2. Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Reoioter 76 No. 
29). ,... • 

3. Am~ndinentofsectionheading andsectionandnewNoTEfi1ed 7-11-2003; op
erative 8~10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5258. Stori:?ge of Explosive Materials Underground. 
(a) ExplosiVe materials stored underground shall .. be so located that 

should they detonate or·buni, the escape-route for the employees will not 
be obstruc~d, 

(b ).MagaZines shall be at·least 200 feet from active miderground work
ings, 50 feet from other magazines and at least 25 feet of solid ground 
-~~p!g;a#._t:?,!\:'from any ,haulageway used for any purpose other than· the 
transportation of explosive materials. AJ.J.y timoers within 25 feet of any 
magazine shall be made fire resistant. 

(c) Explosive materials shall not be stored in an underground work 
area during tunneling and construction operations. 

(d) In magazines where explosive materials may become damp, elec
tricity may be installed for drying purposes. Electrical equipment used 
·shall comply with Class IT, Division L Hazardous Locations, Electrical 
Safety Orders. Electric;al wiring shall be kept at least 5 feet from explo
sive materiBls. No-other electrical wiring shall be permitted within 5 feet 
of any magazine. · · . 

(e) Underground storage magazines shall be conspicuously .marked 
with tl:lf~.wor~s,, ":EXPLOSIVES," in redle~ers at least <4 inches high and 
with· 5/!l-:ill!::P. s:trol.ce on awhite:backgrouD.d. 

(f) Co~b~st,i.b,l_~:ru!Jbish shall not be permitted within 100 feet of any 
underground magazine: 

(g) Detonator storage magazines shall be of the same construction as 
explosives storage magazines and shall be separated by at least 50 feet 
from other magazines. 
NOTE: .Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HISTORY. 

1. Amendment of subsection (d) filed 10-17-7 5; effective thirtieth day thereafter 
(Register 75, No. 42). 

2. Amendment. filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 
2~. . 

3. Amendment of section heading and section and new NoTE filed 7-U:-2003; op
erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003; No .. 28). 

Article 115. Transportation qf Explosive 
Materials. · 

§ 5262. General. 
(a) This Article shall apply to motorized vehicles, the operations of 

which are not .under the jurisdiction of the US DOT, the California High
way Patrol, or the California Vehicle Code, or the Health and Safety 
Code on Public Highways. 

(b) Electric detonators or similar primary explosive materials initia
tion devices shall not be transported on/in any vehicle equipped with a 
radio transmitter or other device :which may cause detonation unless kept 
in their original shipping containers. 

(c) Transportation of detonators and explosive materials tog~ther shall 
be in accordance with the Institute of Makers of Explosives; Safety Li
brary Publication No. 22, ·Recommendations for thy Safe Transpqrtation 
of Detonators in a Vehicle with Certaiil Other Explosive Materials, May 
1993, pages 1-16, which 'is hereby incorporated by .reference. 

(d) Any·vehicle transporting explosive :d:i'ateruus or oxidizing materi
als shall b~·placarded in accordance with the regUrations of the USDC)T, 
Explosive materilils being tranSported on-site during or incidental to the 
.manUfacturing process shall be marked when deemed appropriate by the 
manufacturer. 

(~) orlginal shipping containers or Type 3 magazines (day box) shall 
be used for taldng detmiators and other explosive materials from storage 
magazines to the blasting area. · 

(f)(l) Vehicles used for transporting explosive materi8.!s shall be 
strong enough to carry the lmid without difficulty and be in good mechan
ical condltion. If vehicles do ncit have a closed body, the body shall be 
covered with a flame-proof and moisture-proof tarpaulin or other effec
tive protection against moisture and sparks. 

(2) All vehicles used for the transportation of explosive materials shall 
have tight floors and any exposed spark-producing metal on the inside 
of the body·shall be covered with wood or other nonsparking materials 
to prevent contact with packages of explosive materials .. 
ExCEPTION: Exposed spark-producblg metal need not be covered in vehicles 
transporting only blasting agents or oXidizers. · 

(3) Packages ·of explosive materilils shall·not be loaded above the sides 
cif an open body vehicle;. . . 

( 4) Vehicles used for transporting explosive nmterlals shall be in
spected weekly, or prior to use when used]ess tha1i weekly, to determine 
that it is in proper condition for safe transportation. Such inspections 

. shall include, but not be limited to, the folloWing: · 
(A) Fire extinguishers that comply with subsection (g) shall be filled 

and in working order. · 
(B) All electrical wiring shall be completely protected and securely 

fastened to prevent short-circuiting.· . 
1. No auxiliary ~gbting systefu.s on the truck beds shall be powered by 

the truck's electrfcal system. . 
(C) .Cha.Ssis, motor; pan, and under8ide of body shall be reasonably 

clean and free of excess oil and grease. · 
(D) Fuel tank and ·:feedline shall be secure and have no leaks. 
(E) Brakes, lights, hom, windshield wipers, and steering apparatus 

shall function properly. · 
(F) Tires shall be checked for propednflation and defects which may 

effect the safe operation of the vehicle. 
(G) The vehicle shall be in proper condition in every 'other respect and 

acceptable for handling explosive materials. 
(g) Eacli vehicle used fortransportation of explosive materials shall be 

equipped with at least two fully charged 4-A:20-B :C fire extinguishers 
in good condition securely mounted separately in conspicuous locations 
or in clearly marked compartments and readily accessible. The driver 
shall be trained in the use of the extinguisher carried on the vehicle. 

(h) Vehicles transportiilg explosive materials for blasting operations· 
shall not carry any other lllli.terials except blasting equipment unless the 
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containers of explosive materials lU'e.protec):ed from mechanical damage
or other materials are secured in.piace. 

(1) When open body vehicles are used totranspo:rt explosive materials,
the 'explosive materials shall be carried in a Type 3 magazine or original 
manufacturer's container that has been securely retained or mounted on 
the bed of the vehicie to. prevent movem,ent · 

. (2) Special service trucks such as, but not limited to, used in such op
erations as well servi~es, snow avalanche control, seismic work, and ex
plosives research and development that carry employees and materials 

. and on which equipment is installed for use in connection with the work 
to be doi).e, may cany small amounts of explosive materials necessary for 
their activities. When explosive.materials are carried, they shall b.e safe
guarded as provided forin subsections (e), (f), and (g). · 

(i) Motor vehic:les or conveyances transporting explpsive materials 
shall be driven by, and be in the charge of, alicenseddriverfamjliar with 
the local, State, and Federal regulations governing the transportation of 
explosive materials; The driver shall have been made aware of the class 
of the explosive materials in the vehicle and of its inherent dangers, and 
shall have been instructed in the measures and procedures to be followed 
in order to protect employees from those dangers. The .driver shall have 
been made faniili.ar with the vehic:le that has been assigned, and shall be 
~ed and authorized to move the vehicle. 

G) Only the ·vehicle operator and powder crew shall be permitted to 
ride on any. vehicle transporting explosive material~. 

(k) Vehicles carrying explosive materials shall not be.taken to a repair 
ga..~ge or shop for any purpose. 

(1) No service or repairs involving the use of heat/flame-producing 
devices shall be performed· oi:J. vehic:les carrying explosive materials. 

(l) Vehicles containing explosive materials when stored shall comply 
with the Quantity Distance Table for the appropriate class of explosive 
materials. .:: 

(m) Drivers of vehicles containing explosive materials shall not be 
permitted to leave the cab without :first stopping the motor and setting the 
parking brake. Precautions shall be taken to prevent fue movement of 
such vehicJes: 

(n) Except under emergency conditions, DO vehicle transporting ex
plosive materials shall be parked unattended before reaching its destina
tion. No vehicle transporting explosive materials shall be parked ori.' any 
public street adjacent to or in prox.iinity to any place where :Pe<iple W?rk 
or congregate. 
N DIE: For the purpose of this subsection, a motor vehicle shall be deemed "at
tended" only when the driver or other attendant is physically on or in the vehicle, 
or has the vehicle within their field of vision and can reach it quickly and without 
interference. "Attended" also means that the driver or attendant is awake, alert, and 
not engaged in other duties or activities which may divert their attention from the 
vehicle. However, an explosive-laden vehicle may be left unatl;ended if parked 
within a securely fenced or walled area with all gates or entrances loclted where 
parking of such vehicle is pennitted or at a magazine site established ~olely for the 
purpose· of storing explosives. . 
· · ( o) Incompatible materials, such as fhimmable liquids, flames or spark 
producing materials or combustibles materials, shall not be carried in the 
vehlc:le's cargo space with f<Xplosive materials. 

(p) No person shall be peri:ni.tted to smoke, carry matches or any other 
flame-producing device, or carry any una:uthorize~ flrearms or loaded 
cartridges while in or near a motor vehicle transporting explosive materi
als, or drive, load or unload such vehicle in a careless or reckless manner. 

(q) Delivery of explosive materials shall be made only to authorized 
persons and into authorized magazines or authorized temporary storage 
or handling areas. . 
· (r) The transfer of explosive materials from storage places shall be so 
arranged that no undue delay will occur between the time the explosive 
materials leave the storage place and the time they are used. 

(s) Explosive materials shall not be transferred from one vehicle to 
another within the confines of any jurisdiction (city, county, or other 
area) without informing the flre and police and/or sheriff's departments 
thereof. In the event of breakdown or collision, the appropriate local 
emergency ser:vices agencies shall be promptly notified. The explosive 

 

 

materials shall be transferred from tb.e disabled vehicle to another only 
when qualified supervision is provided, . .. . . . .. · 
NoTE: Federal DOT and local regUlations shall.iU.so apply when applicable. 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 1"1-2.3; La" 
bar Code. · · · · · 

HisTORY 
L Editorial co=ction reinserting article 115 heading (Register 92, No.ll) . 
2. Amendment of aiticie heading and section, i:ri.cludingredesignation and amend

ment of former section 5263, subsections· (a) ...: ([) as new section 5262, subsec· 
lions (d)- (p), and new NOTE :filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 
200~, No. 28). · · 

§ 5263. Surface Transpoitatio·n. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3 La
borCode. 

• HISTORY 
1. New subsection (k) f:Iled 3-28-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter. (Register 

75,No. J.3). · 
2. Amendment :filed 10-17-75; effective thirtieth daythereafter(Register75, No. 

42). . . . . 
3. 1m. Amendment filed 3-7-80; effective · tbirti.eth · day thereafter (Register · 80, No. 

4. Redesignation offormer section 5263, subsections (a)-(l) as new section 5262, 
subsections (d)-(p)filed 7-'-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register2003,No. 
28). 

§ 5264. Transportation of Explosive 
Materials-Underground-General.· 

(a) Explps1ve materials -shall not be'left on the station level near the 
shaft collar, mine, or tunnel entrance, but shall be taken to the place of 
use or storage without delay. . 

(b) Detonators, capped fuses, and other explosive materials trans
ported in any car, vehicle, or shaft conveyance shall be enclosed in sub
stantially constructed contamei:s equipped with tight-fitting covers. 
Such containers, including the covers, shall be made of wood, metal, fi
ber, or other equivalent material and shall be lined with nonconductive 
material. 
NoTE: Except for primers', the original cases or DOT shipping containers in which 
the explosive l!lll!erial.s were packaged will be accepted as being in compliance 
with this subsection. · . 

(c) Except as provided in Section 5264(c)(1), detonators, primers, or 
capped fuses, shall not be transported in the same container or compart
ment with other explosive materials. 

·(1) When carried in the same vehicle, detonators and capped fuses 
shall be in a s·eparate compartment from the other explosive materials 
with at least 25 inches of air space between the compartments. 

(d) Except when being transported manually, primers shall be trans
ported in a closed container constructed as described in subsection (b) of 
this section, and arranged so. that each primer is separated from the others 
by a partition· of nonmetallic material. No explosive materials, other than 
that which is c;ontained in the primer, shall be transported in the same · 
container with the primers. 

(e) Explosive materials shall not be transported with rock, ore, or other 
materials or equipment other than those used in blasting. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. ~ference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · 

. HISTORY 
1. Amendment'of section heading an:d section and new No1E filed 7-11-2003; op-

erative 8-10-2003. (Register 2003, No. 28). . 

§ 5265. Transportation of Explosive 
· Materials-Underground-Hoisting or 

Lowering. 
(a) No employees except those specifically required and designated by 

the perS'on in charge of the mine or tunnel, sh.ali be permitted to ride in 
any shaft conveyance at the same time as explosive materials are being 
transported in such shaft. 

(b) The hoist engineer shall be notified befor-e explosive materials are 
transported in the shaft conveyance. 

(c) Explosive materials shall be in a suitable conveyance while being 
hoisted from or lowered to any place underground. 

(d) Hoisting of ore, muck or other materials in adjacent shaft compart
ments shall be stopped while ex~losive materials are being handled. 
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(e) Detonators and primers shall not be transported at the same time 
with other explosive materials in any shaft conveyance unless in a pow
der car. 
NOTE: Authority cited:· Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. Am~ndment of section.heading and section: and new NoTEffied, 7-11-2003; op

erative 8-10--2003 (Register 2003, No. 28): 

§ 5266. Rail Transportation of Explosive 
Materials-Underground ... · 

. (a) Only the train crew and powder crew .shall be permitted to ride on 
a train transporting explosive materials. · 

(b) Explosive materials in quantities of 110 peunds or more when 
transported on a train, shall be in special powder cars.·Such cars shall be 
constructed of metal and have closed compartments for the explosiv.e 
materials. The compartments.shall be lined with nonconductive material. 

(c) .Explosive materials shall not be transported on or in any locomo
tive. When transporting explosive materials by train, ·at least one empty 
car shall be kept between the locomotive and the car which contains ex-
plosive maieiial.s. . . 

· (d) Each side of the special powder car shall bear a sign with the word 
"EXPLOSIVES" in kt):ers not less than 4 inches high with a 5/8-inch 
stroke on a background of' sharply contrasilii.g color. 

(e) Powder cars that are carryin,g exp~osive,materials shall be pulled, 
not pushed, except when switchiii.g or traveling at the dead end of a line. 

(f) The primers shaTib(;l plac~d in a pri;tlflr' cqmpartment ofthe powder 
car in' a suitable bo:X. with divisions for each separate delay. If capped 
fuses are used, they niustbe in a suitable container in the primer compart
ment. The primer arid p6Vifder compartments shall be separated by at least 
25 inches of air space. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HI~TORY 
1. Amendment of section heading and section and new NoTE filed 7-H-2003; op· 

erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5267. Transportation of Explosive 
Materia!13-Underground- Special Trackless 

.· V~taicl.es~ .. .: ..... , . 
(a) Trackless vehicles used for the transportation of explosive materi

als shall be"especially_equipped for that pui-pose and shall be carefully 
maintained in compliance with the provisions of section 5262.' 

· (b) Tfll:ck.:..typevehlCles used for the transportation of explosive mate-
rials· shall, be espec4Uly equipped with closed compartments for the ex- · 
plosive materials. The compartments shall be lined with nonconductive 
materui1s~ · 

(c) Each side, front, and. rear of every truck-type vehicle, when· trans
porting explosive materials, shall bear a sign with the word "EXPLO
SIVES" in.lett~r8 i10t1ess than 4 fuches high with a 5/8-inch stroke on 
a background of sharply eontrasting color. · · 

., . (d) Truck-type vehicles when transporting explosive materials und~
wound, shall be equipped with a flashing red light visible from the front 
a.i:J.d rear: . 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3,'r.~bor Cock:. Reference: Section 142.3, L!i-
bor Code. ' 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment of section heading and section and new NoTE filed 7-11-:2003; op-

erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). ' 

§ 5266. Transportation of Explosive Materials-Manual. 
(a) Explosive materials that are transported manually from one area to 

another shall be placed in suitable bags or other containers for such trans-
portation.. · 

(b) Detonators and primers shall be transported separately from other 
explosive materials. · 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor. Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment of section heading·and section and new NoTE filed 7-11,-2003; op

erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5269. Transportation of Explqsive Materials-Air and 
Water. 

Aircraft and water transportation of explosive materials shall comply 
with standards of Federal Government 9i eqUivalent to such standards. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142..3, La
borCode: 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment of section heading,and section and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; op

erative 8.:.10--2003 (Register 2003, No. 28), 

§ 5270. Explosive Materials at Railway and Truck : 
Terminals. 

(a) Every· railway car and truck containing explosive materials whicb 
has reached its destination, ads stopped :in transit so as no longer to be 
in interstate commerce, shEill rerilain .placarded in accorda.Uce with the 
regulations ofthe U.S. Department of T-ransportation. 

. NOTE:.Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code; 

. HISTORY 
1. New section filed 10-17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 75, No; 
~. . . 

2. Amendment of section heading, section NOTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 
8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28), ------

Art·icle .116.,. Handl![l9_. and U~e of Explosive 
Materials in Blasting Operations 

§ 52.76. General. 
(a) There sh8J.l be no smoking; open flames or. other sources of ignition 

within 50 feet of any area where explosive materials are being handled, 
except devices necessary to ignite the fuses of set charges. 
NOTE: Internal combustion engines equipped with spark arresters which are func-
tioning as designe~ are not considered sources of ignition. . 

(b) Tools used for opening containers of explosive materials shall be 
constructed of non-sparking materiill., except that. metal slitters may be 
used for opening· fiberboard containers provided that the metal slitter 
does not come into contact ·with any metallic' fasteners· w biCJ::l' may be in 
or part of the case. Only a w66dbn wedg·~ and a fi.bbr, rubber c;iX:ytooden 
mallet shall be used for opening or closing wood containers of explosive 
materials. · · · · ~ 

(c) Empty boxes, paper and fiber packing materials which have pre
viously contained high explosives shall not be used again for any other 
purpose. They shall be destroyed by burning at an isolated location out 
. of doors, and no person shall be ne·arer than 100 feet after the burning has 
started. . 
EXCEPTION: Containers designed and.maintahied f'or reuse. 

(d) Explosi-:e materiais shall not be placed within 25 feet of an electri-
·cal ciicirit.·except dUring transpq~tioli. .. 

(e) Exj)ibsive materials k~ over'afi:er loading operations are com-
pleted, shall be promptly retl:ii'll:i:(io th~ir proper m.agazmes. , · 

(fj when tli~~fir#!irt aJ~~~~~;~heri rtyu;g'rockor mat~rlal:rnay dam
age other propertY or en:dan:gilf'~D:i.plgyee$, iillloaded.holes shall be cov-
ered with abiastilig mat ilia{il.~ Been ancliored. . 

(g) No person ~derthe age of21 years shallbe permitted in any explo
siv~ magazine or be permitted to use, handle, or transport expl9_sives. 
EXCEPTION: Persons 18 years or older and under the direct personal supervision 
of a licensed blaster. . 

(h) Spilled explosive materials shall be cleaned up promptly. · 
(i) Explosive inaterials shall not be subjected to excessive heat, fric

tion or force. 
(j) Explosive materials shall be used only at temperatures recom

mended by the manufacturer. 
(k) Defective blasting equipment shall not be used. 
(l) No fire shall be fought where the explosive materials are in immi

nent danger of contact with the fire. All employees shall be removed to 
a safe area and the fire area guarded against intruders. 

. 

. 
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Title 8 General Industry Safety Orders §5278. 

NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, LaborCode. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · ·· · ··. · · 

HISTORY 
1. Amen~ent of subsection (d), repealer of subsection (e), and new subsections 

(e) and (l) fi.led.-10-17-75; effective thirtieth !lay thereafter (Register 75, No. 
G~ . . . . . 

2. Amendment of article hea&ng and section and new NOTE filed 7-11-2003 · op-
erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). ' . . 

§ 5277. Tampiryg Poles or Devices. 
(a) Tamping poles or devices shall be made of wood or plastic materi-

als man~actured for tamping explosives. · , 
NOTE: ~here are ~y kinds of ~~plastics," most of. which cannot be used safely 
for tampmg explosives. So:ple _plastics are too soft to withstand physical abuse, 
some are tao·har.d, others are flammable or will absorb nitroglycerin or generate 
hazardous accumulations of static electriCity. 

(b) The end of the tamping pole shall be kept squared and shall be of 
such size that the pole will not bypass the cartridges ·in the ·hole. 

(c) Wooden tarriping poles shall have·no metal parts, other than non
ferrous metal ferrules, for extending fbe length· of the pole. . 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3,Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code.·· 

HisTORY 
l. Amt;:ndment of section heading and section and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; op

erative 8-10-2003 (Register2003, No. 28). 

§ _5278. Loading of Explosive Materials-General. 
(a) Loading shall not. commence until ail drilling is completed and drill 

holes are cleaned or blown out, unless this procedure is impracticable un- · 
der conditions encountered. When conditions justify simultaneous load-
ing and drilling in the same ·area, such operations shall be separated as 

widely as practicable and in no case shall a drilling operation be closer 
than 50 feet to a hole being loaded. All drill holes shall be sufficiently 
large to freely admit the insertion of the explosive materials. · 

(b) Atleast 5 f6'0t candles illumination shall.be provided to safely per-
form loading operations. Only approved lights shall be used" within 50 
feet of the loading area. 

(c) No vehicle traffic shall be permitted over loaded holes. 
(d) Loading operations shall be carried on with the.smallest practical 

number of persons and explosive materials loading equipment present 
. ll!ld~ I).O one but the loading crew, inspection personnel, and authorized su-
pervisory personnel shall. be allowed within 50 feet 'of the loading area. ·

(1) At locations where 50 foot minimum distance cannot be main-
tained, an alternative plan shall be submitted to the Division for approval 
30 days priorto anticipated start of work. The Division shall give written 
notice of receipt to the applicant within 7 days_. Notice of approval/disap-
proval, shall be given within 15 days of receipt of the application. The 
Division may shorten the 30-day notification requirement where 
construction has commenced and uneJ!:pected site and! or emergency 
conditions requiring blasting occur. . . 

(2) The Division shall approve the alternative plan ifthefollowing ele-
ments are satisfied: 

(A) A1J blasting operat:lons will be conducted using low sensitivity ex-
plosive materials. . 

(B) All blasting operations will be conducted using initiation systems 
which cannot be affected by stray current or radio frequency energy. 

(C) A lightning and electric storm-detection system and written plan 
ef action is provided to the Division. The plan shall include provisions 
fot a detection system capable of warning the loading crew when a storm 
is 100 miles away. When a storm is detected 50 miles from the loading 
operation, the storm's movement is to be monitored. When a storm is de-
tected at 25 miles from the loading operation, loading operations will be 
discontinued and all persons in the blast area withdrawn to a safe loca-
tion. 

(D) K-rails, barriers, traffic control systems n. r-natural terr~;n shall be 
v ...... 

used to prevent entry by vehicular traffic into ·the loading site. . 
(e) The amount of explosive materials delivered into a loading area 

~ 
shall not exceed the amount estimated by the licensed blaster as neces-

sary for the blasting, No hol~s shall be loaded except those to be fired ir 
the next round of blasting. · · 

(f) .Detonato.r:s shall not be less strength than No. 8. · 
(g) The detonator, if used, shall·be properly enci:lsed in explosives 

when.inserted into the drill hole. 
(h) !amping ~hall be 9Y pressured or light blows ~nly, ~d never by 

excess1ve rammmg. The primer shall not be tamped. . 
(i) All blast holes in open work shall be stemi:ned to a pc:iirit that will 

sufficiently confine the charge. . · . 
G) Stacks of explosive mate.r:ials shall be spaced and distributed in the 

loading area to prevent propagation of·an explosion between any two 
piles or loaded holes in the event of a premature explosion in any portion 
of the blast area. · 

(k) Springing holes: 
(1) Boreholes shall not be sprung within.lOO feet of any hole contain-

ing explosive materials for primary blasting. · 
. (2) A hole that has been sprung shall not be loaded. until sufficient time 
has elaps·ed for the hole .to cool. Artificii!l means may be used to cool the 
hole. · · 

(l) Except for avalanche blasting, drop fuses or any other method that 
calls for ignition of the fuse prior to placement ·of the charge in its final 
position shall not be used. 

(m) Drillholes or anypart of such holes which have been charged with 
 explosive materials shall not be deepened, · 

(n) Drilling shall not be statted until all.remaining butts of old holes 
are examined for unexploded charges and if any are found, they shall be 
detonated or properly disposed of before oi:her work proceeds. (See Sec-

tion 5293). . 
(o) Except as provided in Section 5278(w), holes to be blasted shall be 

charged as near to blasting time as pnictical and such holes shall be 
blasted as soon as possible after charging has been completed. · 

(1) No. explosive materials shall be left unattended at the blast site. 
(2) Loaded holes shall not be left unattended except as permitted in 

Section 5278(w). . . . . 
(p) Explosive materiaJs shall be kept separated from detonators until 

charging is started . 
(q). Capped pr:i:r;n,~s. shall be made up at the time of charging and as 

close to the blasting site as conditions allow. 
(r) Only wooden or other nonsparking implements shall be used to 

punch holes in an. explosive cartridge. 
(s) Areas in which charged holes are awaiting firing shall be guarded 

or barricaded and posted or flagged against unauthorized entry.· 
. (t) The double-trunkline or loop system shall be used in detonating-
cord blasting. · · 

(u) Trunklin~s, in multiple-row blasts, shall make 1 pr more complete 
loops, with crossties between -loops at intervals of not over 200 feet. 

(v) All detonating cord knots shall be tight and all connections shall 
be kept at right angles to the trunklines. 

(w) Loaded holes intended for geophysical operations: 
(1) Shall be attended; or · · 
(2) May be left attended, but only where the loaded explosives, if de to-

nated, it will not cause.iiJjuries and where the loaded explosives are: 
 (A) Anchored,· tamped or stemmed so that the charge cannot be re-
moved; or . · 

(B) Left so that the· detonator leads are inaccessible to or concealed 
from unauthorized persons. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bar Code. · 

·

 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment o~ subsections (a) and (c) filed 3-28-75; effective thirtieth day 
, th~after (Reg:~ster 75, No. 13). 2. Amendment of subsection (d) and new sub· section (f) filed 10-17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 75 No 

42). . · ' · 
2· Am~dment of section heading and section filed 9:....24-97; operative 10-24-97 

(Register 97, No. 39). 
 3. Amendment filed 7-11-2003; operatiye 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 



§ 5279 BAR CLAYS CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS Title 8 

§ 5279. Loading and Blasting Near or Under Power Lines. 
(a) When electric initiated blasting under, or near overhead power 

lines, the leading wil'es shall be placed at right angles to· such lines and ·
shall be secutely anchored to prevent the blasting circuit conductors from 
being thrown into the overhead lines. . 

(b) When blasting under, or near overhead power lines, all loaded 
holes shall be covered with a nonconductive blasting mat anchored to 
prevent the mat or other material from being blown into the overhead 
lines. 
NOTE: Authority cited: 'Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment of section heading and section and new NOTE filed 7-11-2003; op

erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5280. Pneumatic Loading of Explosive Materials for 
. Blasting. 

(a) Construction of Air Loaders. 
.(1) Blasting agentk shall not be ioaded into any air loader constructed 

of copp7~•, c_opp,e,r alloys, or zinc Ctncluding g~vanizediD.etals) unless the 
loader is constnicted so that such-incompatible materiills do not come in 
contact with blasting agents. · 

(2) An explosive shall not be loaded into any air 1oader constructed 
wholly' or in pait of ferrous metals except that stainless steel may be used. 

(3) The vess~l ~hat is PreSsurized on an air ioacj.er shall be designed, 
constructed, inspe~(i, !pld · stamped in compliance with the Unfired. 
Presstire Vessel Safety Orders. 

(b) Air Loader E.qtiipi:ru;nt 
(1) A 20-mesh screen, an air trap or afllter sha.il be installed in the.air 

suppiy line adjacent to the loader when a pressure vessel is being used. 
(2) An air pressure reducing regulator of standard· manufacture shall 

be installed·in.the air supply line and be a part of the loader assembly for 
a pressure-type loader. 

(3) An air pressure relieving safety valve of adequate capacity shall be 
installed in the air supply line between the air pressure reducing regulator 
and the pressure vessel ofthe air loader. There shall be no valve between 
the pressure vessel and the pressure relieving device. · 

( 4) An adequate pressure gauge shall be installed in the air supply line 
between the air pressure reduclng regulator and. the: air1oader pressure 
vessel. · .· < ·· • · 

(c) Air Temperature and Pressure. 
(1) The temperatUre of the air supplied to the air loader shall not exceed 

150 degrees Fahrenheit · 
(2) The air pres sun~ shali not exceed 50 pounds per square inch when 

· explosive materials ~ being loaded. . · 
(3) The air pressure relieving safety valve shall be set to open at a pres

sure nofto exceed 5s pounds per square inch, wheri an explosive is being 
loaded: 

( 4) When a blasting agent is being loaded, tl::t~ safety valve shall be set 
at not more than 110%'ofthe safe loading pi~ssiife, but in no'case to ex-
ceed 110 psi . · 

(d) Coritrorof Stitic Electricity aridBtray Currents. 
(1) There shall·be cont:i.D.uous electrical path from the discharge end "of 

the loailii:igtribe, thiough the loading tube, the loading line, the air loader, 
and to ground. The loading tube shall be static dissip.ating and shall be 
at least 2 feet longer than the deepest hole loaded. 

(2) Where metal air loaders are on non-conductive rock or earth, an 
auxiliary ground shall be provided by metal straps or cables of at least #8 
American Wire Gauge connected to ground. rods. If it is necessary, the 
ground rods shall be .driven into w~ter-filled holes. The total resistance 
from the discharge end of the loading tube to ground .shall not exceed two 
megohms. ·. · 

(3) Pneumatic loading equipment shall not be grounded to water lines, 
airlines, ralls, ot other pimniment electrl.cal grounding systems. 

( 4) The loading tube and loading hose, jf one piece, shall be either of 
a distinctive.design or else identified at least every 18 inches that it is stat
iC dissipating. 

(e) Operations and Procedures. 
(1) The air supply line shall be thoroughly blown out before it is at

tached to the air loader. 
(2) All material poured: into a pressure· type air loader shall be passed 

through a screen having openings not larger than half an inch. 
(3) Air loaders when usedto blow or force stemming into loaded holes 

shall be thoroughly cleaned before and after such use. 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Lab.or Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment of section beading and section and new NOTE filed 7-11-2003; op

erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5291. Firing ot Explosive Materials (Blasting Operations). 
(a) The licensed blaster-i:ri-charge shall fix the time of blasting. 
(b) Blasts are not to be fired.without a wilrriing.signal/procedure and 

until deflnite assurance that all surplus· explosive materials are in a safe 
place, and all persons are at a safe distai:l.ce or. under·suf:fi.ciimt cover. 

(c) Prec.autions, such as the following, shall be taken to preventunau-
thorized entry into the blast·area: warning signs, ·barricades, or flaggers 
when necessary. 

(d) Warning signals shall be given by the use of a compressed air 
· · whistle, a hom, lights or equivalent means, such as flaggers or voice 

warning and shall be clearly audible at the most distant point in the blast 
area. Where other than fl.agger or other visible method or voice warning 
is used, the following. signals· are recommendedi 

. 

WARN.WG SIGNAL 
 5 minu~.s pripr to.the.blast · A 1-rilinute series oflong audible signals 

BLASTING SIGNAL 
1 minute prior to the.blast A series of short audible signals 

AU-CLEAR SIGNAL 
Following inspection of the blast area A prolonged audible signal 

(e) The type of warnfug signal or method shall be posted at one or more 
conspicuous locations and all employees shall be made familiar with the 
signals and instructed accordingly. . 

(f) The "ALL CLEAR" signal shall not be give!J until the licensed 
blaster has ~de aih.oroiigh; visu~ inspection of t:Ji.e bla_st area for mis
fires. In tlie eventof a: m:rstrre, tlie; requiiements of section: 52'93 shall be 
complied with before the "ALL CLEAR" s1gnil:is'~_yen. · 

(g? w amfri'g:signs, iii.Clicatii:iga:bfa'Si'ardi, srum Bemaintamed at all ap.: · 
pro aches to the blast area. The wai:ning sigh lettering khill ridt be less than 
4 inches in height on a contrasting background. . 

(h) Whenever blasting is being conducted in the area immediately ad
jacent to gas pipelines, flaminable liqilid gas pipelliles, electric, water, 
fire alann; telephone, telegraph, and steam utilities, the' licensed blaster 
shall notify the appropriate representatives or such pipelines or utilities 
at least24 hours in advance of. blasting, specifyi.ti.g the location and in
tended time of such blasting. Verbal notice shall be conf'unied with writ
ten notice before the blast In an emergency this time limit may ·be 
waived. · 

(i) Employees shail.be prohibited from entering the blast area after 
blasting until any toxic vapor/fumes, dust arid gases have beeri reduced 
to safe limits. · 

G3 After blasting, the blasting crew shall wait at least 5 minutes'before 
returning to the point of blasting. · · 

(k) Fcir undetground blasting; no one shall enter the place where pri-. 
mary blasting has been done for at 1east 15 miD.utes. 
NoTE; Authority cited: Section142.3,Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HiSTORY 
1. Amendment of subsection (a) and new subsection (e) filed 1 0-17-75; effective 

thirtieth day thereafter (Register 75, No. 42). . 
2. Amendment-of section heading, section and NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 

8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28): 

§ 5292. Secondary Blasting. 
(a).There shall be no activity of any kind that would·create a hazard to 

explosive materials that have been placed or are being placed for second
ary blasting. 
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. (b) Where shots are·to be fired in such close proxi:a:!ity that one shot 
may displace -another, the·fui.rig shall be ·done by use of detonating cord 
or instantaneous electric blasting caps. 
NoTE: Authority cited:Bection j42.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code; · 

. HisTORY 
1. Amendment of section and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operati:ve 8-10-2003

(Register2003, No. 28). · 
 

§ 5293. Misfires. 
(a) After each shot the blast area shall be examined for misfires. If any 

are found, or suspected to eXist, they shall be reported to the person in 
charge. Steps shall be taken to eliminate all.undetonated explosive mate
rials. · 

(b) In ca~e of a detonator misfire, the shot area shall be made safe under 
competent supel'Vision by one of the following means after a 30-minute 
wait following electric or non-electric shock tube blailting, or a 60-min
ute wait following fuse cap blasting: . . 

(1) Where practical anew primer shall be inserted into the hole and the 
hole reblasted, or 

(2) Where the hole cannot be reblasted, the stemming and explosive 
shall be washed out with water, or 

(3) Where blasting agents are used, try to remove the detonator and cap 
sensitive explosive materials. 

(4)(A) Where reblasting, washing, or removing explosive materials is 
unsafe ·or impracticable in a geophysical op~ration, the Division and sur
face owners shall be notified within .24 hours. The notice shall include the 
location, depth and the amount of the undetonated explosive material; 
and · · · 

(B) Following concurrence by the Division that retrieval of the explo
sive material in.amisfired geophysical operation is impractical or unsafe, 
a substantial concrete cap capable of cmitaining the explosion shall be 
placed above the explosive material at least 3 feet below the ground sur
face, or other permanent protection shall be installed. 

(c) If explosi_ye materials are suspected ofburning in a hole, all persons 
in the endange~ed area shall move to a safe location and no one shall re-. 
tum to the hol(until the danger has passed, but in no case within 1 hour. 

(d) Holes shall not be drilled where there is danger of intersecting a 
charged hole of misfired explosives. 

(e) No other work shall be performed in the danger area except that 
necessary to remove the hazard of the misfire. No other employees ex
cept the licensed blaster and the necessary crew shall be.in the danger 
area when a misfire hazard is being removed: 
Nor.E: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HisTORY 
1. New subsection (e) filed 3-28-75; effective thirtieth day the~after (Register? 5, 
No.1~. · 

2. Amendment of section andnewNoTEfiled9-24-97; operative 10-24-97 (Reg-
ister 97, No. 39). . 

3. Amendment of subsection (b), new subsecti.on(c) and subsection relettering 
filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). . 

§ 5294. Coyote Hole Blasting. 
(a) Electric lighting circuits shall not be permitted in a coyote hole 

while it is being loaded with explosives. Electric flashlights or cap lamps 
shall be,used for illumination. 

(b) In electrical blasting, the ends ofleading wires shall be kept shorted 
untilreadyto blast. Circuits shouldbetestedatleastevery lOfeetifstem
ming is placed in ·the cross-cuts, or before each explosives charge is 
placed. . 

(c) When detonating cord is used, a double line of cord with.frequent 
cross ties shall be used throughout ·so that the detonating wave can reach 
each explosive charge from 2 independent sources. 

(d) Coyote holes shall be backfilled tightly and for a sufficient length 
to prevent a blown-out shot. 

(e) The area being loaded for blasting shall be plainly marked both in 
front and on top of the bank to be blasted with appropriate warnffig sighs. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · · 

}4STORY . . . . . 
1. New NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-lQ.-:.2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5295. Use of Safety Fuse......:.General. 
(a) No fuse except safety fuse sJ:;all be used for fuse cap blasting . 
(b) The average burning rate per foot of safety fuse used sha1.1 be deter 

mined by burning not less than tbiee, 3-Joot iengths of such fuse in. opel 
air at or near the blast area Safety fuse which varies more than lO percen 
from the manufacturer's stated burning range shall not be used. · 

.(c),Notice shall be displayed conspicuously at the work location, stat 
ng the bUID.i.llg rate of safety fuse used. ' ·· 

(d) Damaged safety fuse sl;lall not be used. . . 
(e) If the roll of safety fuse has not. been fully used and is stored for fu· 

ure use after blasting has been completed, the average burning rate shall 
e re-determined prior to use as required by subsection (b). . 

i

t
b
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, LaborC:ode.Refe=ce: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · 

.HISTORY 

1. Amendment of section and new NOT.E flled 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 
(Register 2003, No. 28). · · . 

§ 5296. Safety Fuse Storage. 
(a) In cold weather the safety fuse shall be warmed slightly before be-

ing uncoiled in order to avoid breaking or cracking. · 
(b) SafetY fuse and igniter cord shall be stored in a place which is dry, 

copl, oil/ grease free, and the relative humidity of the air is less than 80 
percent. 

( c YSafety fuse shall not be hung on nails or other projections that could 
cause a sharp bend to be formed in the fuse. · · 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment of section and new NoTii filed 7-li"-2003; operative 8-10-2003. 

(Register 2003, No. 28). · 

§ 5297. Making Capped Fuses and Primers. 
. (a) In capping safety fuse, at least o~e inch shall be cut from the end 
of each coil of the fuse to be used to prevent damp fuse ends from getting 
into the cap. . . .,, · 
. (b) Blasting caps shall be kept in original or equivalent containers ex-
cept as they are used for capping safety fuses. · 

(c) Only a ring-type cap crimper of standard design shall be used for 
attaching blasting caps to safety fuse. 

(d) In capping fuse, the fuse ends shall be cut squarely with a sharp cut
ting blade. The capping operation shall be performed in a safe, dry loca
tion. The area shall be conspicuously posted with no smoking signs. 

.(e) A waterproof ring-type crimp or a compound especially prepared 
for waterproofing shall be used when necessary. · 

(f) A capped fuse shall not be attached to the primer cartridge. by half
hitch. 

(g) The safety fuse shall not be kinked when using the lacing method. 
The safety fuse shall lie in smooth curves as shown on the illustration. 
The cap shall be properly embedded .. along the axis of the cartridge. 

Recommended Methods of Attaching Capped Fuse to 
Primer Cartridge 

NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
borCode. 
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HisTORY 
1. Amendment of section and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operative S-1 0-2003 

(Register 2003, No. 28). 

. . . 

§ 5298. Non-Electric Blasting Systems. 
· (a) Safety Fuse Initiation System. 

(1) Safety fuses shall not be ignited before explosive charges are in 
place .. 
EXCEPTION: Avalanche blasting. 

(2) Wheri blasting with safety fuse, consideration shall be given to the 
following: (A) the length and burniilg rate of the fuse; (B) the condition 
of the escape route; and, (C) the distance to a place of safety. 

(3) Safety fuses shall not be used in any location, such as a shaft, raise 
or winz, where. the lack of adequate nearby shelter and the distance of 
travel to a place of safety is such that there is a hazard to employees from 
flying rock'and 'concussion. · 

(4) AJJ safety fuses shall be cut sufficiently long to extend beyond the 
collar of the hole and in. no case shall they be less than 3 feet in length. 
NoTE:: At the usual rate of burning, a 3-foot length of safety fuse will fire a shot 
in about 2 minutes. 

(5) Only single shots shall be fired when using 3-foot safety fuses. Tf 
more than one fuse is to be lighted at one time, such fuses shall comply 
with subsection (6) of this section. 

· ( 6) When lighting safety fuse, the fuses shall be·so timed that no charge 
will detonate until at least 2 minutes after the last fuse in-the blast area 
has beeri ignited. 

(7) No one employee shall be pemritted'to ignite more than 12 safety 
· fuses in su~cession. When 2 or more safety fuses in a group are lighted 

as one, by means of igniter cord or other fuse-lighting device, they may 
be considered a8 one fuse for the purpose of the subsection .. 

(8) If more than 3 safety fuses are lighted at one time, no person shall 
be permitted to enter the blast area until after a period of time equal to 2 
minutes for each foot in the length of the longest fuse in the round or 15 
minutes, whichever is the longest time. 

(9) At least two' employ~es shall pe present when: lighting fuses. 
EXCEPTION: Avalanche blasting. . . 

(10) Fuses shall he·lit with devices approved for such purposes. 
(b) ShockTubeinitiatj.on System. 

·(1) Connection's with other initiation devices shan be secured in a man-
ner which provides for unirtterrupted pmpagatioD.; .· · · 

(2) Factory-made unitS' shall be used as as~embled and shall not: be cut 
except that a single splice is permitted on the lead-in trunkline du'ri.ng dry 
conditions; and 

(3) Connections between blast holes shall not be made until immedi
ately prior to clearing th~ biast site when surface delay detonators are 
used. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment of section heading and section and new NoTE :filed9-24-97; opera-

tive 10-24-97 (Register 97, No. 39), · 

2. Repealer and new se~tion heading and amendment of section filed 7-11-2003; 
operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5298.1. Use of Detonating Cord. 
(a) Detonating cord shall be selected consistent. with the type and 

physical condition of the bore hole and stemming and the type of explo
sives used. · 

(b) Detonating cord shall be handled and used as· an explosive. 
(c) The line of detonating cord extending out of a bore hole or from.a 

charge shall be cut from the supply spool before loading the remainder 
of the bore hole or placing additional charges. . . 

(d) Detonating cord shall be handled and used with care to avoid dam
aging or severing the cord during and after loading, stemming and hook
ing up. 

(e) Detonating cord connections shall be made in accordance with the 
manufacturer's recommendations. Knot-type or other cord~ to-cord 

connections shall be made only with detonating cord in which the explo-
sive core is dry. · 

(f) All detonating cord trunklines and br~chlines shall be free of 
loops, sharp kinks, or angles that direct the cord back toward the oncom
ing line of detonation. 

(g) All detonating cord connections shall be inspected before firing the 
blast. 

(n) When detonating cord millisecond-delay connectors or short-in
terval-delay electric blasting caps are used with detonating cord, the 
practice shall conform strictly to the manufacturer's recommendations. 

(i) When connecting a blasting cap or an eleci:ric blasting cap to deto
nating cord, the cap shall be taped or otherwise attached securely along 
the side or the end ofthe detonating cord, .with· the end of the cap contain
ing the explosive charge pointed i:i:1 the direCtion iii which the detonation 
ipo proceed. · 

G) Detonators for firing the trunkline shall not be brought to the load
ing area nor attached to the detonating card until everything else is in 
readiness for the blast. 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3,La
borCode. 

HISTORY 

1. New section filed 7-11-2003'; operative Sc-lq-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5299. Firing with Electricity-General. 
(a) Before adopting any system: of electrical flring,.the licensed blaster 

shall conduct a.thorough survey for extraneous currentsj and all danger
ous currents shall be eliminated before any hofes are loaded. No electric 
blasting or preparation for electric blasting shall be done when stray elec
trical currents exceed 0.05 amperes. 
EXCEPTION:· Specialty electric' blasting caps used as reco=ended by the 
manufacturer. 

(b) Electric firing shall be done only with devices desigued for initiat-
ing electric detonators. ·· · 

(c) Electric detonators to be fired with blasting machines shall be con
nected· in accordance with the number and circuitry limitations recom
mended by the machine or detonator manufacturer.·· 

(d) Devices used for igniting electric detoriai:ors''siiRil. not cause arcing 
in the d~t.onators. A circuit interrupter shall be used when arCing is a prob~ 
lerii:.' · ·.:c. '· · · · ··· · 

(e) All blasting wires shall be kept clear of electric lfues, pipes, rails, 
and other conductive materials. 

(f) That part of the blasting circuit leading from the firing switch to the 
blast area shall not be grounded. 

(g) All low-voltage electric power lines within 50 feet of the holes to 
be loaded shall be removed or de-energiZed before an electric detonator 
or starter is broughtinto the blast area. Where this is not practical, a check 
for stray current shall be made with a proper instrument. 

(h) Th~ blasting circuit sha.U betested with a blasting galvanom~ter or 
other device designed to test blasting circuits before firing the round. 

(i) The blasting circuit shall remain shorted until tlie round is ready to 
test and fire. 

(j) Electric detonators of different btands shall not be used'in the same 
round. 

(k) Where light and power circuits are used for blasting, keys to the 
shot-firing and safety switches shall be kept by the licensed blaster. 
When necessary to make repairs, extensions, or tests on the blasting ·or 
shot-firing lines, the licensed blaster or blaster in training shall unlock 
and remain at the switch until he or she relocks the switches or designates 
that responsibility to someone who reports back to the licensed blaster 
with the keys when work is completed. N'o preparations .for loading or 
blasting shall be done until all switches are relocked and the keys back 
in the possession of the licensed blaster. At the end of the shift, the li
censed blaster shall give the keys to the licensed blaster of the following 
shift. A duplicate set of keys should be kept by the superintendent under 
lock and key in the office. There shall be no other set-of keys fitting these 
locks on the job site. 
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(l) Mobile radio transmitters shall be de-energized and effectively 
locked when less than 100 feet from .electrical blasting caps that are not 
in their original container. 

:... 

EXAMPLES OF BLASTING CIRCUITS 

Electric Detonators 

CONNECTING .WIRES 

ELECTRICDETO~ATORS 

Diagram for Serie• Slaatin; 

ELECTRIC DETONATORS 

ELECTRIC DETONATORs -
~:WIII!S 

LEADING WIRES 

Diagram for PatTUllel-5eries Blasdng 

NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La· 
bor Code. 

HisTORY. 
·1. Amendment of subsection (c) filed 3-28-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter 

(Register 75, No. 13). 
2. Amendment of subsection (a) I.!led 10-17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter 

(Register 75, No. 42). ·· · 

3. Repealer of subsection (a) and relettering of existing subsections filed 3-7-80; 
effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 80, No. 10). 

4. Amendment "filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-]~2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5~00. Firing Switches. 
·(a) ,The f:rring switch shall conform to tl;te following minimum stan-

dards: ... 
(1) It shall be an externally operable switch, enclosed in a tight case 

provided with a lock. 
(2) It shall be a double pole, double throw switch with the handle ar~ 

.ranged to be locked in the "off' position only. . 
(3) It shall be provided with a bar for short-circuiting, but not ground

ing the leading wires when the switch is in. the "off' position. 
(4) Switches shall have adequate rating for the maximum voltage and 

current to be used. · 
(5) The service.entrance switch fuse or circuit breaker rating shall be 

fused .not exceeding 33 percent of the maximum calculated cll:rrent re
quirement and will olow at 15 times the rated capacity in 1/20 of a second. 

(6) The switch shall be mounted so that the handle is down when the 
switch is in the "off' po~ition. The leading wires shall be attached to the 
blade terminals and the power line wires to the U]J-throw terminals. 

(b) "When firing by means of a light or power circuit, the circuit shall 
be open at all times in at least one place by an air gap of at least 5 feet un
derground and 15 feet on the surface, between the firing and the auxiliary 
switches at all times, except during the actualfi.ring operation. The air gap 
shall be established by means of a: cable and 2-pole plug and receptacle · 
of adequate capacity. The plug shall be provided with a device, preferably 
of automatic type, to. short-circuit the wires when the plug is removed 
from the receptacle. · 

(c) The shot firing switch shall be no less than 1,000 feet from the face 
of a tunnel if the tumlellength exceeds. 1,000 feet. 

(d) For tunnels less than 1,000 feet in length; the shot switch shall be 
outside the portal. . . 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 14:2.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3,La· 
barCode. 

HISTOR,Y 
1. New subsections (c)-(d) and new Nom·filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 

(Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5301. Auxiliary Switches. . .. -···· 
(a) One or more auxiliary switches shall be installed at thebegiliDing 

of each branch :circuit of the permanent leading wires. 
(b) Such. switches shall be as described iri Section 5300 except that 

they need not be fused. . · 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 1423, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La· 
borCode. 

HISTORY 
1. New Nom filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003· (Register 2003, No. 28); 

§ 5302. Permapent and Temporary Leading Wires. 
(a) All leading wires shall be type "S" cable or equivalent, or shall con

sist of 2 suitable insulated solid aluminum or solid copper wires. 
(b) Permanent leading wires shall be installed in conduit or shall be 

strung on insulators and kept at least 5 inches apart. 
(c) The conductor used to close the air gap shall be type "S" cable or 

equivalent. 
(d) All leading wires shall have the capacity to carry the required firing 

current to the detonators. In no case shall·a capacity of less than copper 
wire No. 14 American Wire Gauge or aluminum wire No. 12 American 
Wire Gauge be used, except No. 18 American Wire Gauge may be used 
for one electric blasting cap. 
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UHCIIOUHDED 
!IHCL£ .PI<AS£ 
AC 0( OC 
POWER 
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CIIOUHO-: 
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S£RV/C[ ENTRAHCt BUSTING 
SWITCH SWITCH . 

PltOf U.Mf' 
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Recommended power firing systems for serie.s and parallel series firing with no circui! interrupter. 

IONIC£ EH11ANC£ 
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Reconimended power firing systems for series and parallel series firing using a circuit interrupter. 

(e) All splices shall be well made and shall be sojoinedas to beelectri-. 
cal and mechanically secure. Splices shall be taped or otherwise effec-
tively insulated. . · 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Codf:. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 

1. Amendment of subsection (d) and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 
8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5304. Blasting Procedure with Power and Light Circuits. 
(a) Before connecting the leading wires to the leg wires, the licensed 

blaster shall make sure that the auxiliary switch or switches are locked 
in the·"off' position, the air gap is open, the short-circuiting device is in 
place, and the firing switch is locked in the "off' position. 

(b) If an electric circuit from a light or power source is used for firing 
shots, the electrical connections shall be made within an approved weath
erproof enclosure. 

(c) Leading or connecting wires shall be tested for the presence of stray 
electric current before they are attached to the leg wires. The test shall be 
made with an instrument designed and approved for this purpose. If stray 
current is detected it shall be eliminated before the connection is made. 

(d) Before the leg wires are connected to the temporary leading wires, 
the blaster shall cause all persons to leave the blast area and proceed to 
a safe location. · 

(e) "When the blast area is clear of all persons, the person responsible 
for firing shall proceed to the auxiliary switch, unlock it, and move the 
switch· handle to the "on" position. 

(f) After blasting, no one shall approach the blasted area until: 
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(1-) The blasting switch has been locked in the "off' or "open" position, 
and, . . 

(2) The blasting switch attachment plug has been disconnected from 
the electrical source, ·and, . 

(3) The blasting wl.res have been shorted together. . 
(g) In case the shot fails to fire (misfire) or the licensed blaster is not 

sure that the charges have fued, the licensed blaster shall lock -the firing 

.. 

switch in the ·~off' position and open the air gap.· The ·Jicensed bla.steJ 
shall ·wait at least 30 minutes before proceeding to the auxiliary switcr 

. which shall be locked in the, ~·off' position before entering the blast area . 
. ':(h) .Only the crew actualiy necessary for the loacting and connecting

up operation shall be at the face during operations. · · . 
(i) No unnecessary work shall be done at "the face during or after load

ing before the shots are fued . 

. BLASTING CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

. . . ~ /nsvlolor: 
'L;Dermopen/ ,6/qslti'lj wire.s · 

. NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
borCode. 

HISTORY 

1. Amendment of section, includlng transfer of Plate C-27 from section 1938, Ap
pendix C, and new NOT.E, filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 
2003, No. 28). 

§ 5305. ·Electric Blasting Devices and Electric Blasting 
Machines. 

(a) All blasting devices and blasting machines shall be in the charge 
of the licensed blaster-in-charge and no other person shall connect the 
leading wires to the blasting machine or other blasting devices. 

(b) Leading wires shall not be connected to blasting devices or blasting 
machine until all steps preparatory to fuing have been completed and all 
persons· proceed from the blast area to a safe location. 

(c) After firing the round, the licensed blaster-in-charge shall imme
diately disconnect all wires from blasting devices or blasting machines 
and short-circuit the leading wires. . 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment of section heading and section and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; op

erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5306. Electric Blasting in Proximity with Radio 
Transmitters. 

(a) A sign shall be posted reading, "BLASTING AREA TURN OFF 
2-WAY RADIOS AND CELLULAR TELEPHOI\'ES," "BLASTING 
ZONE 1000 FT" and "END BLASTING ZONE." Lettering of the sign 
Shall be at least 4 inches in height and 5/8-inch stroke on a sharply con
trasting color- background. The sign shall be displayed prior to install a-
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tion of electric-sensitive devices, during loading and during blasting op
erations. 
NOTE: Where applicable, see State of Ciilifomia, DeparOnent of Transportation, 
Traffic Manual,. ChaJ?!er· 5; Traffic Controls for Construction and Maintenance 
Work Zones for specific sign requirements. . 

(b) Signs shall be posted approximately 1,000 fe.etfrom the blasting 
area on all public access·. 

(c) Electric blasting operations shall not be conducted closer to any op
erating mobile or fixed radio, television, orradartransmitterthan the dis
tances sho:wn in the followi:qg tables: 

Table 1 
Recommended Table of Distances for 

Commercial AM Broadcast Transmitters 
(0.535 to 1.605 MHz) 

Tr~smitter Power<ll 
(Watts) 

Minimum Distance 
(Feet) 

Up to 4,000 720 
5,000 800 

10,000 1,130 
25,000 1,790 
50,000 (2) 2,500 

100,000 3,600 
500,000  8,000 

 ................................................ :. 
 .................................................... 
 ............. ·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . 
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. • . • . • . • • • . • . . • . . . • . . • • . . • . . • . . • . • . • . • • . . • • • • 
 ................................ : . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 
.................................................

lPower delivered to the antenna. 
2 50,000 watts is the present maximum power ofU.S. broadcast transmitters in this 
frequency range. 

Table 2 
Recommended Distances for Transmitters Up to 50 M:Hz 

(Excluding AM Broadcast) Calculated for a Specific Loop Pickup 
Configuration(l)(Z) 

Transmitter PowePl 
(Watts) 

Minimum Distance 
(Feet) 

100 790 
200  1,120 
500 1,770 

1,000 2,500 
1,500  3,070. 
5,000 5,590 

50,000 17,700 
500,000(4) 55,900 

 ................ : .. · ..................... · ............. 
 ....................................................
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 ....................................................
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

........ · .................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(l) Based on the configuration with the blasting machine being the component of 
the blasting circuit closed to the transmitter, using 20.8 MHz, which is the most 
sensitive frequency. . 
(2) This table should be applied to International Broadcast Transmitters in the 
10-25 MHzrange. 
(3) Power delivered to the antenna. 
<4) Present maximum for Interriational Broadcast. 

Table 3 
Recommended Distances of Mobile Transi:nitters and Cellular 

Tele!Jhones Including ~~teur ~d Citize~' Band 
MINilv.IUM DISTANCE (Feet) 

Transmitter<ll 
Power 
(Watts) 

MF 
1. 7 to 3.4 MHz 

Industrial 

HF 
28 to 29.7 MHz 

Amateur 

VHF 
35 to 36 MHz Public Use 
42 to 44 MHz Public Use 
50 to 54 MHz Amateur 

VHF 
144 to 148 MHz 

Amateur 
150.8 to 161.6 MHz 

Public Use 

UHF, 
450 to 470 MHz 

Public Use 
Cellular Telephones 

Above 800 MHz 
1 15 47 37 12 8 
5 33 105 82 27 18 
10 46 148 116 38 25 
50 102 331 259 85 55 
100 144 468 366 120 78 

180C2l 193 627 491 161 104 
200 204 661 518 170 110 
250 228 739 579 190 123 

5ooC3l 322 1,045 818 268 174 
60Q(4) 353 1,145 897 294 190 
1,000 455 1,478 1,157 379 245 

1,500(5) 557 1,810 1,417 464 300 
10;00Q(6) . 1;438 4,673 3,659" 1,198 775 

. 

Citizens Band, Class D Transmittet:s, 26,965 MHz 
(Channell)-27,405 MHz (Channel40) 

_Type Recommended Minimum Distance 
Hand-Held Vehicle-Mounted 

Double Sideband- 4 watts maximum 
··transmitter power 5 ft .. 65ft. 

Single Sideband - 12 wattS peak .. 
envelope power 20ft. 110ft. 

(1) Power delivered to antenna 
(2) Maximum power for two-way mobile units in VHF (150.8 or i61.6 MHz range) and for two-way mobile and fixed station units in UHF (450 to 460 MHz range). 
(3) Maximum power for major VEF two-way mobile and fixed station units in 35 to 44 MHz range. 
(4) Maximum power for two-way fixed station units in VHF (150.8 to 161.5 MHz range). 
(5) Maximum power for amateur radio mobile units.-
(6) Maximum power for some base stations in 42. to 44 MRz band· and 1.6 to 1.8 MHz band . 

. 
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Table 4 
Recommended Table .of Distances for VHF TV and FM Broadcasting 

Transmitters 
Effective Radiated Power Minim!f.m Distance (Feet) 

(Watts) Channels 2 to 6 .FM Radio Channels 7 to 13 
Up to 1,000 820 667 502 

10,000 1,450 1,190 
 
 
 . 
 

892 
lOO,OOO(l) 2,580 2,115 1;585 
316,00Q(2) 3;450 2,820 2,130 

1,000,000 4,600 3,770 2,820 
10,000,000 8,190 6,690 5,020 

· 

(I) Present maximum effective radiated power channels 2 to 6 and FM-100,000 
watts. 

(2) Present maximum effective radiated power channels 7 to 13-316,000 watts.· 

Table 5 
Recommended Table of Distances from UHF TV Transmitters 

Effective Radiative Power 
(Watts) 

Minimuin Distance 
(Feet) 

Up to 10,000 600 
1,000,000 2,000 
5,000,000 (1) 3,000 

100,000,000 6,000 

. 
.... · ........................................... 
............ ' ..... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.......... : .. . • . . • . • • . . . • . • . . . • . . . • . . • . .. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(1) Present maximum power channels 14 to 69-5,000,000 watts. 

No'IE: RECO:tvfMENDED TABLES OF DISTANCES 
These tables of distances are designed for the convenience of the licensed blast

er. The selected groupings include all the obvious types ofRF transmitters that will 
be encountered around blasting sites. · · 

These.tables were derived from. analytical worse case calculations. They are 
based on an assumed 40-milliw.att no-fire level of co=ercial blasting caps. Ac
tual field·tests have shown that these tables are conservative as would be expected. 
Because of the uncertainties involved in field tests as to theef:fi.ciency.ofRF energy 
pickup and its.delivery to the blasting cap, we strongly recommend thl!t these 
tables·be followed. If these tables present distances which are operationally incon
venient to use, we suggest field tests be made by expert consultants and the proce
dures detailed for providing minimum RF pickup be adhered to. 

The dara upon which these tables are based were derived by the ·Franklin Insti
tute Research Laboratories for the Institute ofMakers of Explosives. 

/ (d) The specified distances in the tables may be reduced provided spe
cial precautions, acceptable to the Division are taken. · 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3,-La
borCode. 

--;
, 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment of subsection (a) filed 7-8-81; effective thirtieth day thereafter 

(Register 81, No. 28). 

2. Amendment of section and NOTE, including tra.D.sfer of section 1938, App. B, 
Plate B-15 to section 5306, tables.l-5, filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 
(Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5307. Blasting in Excavation Work Under Compressed 
Air. 

(a) Detonators and explosives shall not be stored or kept in caissons. 
Detonators and explosives for each round shall be taken directly from the 
magazines to the blasting zone and immediately loaded. Detonaio~s and 
explosives left over after loading a round shall be removed from the 
working chamber before the connecting wires are connected up. 

(b) When detonators or explosives are brought into an airlock, no em
ployee except the licensed blaster, lock tender and the employees neces
sary for carrying, shall be permitted to enter the air lock. No othermateri

. al, supplies, or equipment shall be locked through with the explosives. 
(c) Detonators and explosives shall be taken separately into pressure 

working chambers. · 
(d) The licensed blaster shall be responsible for the receipt, unloading, 

storage, and on-site transportation of explosives and detOnators. · 
(e) The explosives suitable foruse in wet holes shall be water-resistant 

and shall be Fume Class I. 
(f) All metal pipes, rails, air locks and steel tunnel lining shall be elec

trically bonded together and grounded at or near the portal or shaft,· and 
such pipes and rails shall be cross-bonded together at not less thii:n 
1,000-foot intervals throughout the length of the tunnel. In addition, each 
low-air supply pipe shall be grounded at its delivery eri.d. · · 

NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Ref~ence: Section 142.3, La· 
barCode. · · · 

HISTORY 
1~ New section :filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5308. UndE!rwater Blasting. 
(a) Loading tubes and casings of dissimilar metals shall not be used be· 

cause of possible electric transient currents :Erom.galvanic action of the 
metals and water. · 

(b) Only water-r~sistant blasting caps and detonating cords shall be 
used for all marine blasting. Loading shall be done through a non-spark
ing metal loading tube when tube is I!ec~ssary. 

(c) No qlast shall be fired while any vessel under way is closer than 
1 ;500 feet to the blasting· area. Those on b,oard vessels or craft moored o:Ei 
anchored within 1,500 feet shall be notified before a blast is fired. · 

(d) No blast shall be fired while any swimming or ,diving operations 
are in progress in the vicinity of the blasti:n,g area. If such operations are 
in progress, signals and lli!angements shall be agreed upon to assure that 
no blast shall be fired while any person is in the v,rater. 
· (e) Blasting flags shall be displayed. 

(f) The storage and handling of explosives aboard vessels used in 
underwater blasting operations shall be according to provisions outlined 
herein on handling and storing explosives. 

(g) When more than one charge is placed under-water, a float device 
shall be attached to an ·element of each charge in such a manner that it will 
be released by the firing. . 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
· 1. New section filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

Article 118. Explosives for Well Service 
Industry 

§ 5311. Scope. 
This article shall cover loading, assembly, transporting and storage, 

. and well site use of special industrial explosive material, perforating 
too~~.,in~luding projectile :firing devices and similar explosive-actuated 
devices. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section·142.3, La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. New No'IE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5312. Loading or Assembling of Industrial Explosives 
an.d Devices and/or Propellent Devices. 

(a) Loading operation of projectile flring deviceS which would fire in 
other than a vertical plane shall be isolated from other operations by a par

, titian constructed of materials capable of withstanding the ·explosion of 
the device or shall be camed on in a separate area at least 25 feet from 
other work areas. 

(b) Loading operations of projectile fuing devices which fire only in 
a vertical direction shall have the work. areas clearly delineated to sepa-
rate them from other work areas. · 

(c) Loading operations of other types of explosive and/or propellant
actuated power devices shall be conducted in clearly defined areas sepa
rated from other work areas . 

(d) Electrical apparatus in the loading area shall conform with the wir
ing requirements for Class II, Division 2, Hazardous Areas, Electrical 
Safety Orders, except that no electrical outlets or electrical tools are per
mitted on the loading bench. Metal parts of loading benches and racks 
shall be electrically bonded and grounded. 

(e) Work benches used for loading shall be smooth finished to facili
tate cleaning. 

(f) Materials not necessaryfor the operation shall not be stored in the 
loading area. . 

(g) Only personnel necessary to the loading operation shall be in the 
loading area. 
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(h) The amount of explosive materiais in the loading area shall be lim
ited to that amount required for the day's loading operations. 

(i) Waste, scrap and unused explosive materials shall be kept in.la
beled, covered containers and be returned to .the magazine immediately 
upon completion of the days loading activities. More than one day's ac
cumulation of waste or scrap explosives shall be stored in at least a Type 
2 magazine, located outside the loading area, or destroyed or desensitized 
·in a safe manner. · 

.G) Spilled explosives shall be cleaned up promptly. 
(k) Explosives shall not be subjected to excessive heat, friction, or 

force during loading openitions. 
(l) Detonators shall not be installed in explosive devices in the loading 

. area unless assembly of the detonator is necessary ·at the time ofloading. 
(m) Explosive loading areas shall be posted with a sign reading, ''EX

PLOSIVES/' with letter~ 4 inches high and a 5/8-inch stroke ort a back-
ground of sharply contrasting color. . . 
Ndi'El Authority cited: :Section 142.3, LabcirCode. Reference: Sectiori 142.3, La
bor Code. · · 

o.

HisTORY 
1. Amendment ofsubsection (c) filed 10-17-7 5; effective thirtieth day thereafter 
. (Register 75, No. 42). 

2. Amendment of sec?on heading and section and new NOTE filed 7-11-2003; op
erative 8-10-2003 (Regist('lr 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5313. Storage and Transportation of Industrial Explosive 
Materials .. 

(a) Industrial explosive charges shall be transported as explosive ma
terials. 

(b) Explosive devices shall not be transported with detonators in
stalled unless installation of the detonator is necessary at the time ofload-
in:g. . • 

(c) Explosive· charges shall be protected from mechanical damage, 
beat, and electric current during storage and transportation. 

(d) Loaded explosive power actuated devices shall be stored in a man
ner which will result in the least possible hazard to employees in case of 
fire or premature expiosion as follows: 

(1) Jet charges assembled iri appropriate. carriers shall be stored on 
storage racks' in· desigmted areas ·or as appropriate. · 

(2) Projectile-type devices to be maintained in the b,orizontal position 
. shall be stored in Pits''o'efbw groilnthev~liii an isolated part of a building 
a1least 25 feet from work areas, in an open are.a at least 25 feet from any 
building, or surrounded by a barrier capable of withstanding the blast of 
the device and/or containing the projectile(s). 

(3) "Arined" ex2ioSive de:nces (deto'nator installed) shall be stored in 
pits below gr6urid'ievgfotcoiilpartlnented steefccintruners. . · 

(e) Quantities of exploslve-:-a6tuated power ~eyig~ _charges less than 
50 pounds net·weighfofexp16siv~s; iioi: assembled as "it! sub'section (b )ti) 
or les$'tbari 500detcina£6rs may be sto'reci in 'a Type 2 magazine located 
in a building provided that: · . . , 

(1) The storage area within the l;>uildii:ig is enclosed by walls ofcine:
hour fJietesistanrcoristriicnon or the enclosure is protected by an~c~pt
able automatic'spiiDkler system or the magazine is located withi,ri ld'feet 
of an exit. 

(2-) The magazili.e is on a floor having a groimd'level exit. 
(3~ A distance of 10 feet is maintained between detonator and explo

sive magazines. 
NOTE: ·Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment ofseqti.on beading.and section and new NOTE filed 7..:.11-2003; op-. 

• erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5314. Firing with Electricity-Well Site. 
.(a) Before implementing any system of electrical firing, the licensed 

blaster shall conduct a thorough survey for extraneous currents, and all 
dangerous currents shall. be eliminated before any loading is accom
plished. 

(b) The flring circuit shall be effectively shorted following testing and
remain shorted until the explosiVe device is lowered below the surface
of the well. 

(c) Well casing, service unit and rig, shall be connected and effectively
bonded to minimize stray currents. 

(d) Warning signs shall be posted at all entrances to the well site with 
lettering "RADIO TRANSMITTING PROHIBITED IN THIS AREA" 
or equivalent. Lettering of the sign shall be at least 4 inches high in red 
letters with a 5/8-inch stroke on·awhite background. 

(e) Perforating shall not be knowingly conducted closer to any operat
ing mobile or flxed radio; television, or radar transmitter than shown in 
tables in Section 5306, unless special precautions are taken that are ac
ceptable to the Division. 

(f) Employees shall be prohibited from entering the cellar after blast
ing until any toxic vapodfliiDes, dust and gasses have been reduced to 
safe limits. 

 
 

 

NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
borCode. 

HISTORY 
L Amendment ofsection and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 
. (Register 2003, No. 28) . 

Article 119. Manufacturing and Processing 
of Explosive Materials 

§ 5319. Scope. 
The'orders'in·llii.s Article shall apply to the manufacturing, processing 

and liancl.IIDg of explosives, blasting agents, am:inunition and pyrotechri.ic 
devices .rtpon the nianufacturiiig site including: 

(a) The;ass·embly of'raw' materials. 
(b) B:fu'id.l.ii:Ig activities of raw. materials, such as: mixing, grinding, 

blending, fomung, ·loading encasement, packaging and similar activities 
in the manu~ac~g pfO:~,(;lss:, ~ , ~ . . . . . 
. (c) On-site testing and storage of explosive materials and the pack
aged product thi'ough rerriovi:il from stOrage for transportation off the 
manufacturing site. 

(d) Packing and repacking of explosive materials for wholesale dis
tribution.· 

(e) The disposal-of all. waste explosive·materials reslilti!ig from the 
manufacturing process. · · 
ExCEPIION: For tj:te purpose of this Article,. the manufacturer of explosive materi
als does notincludeanyperson who assembles or fabricates ariy sets or mechanical 
pieces for public display, and/or persons operatingwithln the scope of a public dis
play license, or a pyrotechnic operator license. 

. 

NOTE: Authority cited: 142.3, I,.abor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, Labor 
Code·. · 

HISTORY 
1. New section :fili:d 11-1-76 as an emergency; effective upon filing (Register 76, 

No. 45); · 
2. Certificate of Compliance filed 1-:-11-77 (R6gister77, No.3). 

 3. Amendmentoflsubsection (d) filed 8-18-77, effective thirtieth day thereafter 
(Registe~,771.~'?· 34). _. 

4. Amel!dtriel).t of subsection.(d) filed 9-19~80; effective thirtieth day thereafter 
(Registei-80, J:-To. 38). · ·· 

5. Ameridfu~nf'o'f~cle heading and section filed 9-24-97; opera#ve 10-24-97 
(Register 97, No. 39). 

6. Amendment of article beading and first paragraph, new subsection (d) and sub
section relettering filed 7-11.:..2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 
28). 

·

§ 5320. Reporting Requirements. 
(a) Employers manufacturing explosive materials shall make avail

able iipon request by the Division the following information: 
(1) The exact location of the place of manufacture. 
(2) The kind or kinds of explosives, ammunition, blasting agents, or 

pyrotechnic devices to be manufactured or processed, and the property 
of hazardous materials to be used. · 

(3) The n.i:imes· and addresses·ofindividual owners, partners, or officers 
of a corporation. 
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( 4) A map of the op~aqns premises with the operating buildings iodi
. cated in which greater thi!ii" orie pound of explosives is manufactured, 
handied, used, or stored~ "'The ml'ixiinuni aniciunt of explosives greater 
than one pound to be usecfiri. eilcb building, number of persons in each 
operatiilg building; barncade ld~ati.ons and dimensions, and the location 
and capacity of storage magazines: 
EXCEPTION: This articie shall riot be corutrued as applyingi:o, or prohibiting the 
mixing of, binary components: or blasting agents such as ANFO in the. loading area 

. provided all necessazy safety precautions are taken. 
(5).A copy of the ·general safety rules which the manufacturer will en

force iricluding plans for emergency procedures in the event of :fire or ex-
plosion. · . . 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment filed 11-1-76 as an emergency; effective upon filing (Register76, 
NQ~~ . . . 

2. Certificate of Compliance filed 1-11-:-77 (Register77, No.3). 
3. Amendment filed 8-18-77; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 77, No .
3~ . . 

4. Amendment of section and new No'ri: filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 
(Register 2003, No. 28). · 

.

§ 5321. Plans of Plant. 
A copy of the plans of the plant shall be kept in the office on the prem

ises of each explosives, ammunition, blasting agents, pyrotechnic de
vices processing facilities, or manufacturing plants, and shall b.e made 
available to the Division upon request. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142 .. 3,LaborCode. Reference: Section 142.3,La-
borCode. · 

ffiSTORY . 
1. Amen~t filed 7-l6-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 

29). . 

2. Amendment of section and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8--10-2003 
(Regi~!er 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5322:. Training and .Instruction. , 
· Employees who handle explosive material shall. be instructed in the 
hazards .of the materials and processes in which they are to be engaged 
and with the safety rules governing such materials and processes. 
.~.QTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · 

HlsTORY 
1. Amendment of section heading and. section and new NOTE filed 7-11-2003; op

erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5323. Emergency Procedure. 
N DTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-

. bar Code. · 

ffiSTORY 
1. RepealerofsectionandnewNoTE:filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Reg

ister 2003~ No. 28). · 

§ 5324. Change Rooms and Washing Facilities. 
Whenever employees are required to change from street clothes into 

protective clothing, change rooms shall be provided equipped with lock
er space suitable for employees Street clothing and persona) effects at 
each explosives, ammunition, blasting agents or fireworks manufactur
ing plant. Shower baths and washbasins with hot and cold running· water 
shall be required where necessary. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 1423, Labor Code. Reference: Section 1423,La
borCode. 

.. HISTORY 
1. Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 
2~: . . . .· 

2. Amendment of section and new NoTE :filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 
(Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5325. Food. 
Employees shall not be permitted to eat at places where explosive ma-

teri!!Is or pyrotechnic devices are present · 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor "Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

. . . . RIS':fORY . . . . .... ·•. . . . . 
1. Ame11dment of section and n,ew·Ncrr.Efued 7"-:ll..:.zoq3; operative 8-10-200:: 

(Register 2003, No. 28). · 
. 

· · · · · · · 

§ 5326. Jntraline Distance. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 1423, Labor"Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La· 
barCode. · · 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment filed 7 -16-76; effective tbirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 

29}. . 
. 2. Repealer of section and new Nom filed 7-11-2003; operative 8--10-2003 (Reg· 

ister 2003, No. 28). · · .. 

§ 5327. lntraline Separation of Operating Building~. 
(a) All mass detonating explosives and pyrotechnic devices manufac

turing buildings, includiiig those where explosive charges ~e assembled, 
prepared, or loaded shall be separated from all other buildings, including 
magazines, within the conf"mes of the manufacturing plant at a distance 
not less than those shown in the following table when buildings are BAR-

 RICADED. . . 

NOTE: Explosives not subject to mass detonation may be processed in buildings 
located in accordance with other intraline distance tables of recognized authority 
such as DOD or ATF Tables 55.219 and 55.222 through 55.224, with footnotes. 

(b) When a building or magazine containing explosives is not barri-
caded the intraline distarices shown in .the following Table shall be 
doubled. 

Intra Pll:mt Distance. Table 
For Use Only Within Confines of Explosives Manufacturing Plants 

Pounds 
Over 

Pounds 
Not Over 

Distance in 
Feet 'When 
Building is 

Barricaded* 
PoundS 

Over 
Pol.Ulds 

Not Over 

Distance in 
Feet When 
Building is 

Barricaded* 

2 5 16 12,000 14,000 220 
5 10 . 20 14,000 16,000 230 
10 20 25 16,000 18,000 238 
20 30 28 18,000 .20,000 245 
30 40. 31 20,000 25,000 265 
40 50 34 25,000 30,000 280 
50 75 38 30,000 35,000 295 
75 100 42 35,000 40,000 310 

100 125 45 40,000 45,000 320 
125 150···· 48 45,000 50,000 330 
150 200 53 50,000 55,000 340 
200 250 57 55,000 60,000 350 
250 300 60 60;000. 65,000 360 
300 400 66 65,000 70,000 370 
400 500 71 70,000 75,000 380 
500 600 76 75,000 80,000 390 
600 700 80 80,000 85,000 395 
700 800 84 85,Q00 90,000. 400 
800 900 87 "90,000 95,000 410 
900 1,000 90 95,000 100,000 420 

1,000 1,200 96 100,000 110,000 430 
1,200 1,400 101 110,000 120,000 445 
1,400 1,600 106 120;000 130,000 455 
1,600 1,800 110 130,000 140,000 465 
1,800 2,000 113 140,000 150,000 475 
2,000 2,500 122 150,000 160,000 485 
2,500 3,000 130 160,000 170,000 495 
3,000 4,000 143 170,000 180,000 505 
4,000 5,000 154 180,000 190,000 515 
5,000 6,000 164 190,000 200,000 525 
6,000 7,000 1.72 200,000 210,000 535 

. 7,000 8,000 180 210,000 230,000 555 
8,000 9,000 190 230,000 250,000 575 
9,000 10,000 200 250,000 275,000 600 
10,000 12,000 210 275,000 300,000 635 

 .. : .......... ·.;:-

.. 
*'When a building or magazine containing explosives is not barricaded, the dis· 

tances shown in this Table should be doubled. 

NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor.Code. · 

HlsTORY 
1. Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 

29). 
2. Amendment of section and new Nom fJ.led 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 

(Register 2003, No. 28). 
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§ 5328. Operating Buildings and Equipment. 
(a) Operating buildings or rooms in which ·more than 50 pounds of ex

plosive materials which mass detonate are present at any time shall be 
constructed with at least one wall and roof of explosion-relief t:)rpe; The 
direction of the relief wall shall be so placed as to be of least hazard to 
employees in adjacent buildings. 

(b) When explosion pressure relief venting is required, the venting 
area shall be calculated on one square foot for each 35 cubic feet ofbuild~ 
ing or room area. 

(c) FloorS and work surfaces shall' be constructed to facilitate cleaning 
and to preclude, to the extent possible, cracks and crevices in which ex
plosive ~aterials ·~an lodge/accumulate. . 

(d) When it is desirable to heat or cool buildings in which explosives 
are manufactur!ld or charge.s are prepared, this shall be by steam, water, 
or otlJ.er indirect sources. No floor registers will be permitted. 

(e) All.electJ:ica). wi.ri.tlg and equipment shall be in accordance with the 
Electrical .Safety Orders. · 

. (f) Bonding and grounding means shall be provided to prevent accu
mulation of static charges. 

(g) Hydraurfu ·or pneumatic. presses ap.d hand jacks shall be provided 
. with pressure'-relief valves so arranged.and set'thli.t the material being 
processed" wi1i notbe subjected to presshre likely to cause it to explode. 
Dies and plugged press equipment shall not be cleared by striking blows 
that may detonate or start the material burning. 
EXCEPTION: Where provisions have been mad~ tO contain or preclude a fue/deto-
nationi· . 

(1:1) Explosives dust shall not be exhausted to the atmosphere. Where 
vacuum· dust collection.systems are used; they shall be designed by a 
qualified person, installed and maintained corrimensurate with the haz
ards hivolved, incorporating the following requirements: 

(1) Adequate filters shall be installed between the source vacuum and 
the point of pick-up to prevent explosive materials from entering the vac-
uuni pump or exhattster. . 

(2) ·The explosive. material dust collection system shall be designed to 
prevent pinch ·pdi.ri.ts threaded fittings exposed to the hazardous dust and 
sharp turns, deid ~nds, pockets, etc., in which explosive materials may 
lodg~;and acc~u:iate outside the collecting chamber. . 

(3) The entire vacuum collection system shall be made electrically 
confirjuous and )?!l, ground~~ to a maximum resistance of 5 ohms. . 

· (4) Charnbers'iri.\vhich the dust is collected shall not be located'iri the · 
operati.ng area Unless protective shields adequate for the maximum quan
tity of material U+· the collector are furnished for personnel protection. 

(5)• No more ~;two rooms. shall be serviced by a common connec
tion to a vacuum·collection chamber. Where interconnections are used, 
means shall be employed to prevent propagation of an incident via the 
collection piping: 

(6)':When collecting sensitive-explosive materials such as black pow
der, lead azide;· etc~~ a "wet" collector which moistens the dust close to 
the point of intali;e ~d maintains the dust wet until removed for disposal 
shall.be used. Wetfui,g agents shall be compatible with the explosive ma- .
terialst · · -. • · 

(7YExplosiv6'~material dust. shall be removed from the collection 
cha.inb~r as. ofteK~_:necessar)r, to prevent overloading, but under no cir
cumsiliiices shall:the~materiaThe'leftin the chamber overnight. The entiie 
system shall be clearied at a frequency that will eliminate hazardous con
centrations of e~!qsive material dust in pipes, tubing; and/or ducts. 

(i) Squirrel cage blowers shall not be used for exhausting hazardous 
fumes, V!j.pors, or gases. Only non-sparking fan l5lades shall be used for 
fans1ocated·withili. the duCtwork and through which hazardous materials 
are exhausted. Motors shall be located outside the duct 

G) Work stations for explosive materials shall be separated by dis
tance, barrier, or other means, so fire/initiation in one station will not i~
tiate explosive materials in the next work station. When necessary, each 
operator shall be protected by a protective shield located between the op
erator and the explosive·device or explosive materials being processed. 

 

This shield shall be designed to safely withstand· a blast from the maxi
mum amount of explosive materials allowed behind it~ 

(k) A prototype of the shield to be used shall be tested and proven suffi
cient for the anticipated conditions prior to an operational model being 
placed in serviCe. · 

(l) If the personnel protection wall for the required operation becomes 
so large that it is i!npractical, the operator shall perform the operations 
by remote control or be protected by· a suitably constructed shelter de
signed with a safety factor of notless than 4 to withstand the overpressure 
from the maximum amount of explosive materials in process. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La· 
barCode. 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment of subsection (f) filed 1{}-17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter 

(Register 75, No. 42). · 

2. Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 
29). 

3. Amendment of section heading and section and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; op
erative 8-1{}-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5329. Explosives Operations. 
(a) Process hazard analysis shall be performed in accordance with Sec

tion 5189 of these Orders on an operations involving explosive materials 
including such factors as:{l) initiation sensitivity; (2) quantity of explo
sive materials; (3) blast output; ( 4) 

sourCes; 
thermal output; (5)ra.te ofburning; ( 6) 

potential ignition and initiation (7) separati6n barricades; .(8) 
personal protective equipment; and, (9) pers~efe:,;:po~ure with special 
consideration given to the respiratory and circulaibzy damage to be ex
pected by inhalation of hot vapors and the toxicological effects due to in
halation of combustion products. 

(b) Workers shall be provided protection from potential blast over
pressures, hazardous fragments and thermal effects when hazard assess
ments indicate the probability of an accidental explosion. 
· (c) A fire detection and extinguishing system that is quick-acting and · 

of adequate capacity to extinguish potential flash flres :in their incipient 
state shall be installed. Such system shall IDaxi.mi.ze.speed of de~ction 
and application of the extinguishing age11t. 

(d) 'J;'he working area where the; screeriirig, grinding, blending, and oth
er processing of static.:.sen~itive explosbie materials is done shall be 
maintaine~ above 20 percent relative humidity. Except for controlled en
vironments where it is necessary to·maintain the humidity below 20%, · 
when the relative humidity drops below 20 percent, the above operations 
shall be stopped and secured (personnel removed) until the relative hu
midity can be raised above 20 percent. 

(e) Means shall be provided and used to discharge static electricity 
from hand trucks, buggies, and similar equipment before they enter 
buildings containing static-sensitive explosive materials. 

(f) Bulk explosive materials shall be kept in covered containers when 
not being used .or process.ed. In no case shall explosi,ve materials be 
stored or transported iti open containers: . . . 

(g) The qiianticy ofexpt6ii1ve materi!Js at any particulm; work station 
shall be li.rriited iri.acc6rdante with the qu~tity}listance table in 5327, 
and notto exceed4 houfS:suppl;rof matenalor 4 hdtirS supply cifproduct, 
except that When'this quantitY~ iiouid i:D:frddtice· a seridiis hazard, such 
quantities shall' be limited to a lesser amount . 
EXCEPTIONS: Quantities required for a unit of prodbction for the following: 

(1) PrOpellant processing; · 
(2) Explosive casting operations; or 
(3) Batch processing of explosive materials. 
(h) Appropriate receptacles with covers shall be provided for each sta

tion for disposing of waste material and debris. These waste receptacles 
. shall be emptied and cleaned as often as necessary, but not less thRn once 
each day or at the end of each shift. · 

(i) General safety rules and operating instructions governing the par
ticular operation or process carried on at that location, shall be available 
at each work station. The rules shall include req~ements for bonding 

. 
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and grounding, compatible cleaning agents to use and other precautions
deemed necessary for safeqpeiatiqn. · · . . .. · 

(j) Personnel and e:q>losive load limits shall be conspicuously posted. 
(k) Major repairs or changes to the building or equipment shall not be 

undertaken in an explosives location during regular operations without 
removing the explosive materials. This does not prohibit minor adjust
ments or emergency repairs to secure immediate satety. Before begin
ning repairs, the consent of.the competent person in immediate charge of 
the building or location shall be obtained. Any other personnel in the 
locatiop shall be notified of the work to be performed; .the area shiill be 
inspected for the presence of residue explosive materials and ·dusts; and 
all such material shall. be removed from equipment, crevices beneath 
iloors, from walls and pipes, and under fittings where explosive materials 
may accumulate. The area shall be washed down thoroughly and mai.D.-
tained wet during ·repairs. · 

(l) Tools and equipment used near explosive materials shall be com-
patible with the explosive materials. 

.(m) Spilled explosive materials shall be cleaned up immediately. 
(n) Shipping contaiilers, cleaning rags, and other materials contami

nated with explosive materials shall be removed daily and dispo~ed of in 
a safe manner .. · 
. ( o) Explosive materials shall not be placed near any source of ignition. 

(p) A warning system shan be proVided to alert persons approaching 
a hazardous operation or area· The warning systerp. shall be activated 
when operations are befug conducted. 

( q) Employees worlcing in processing facilities shall wear flame retar-
 dant, non-static generating, pocketless coveralls or coats. Footwear hav
ing waffle or similar soles which can capture arid retain explosive materi-
als shall not be worn. 
NoT.E: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. -

~.:; HISTORY 
1. Amendment of section heading and section and new NITIE filed 7-11-2003; op

erativ.e 8-10--2003 (Register2003, No. 28). 

§ 5330:: Testing of Explosive Materials. 
(a) petonation or ignition of explosive charges or'pyrotecbnic devices 

for testing shall be done only.in so a locfl.tion isolated by distances or barri
ers/ shelters shall be provided lill. personnel will be protected. 

 (b) When test~ are being conducted or explosive materials are being 
detonated,, only authorized persons ·shall be present. Areas where explo
sive materials are regularly or frequently detonated or burned shall be 
fenced or provided with controlled access and posted with warning signs. 
Warning devices shall be used before burning or detonating explosive 
materials to warn persons whci might approach from any direction that 
they are approaching a danger zone. · . 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3,La-
borCode. . 

F.USTORY 
1. Amendment of section heading and section and new NOTE :filed 7-11-2003; op-

erative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). · 

§ 5331. Disposal of Waste Explosives and Fireworks . . 
NOT.E: Authority Cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. - · · 

F.USTORY 
1. RepealerofsectionandnewN01"Efiled 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Reu-

ister 2003, No. 28). 
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Article 12.0. Blasting Agents 

§ 5340. General. 
- . 

. 
. ~ 

(a) Unless otherwise set forth in these Orders, blasting agents shall be 
transported, stored, and used in the same manner as explosive materials. 

(b) Unless otherwise set forth in these Orders, water gel~. slurries, and 
emulsions shall be transported, stored, and used in the same manner as 
explosives or blasting agents in accordance with the classification of the 
product. · 

NOT.E: Authority cited: Section.14Z.3;Labor Code:Reference: Section 142.3, La 
barCode. · · · ·· · · · ' ·· · · 

·F.fisTORY- . . 
L Am::ndment of article he~ding and section and· new ;Nc;JTE.filed 7-11-2003; op 

:emnve ~10--2003 (RegJ.Ster 2003, No. 28). · . . . . . . 

§ 5341. Mix-ing of Blasting Agents-:-Location. 
(a) Buildings.or.other facilities used for mixing blasting agents, in· 

eluding mobile equipment, shall be located in accordance with the Quan
tity and Distance Table, Section 5252, unless the mobile equipment is in 
the process of loading blast holes. 

(1) Smoking, matches, open flames, spark-producing devices, and 
.firearms shall not be permitted inside of or within 50 feet of any building 
or facility used for the mixing of blasting agents .. The land· slirrounding 
the mixing plant shall be kept clear of brush, dried grass, leaves, and other 
combustible materials for a distance of. at least 50 feet. · 

(b) Jf ammonium nitrate is stored at a closer distance tci blasting agents 
than' recommended by Section 5253, then 1/2 the ammonium nitrate 
weight shan be added t~ th~ quantity of blasting agents to calculate the 
total quantity involvedfor the application of the aforementioned table. 

(c) Liquid oxidizers shall be stored in a manner to prevent them from 
contamillating blasting agents or fuels. 
NOT.E: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. . 

Labo~ 

. F.USTORY 
1. Amendment of subsections (b) and. (c) filed 10-17-75; effective thinietb day 

thereafter (Register 75, No. 42); 
2. Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 
~). . ' 

3. Amendment of subsection (c) filed 11-18-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter 
(Register 76, No. 47). 

4. Amendment of section and new Nom filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10--2003 
(Register 2003, No.28). · . · 

§ 5342.. Mixing Buildings. 
(a) Buildings used for the mixing of blasting agents shall conform to 

the .requirements of this section. Buildings constructed. after May 21, 
1971, shall be nonc;ombustible construction or of sheet metal on wood 
studs. 

(b) The layout of the mixing buildlng shall provip.e P.lJ.ys~c:al separation 
between the finished product storage and the mixing. and packaging op
eration in accordance wifu applicable intraline distances contained in 
Section 5327. · 

(c) Floors in the processing plant shall be of concrete or of nonabsor
bent material and free of cracks and erevices. 

(d) Floors shall be constructed to eliminate open iloor drain~ and pip
i.n,g into which molten materials could flow and be coDfin:ed in case of 
fire. 

(e) Liquid fuel shall be stored outside the mix. building and away from 
the oxidizer area The storage area shall be designed and located in such 
a manner that in case of tank rupture, the oil fuel shall be retained or be 
drain.ed away from the mixing plant building. The shut-off valves shall 
be at the tank. Suitable means shall be provided to prevent the flow of oil 
fuel to the mixer in case of fire. In -gravity flow systems, an automatic 
sp:dng-loaded shui-off valve with fusible liTik shall be installed. 

(f) The building shall be well ventilated. 
NoT.E: The reco=endation· for ventilation as contained hl SLP No. 1, Institute 
of Makers of Explosives, 1993 Edition, is evidence of good practice. 

(g) Heat shall be provided exclusively from a unit outside of the build
ing or electric heat at a safe distance from combustible material. 

(h) Personnel limits shall be established, posted, and enforced while 
operations involving blasting agents are underway at the mix house. 

(i) Blasting agents and fuels shilll be removed from the mix house and 
the equipment or area completely washed down before major work, other 
than routine maintenance, or open flame repairs are made: 

G) Before welding or.repairs to hollow shafts, all oxidizer material 
shall be removed from the outside and inside of the shaft and the shaft 
vented. 

(k) All internal combustion engines used for electric power generation 
shall be located outside the mixing pl!ID.t building atleast 50 feet from any 

PaPP. 9R4.1 
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opening in btiilOing.or shall be properly ventilated and isolated by a 
fire wall having ·a minimum one hour fire-resistance rating. The exhaust 
system orr all such engines shall be equipped with a spark arrestor and 
shall be located so any spark emission cannot be a hazard to any material 
in or adjacent to the plant. 

the 

NOTE: Authority diied: Section 142.3, Labor Code; Reference: Section 142.3, La-
borCode. · 

HisTORY· 
1. Amendment filed lD-17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 75, No. ·

42). . . . 
2. Amendment . fl.led .. 7-16~76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 
m~ . . 

3. Amendment of section and new NoTE fl.led 7-11..:.2003; operative 8-10-2003 
(Register 2003, No. 28). 

 

§ 5344. Mix Room Equipment. . 
(a) Mixing faeilities shall comply with the fire ,prevention require~ 

inents of this Section. The miXing equipment shall be designed to niini
mize the possibilitY·of friction, heating, compaction, overldii.ding, con-
fmemeilt;·and the accumulation of static electricity. · 
· (b) Beanngs:an.a gears shall be of the outboard type and protected from 
accumulation of explosive mateclals. 

(c) All surfaces sh:illbe ai::cessibleforcleaning. Mixers, pump's, valves 
and related equipment shall be designed to permit regular and periodic 
flushing,. cleaning, dismantling and inspection. · 

(d) :M':ixing rind packaging equipment shall be constructed of materials 
that are compatible with blasting· agents. · 

(e) All electrical equipment in the mixing room shall confo~ to the 
requirements oftheElectrical Safety Orders. The frame of the mixer and 

·all other equipment used shall be effectively bonded. 
(f) An auh:in1hic water-deluge 'system with adequate capacity shall be 

provided to protect mixers and the finished blasting agents storage area 
in the plant. The floors and equipment of the trllXing and packaging room 
shall be washed down frequently to prevent accumulation of oxidizers, 
fuels, or sensitizers.· The entire· mixing and patkagmg I;klif sfuill be 
washed down penollically t6. prevelifexcessive i!ccu!riillafloi:i of dust. 

(g) Empty oxidizer bags shall be disposed of daily in a safe maririer. 
(h) Not more· ilian4 hoiits production ofbla.Sting agents or the limit de

termined by the Quantity and Distance Table, TABLE EX-1, Section 
5252, whichever is less;. shall be permitted in or near the mixing .l!lld .
packaging area. The total amount of oxidizer and blasting agents in the 
mix house shall be considered blasting agents in pr()cess. 

(i) Equipment and handlhig~procedures shall be designed to prevent 
the introduction of foreign object's or materials into the mix. 

G) Each day priortd starting operations, a visual inspection shall be 
made of the mixing, conveying, and electrical equipment to establish that 
such equipmentis ili good operating condition. A program of systematic 
maintenance sufficient to-maintain the equipment in proper wor!di:lg or-
der shall be:·conducted>- · 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section)42.3., Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code:·· 

 

HlsTOR:Y 
1. .AniendiUentfiled 10-i7-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register75, No. 

42). ./ . . 

2. Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thlrti~th day thereafter (Register 76, No. 
29). . 

3. Arpendme~t of secti~n .and new NOTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 
(Register 2003, Nci. 28). · · · , 

§ 5345. · Compi;isition. 
(a:) Tlie'serisitiVi.tj of the blasting agent shall be determined by means 

ofaNo. ? .. test'brast:iil.g cap or equivalent at regular intervals and after ev-
ery cnarige in· foriii.utanoD... · 
NOTE: OxidiZers of small particle size, such ~ crush~d ammonium nitrate prills 
or fines, maybe more seli.sitive than coarser products and therefore, should beban-
dled with greater care. · · · ·· 

(b) No hydrocarbon liquid fuel with flash point lower than that ofNo. 
2 dieseHuel oil ( 125° Fominimum or legal) shall be used. 

· Cc)\v~ste ~il. md~ding crankcase oil shall not be used. 

EXCEPTION: T!ie requirements of subsections (b) imd (c) do not apply to composi
tions made under the supervision of qualified personnel capable of determining the 
overall hazards of the resultiitg product in.ii:S riuinufricture, storage, transportation 
and use. 

(d) Meta! powders such as aiunililum shan be kept dry and shall be 
stored in containers· or bins which are moisture-resistant or weather
tight. Fuels sha1l'be used fu such m!i.nner as to minimize dust exploSion 
hazards. · 

(e) Peroxides and chlorates shall not be used. 
(f) Ingredients shalll;le measured or proportioned to ensure control of 

sensitivity and oxygen balance, · . · 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HisTORY 
1. Repealer and new section f'Ued 10-17-75; effective thirtieth dity thereafter 

(Register 75, No. 42). 
2. Amendment of section and new NOTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 

(Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5346. Blasting Agent Storage. 
(a) Blasting agents ·Or ammonium riitrate, when stored ,in conjunction 

with eX.plos'ive · :rriateriats, shall be stored 'in the i:nJ:inner set forth in Article 
114 for explosives. The mass ofblasting agents and one-half the mass 
of ammoniumriitrate shall be inCluded wlieifcomputing the total quantity 
of explosive materlBls for detehDirililg distiffice reqUirements. . 

(b) The front, both sides, arid rear ofth~ i:railer or truck shall be posted 
with a warning sign reading: "EXPLOSIVES" ihredletters, atleast4.in
ches higliwith a 5/8-inch stroke, on a white background. 

(c) Bla.Sting agents and blastiJlg agent slur_ri.e~,~Y be stored in a non~ ,. 
combustible bin or ta.Ijk, provided they comply with storage require
ments of Article 114. All openings shall be designed to provide a tight 
closure and sb.a11 be ldcked except during use. Storage containers shall 
be constructed of materials compatible with the blasting agents being 
stored, shall be waterproof, and adequately supported and braced to with
stand the combiruition of all loads, including impact forces arising from 
product movement within the. bin and accidental vehicle contact. Bir!s 
containing blasting agentS. shall be located,. with 'respect to inhabited 
buildings in accordance with Table EX-1, and with respect to other blast
ing agent storage and explosive storage, in. confomnty with Table EX-2. 

(d) Good housekeeping pni.cti.ces shall be ma.lntained around ilny bin 
contaii:ri.ng,ammoiri.umnitrate or blasting agent This qrdudes keeping 
weeds•and other combustible materials' Cleareolw'J.ilii.D. 50' feet of such bin. 
Accumulation of spilled product ·on the grourid. shiill b~ prevented. 

(e) Ally electrically driven conveyors for loadlllgor unloaOfug bins 
shall conforin to the requirements of ihe Electrical Safety Orders. They 
shall be designed to i:niuimize damage from corros'lori. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section i42.3,LaborCode. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. Repealer and new section filed 1~17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter 

(Register 75, No. 42). 
2 Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 

29). . . 
3. Amendment' of subsections (e)'and (j).flled 9~1~80; effective thirtieth day 

thereafter (Register 80, No. 38). · · 
4. Amendment filed 7-11-2003'; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5347. Transportation of Blasting Agents. 
(a) Blasting agents shall be transported in compliance with Article 

115. 
(b) Bulk blasting agents and water gels. may be transported in tank or 

hopper. trucks provided that. the pump or conveyor equipment, including 
electrical equipment, is equivalent to on-site mix trucks .. 

(c) The front, both sides, and rear of the truck or trailer shall be posted 
with warning sigus reading: "EXPLOSIVES'; in red letters at least 4 in
ches high, with a 5/8-inch stroke on a white background. 

(d) Matches, fire arms, acids ar· other corrosive liquids, oils, greases 
or other s:iiiillar hydrocarbons shall not be carried in. the cargo carrying 
space of . any vehicle. containing blasting· ~gents, unless the· blasting 
agents are in an unopened shipping container. 

Page984.2 Register 2003, No. 28; 7-11-2003 
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(e) A bulk vehicle body for.delivermg and mixing.blasting agents shall 
compiy with the followmg: · · · · · 

(1) The body shall be constructed of noncombustible materials. 
(2) Vehicles usedte transportbulk premixed blasting agents shall have 

clqsed bodies; 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section·142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Sectipn 142.3, La-
borCode. · 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment of subsection (c) ~d.new subsections (d) and (e) filed 10-17-75; 

effective thirtieth dl!y thereafter (Register 75, No. 42). 

2. Amendment of subsection (c) and new NoTE filed 7-V-2003; operative 
8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5348 .. On-Site Mixed Water Gels, Slurries, Emulsions, 
and Blasting Agents. 

(a) The composition of field mixed blasting agents and water gels shall 
comply with Section 5340. 

(b) Liquid fueis shall be stored 1n separate tanks with shut-off valves. 
Solid fuels shall be stored in separate containers until mixed. 

(c) Ingredients in themselves classified ·a.s explosive materials, shall .be 
stored ii:J. compliance with Article 114. 

(d) Liquid ammonium nitrate spills or leaks shall be cleaned up imme-
diately. · 

(e) Mixing equipment shall comply with the following requirements: 
(1) If electric power is used, it maybe fumished by cable from an out

side soi.lrce ·or by a self-contained motor generator.ln case of a self-con
tained power source, it shall be located at the end of the storage container 
opposite that which the blasting agent is discharged. It shall have ade
quate capacity for the 1 oads to be expected and be equipped with suitable 
overload protection devices. 

(2) Elec$.c wiring and motors shall conform to the requirements of the 
Electricai Safety Orders .. 

(3) All efposed metal parts, electric equipment and personnel shall be 
placed at ~~ same potential by electrical bonding. 

( 4) All nioving parts of the mixing system shall be designed to prevent 
a heat builq_ up. Shafts or axles which contact the product shall have.out
board bearlD.gs with one-inch minimum clearance between the bearings 
and the outside of the product container, Particular attention shall be giv
en to the clearances on an moving parts. 

(5) Mixing equipment and other transfer equipment shall be compat
ible with blasting agents. 

(f) Sensitized blasting agents shall not be pulverized or crushed. 
(g) Each mixer unit shall be equipped with an operable, UL approved 

fire extinguisher, 4-A:20-:-B:C or equivalent. 
(h) All unused explosives shall be returned to their proper magazines 

or designated storage area, upon completion ofloading operations. 
(i) A warning sign shall be posted on the front, sides, and rear of the 

mixing unit reading: "EXPLOSIVES" in red letters .at least 4 in~hes high, . 
with a 5/8-inch stroke, on a white oackground. . 

G) Repairs to bulle delivery and/or mixing vehicles shall conform with 
the following requirements: 

(1) No welding or open flames shan be used on or around any part of 
the delivery equipment unless it has been completely washed down and 
all oxidizer material removed. 

(2) Before welding or repairs to hollow :loading shafts, the shaft shall 
be .thoroughly cleaned inside and out and vented. 

(k) The entire loading and mixing equipment shall be cjeaned to pre
vent hazardous accumulations of ingredients and before open flame 
work is performed on the unit 

(l) Intransit mixing of blasting agents shall not be performed. 
(m) The operator shall be trained in the safe operation of the vehicle 

together with its mixing, conveying, and related equipment and shall be 
familiar with the commodities being delivered and the general procedlJie 
for handling emergency situations. 

(n) Caution shall be exercised in the movement of the vehicle in the 
blasting area to avoid driving the vehicle over or dragging hoses over fir
ing lines, detonator wires, or explosive materials. The driver in moving 

.the vehicle shall obtain the assistance·qf a s~corid person to guide thr 
movements. ., 
. .( o) The location chosen for watergel0r lpgiedi~nt.t:rmsfer from a sup 

port vehicle into the borehole loading VehiCle shall be away from the blas 
hoie. site when the bore h~les. are loaded or in the process of being loaded 

(p) No person shall smoke, carry ·niatches or any flame-producing de· 
vice, or carry any fire arms while in or about bulk vehicles ·effecting thf 
mixing transfer or down-the--,hole loading of blasting a,gents at or neru 
the blasting site. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 1423, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3;La· 
barCode. 

FllSTORY . 
1. Amendment:flled 10-17-75; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 75, No. 
~- . . 

2. Amendment of sub~ection (d) :filed 11-18-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter 
(Register76, No. 47). . . . . . · 

3. Amendment of section heading and section and new NoTE filed 7.:.11-2003; op
erative.B-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

Article 121. Snow Avalanche Blasting 

§ 5355. Scope. 
The provisions found in Article 121, Snow Avalanche Blasting, take 

precedence when in conflict with other applicable safety orders. 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142;3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
borCode. 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment ofsectionheading and section and new NoTE filed 9-24-97; opera
. rive 10-24-97 (Register 97, No. 39). · · 

§ 5356. Safety Fuse . . 
(a) Waterresistant safety fuse shall l:l.e ·used in snow avalanche blast-

mg. . 
(b) Safety fuse used in snow avalanche blasting sball be of sufficient 

length to provide a minimum burning time of 90 seconds from ignition 
to detonation. 

(c) An approved fuse lighter shall be used for lighting safety fuse. The 
lighter shall not be attached to the safety fuse until just prior to time of 
ignition. 

(d) Cut ends of fuses shall be protected from damage. 
(e) Fuse igniters shall not be installed on a damaged fuse. 

NoTE: Authority cited: Section-1423,LahorCode. Reference: Section 142.3,La
bor Code. 

.HISTORY 
1. Amendment of subsection (c), new subsection (d) and new NOTE filed 9-24-97; 

operative 10-24-97 (Register 97, No. 39). 
2. Amendment of subsection (b) and new subsection (e) filed 7-:11-2003; opera

tive 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5357. Placing Explosives Charges. 
(a) Charges sball be placed; thrown or propelled to the desired location 

from a safe position or by one of the following methods: 
( 1) Lowered by rope, cord. or a long pole to the designated location if 

there is danger that the charge may slide down hill. 
(2) Hand placed on or in the snow. When perfonning this operation, 

the crewmen will be belayed from behind. · 
(b) Licensed avalanche blasters shall be instructed to seek a position 

of safety behind a terrain barrier or a position n\)t less than 100 feet from 
the ignited charge. 
NoTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3,La
bor Code. 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment of section and new NoTEfiled9-24-97; operative 10-24-97 (Reg

ister 97, No. 39). 
2. Amendment of subsection (a) and new subsections (a)(1)-(2) filed 7-11-2003; 

operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). · 

§ 5358. Misfires-Snow Avalanche Blasting. 
(a) Where a suspected misfire occurs, the slope shall be closed and the 

licensed blaster shall wait at least one hour before approaching the blast 
site. After the oneholli has elapsed, one of the following shall be accom-
plished to abate the condition: · 
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(1) Relight the original charge. 
(2) Place ·another charge alongside and detonate. 
(3) Retrieve and-disarm the misfire. 
(b) If subsections ·(a)(l), (a)(2), or (a)(3) above are not immediately 

possible due to terrain or storm conditions, the location of the misflie 
must be carefully noted and marked so a search for the misfire can be un
dertaken as soon as conditions permit 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment of first paragraph and subsection (d) and new NOTE filed ·9...:24-97; 

operative 10-24-97 (Register 97, No. 39). 

2. Amendn1ent filed 7-11-2003; operative S--10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

Article 122. Ammonium Nitrate Storage 

§ 5359. Scope. 
(a) This Article applies to storing, having or keeping ammonium ni-

trate in quantities of 1,000 pounds or more. . 
(b) Except as provided in subsection (c), this Section applies.· to the 

storage of ammonium nitrate in the form of crystals, flakes, grains or 
prills including fertilizer grade, dynamite grade, nitrous oxide grade, 
technical grade and other mixtures containing 60 percent or more ammo
nium nitrate by weight but does not apply to blasting agents, 

(c) The storage of ammonium nitrate and ammonium nitrate mixtures 
which are more sensitive fuan allowed by the Fertilizer Institute's publi
cation, "Definition and Test Procedures for Ammonium Nitrate Fertiliz
er", dated August 1984, pages 1 -12, which is hereby incorporated by 
reference, shall be stored in accordance with TABLE EX-1 in Section 
5252. 
NOTE: For further gUidance see: 
"Defuiition and TestProcedw;es for Ammonium Nitrate Fertilizer" available from 
The Fertilizer In~titute, 501 2nd Street, N.E., W asbington, D.C. 20002. This defi
nition limits the contents of organic materials, metals, sulfur, etc., in a product that 
may be.classified ammonium riitrate fertiliZer: 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code.· · 

HisTORY 
1. New Article 122 ( §§ 5359-5363) filed 10-17-75; effective thirtieth day there-

after (Register 75, No42). · • 

2. Amendment of subsection (b) filed 12-19-75 as procedural and organizational; 
effective upon filing (Register 75, No. 51). 

3. Amendments filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 
29). 

4. Amendment of subsection (c) filed 7-13-78; effective thirtieth day thereafter 
(Register 78, No. 28). 

5. Amendment of section and NoTE filed 7-11-:-2003; operative B-10-~003 (Reg-
ister .2003, No. 28). ·• · · · · · 

§ 5360. Storage. 
(a) Anrinoilium i:ritrate shall be in a separate bUilding or shall be sepa

. rated by fire walls consthicted to be of not less tOan on~ hour fire-:-resis
tarice rating fiom.•stOrage~8(organic cheniica.Js, acid§ or' otlier corrosive 
materials, materials that may reqUite blaSting durlifi':processmg or himd1-
ing, compressed ffammlible gases; fiiliabl~ and cofuhustibie materials 

. or- other contaminating sup stances. Wails referred to in this Section need 
extend only to the underside of the roof. In lieu of separation walls, am
monium nitrate may be separated from these materials by a space of at 
least 30 feet and if necessary, sills or curbs shall be provided to prevent 
nllJdng. . 

(b) Flammable and combustible liquids such as gasoline, kerosene, 
sol vents and light fuel oils .shall not be stored on the premises except 
when· such storage conforms to Articles 135 and 141 of these orders and 
when walls and sills. or curbs ate·provided in.accordance with subsection 
(a) of this Section. ' 

(c) Sulfui and finely divided metals shall not be stored in the same 
building with ammonium nitrate except when such storage conforms to 
the requin~ments of subsection (a) of this Section. 

(d) Explosive materials shall not be· stored in the same building with 
ammonium nitrate except on the preniises·of makers, distributors and us
er-compounders of explosive materials.· 

(e) Quantities of 2,500 tons or more ofbagged ammonium nitrate shall 
not be stored in buildings or structures unless ·equipped with automatic 
sprinkler systems. Sprinkler protection shall be required for the storage 
of less than 2,500 tons of ammonium nitrate where location of the build
ing or the presence of other stored materials presents a fire or detonation 
haZard. Sprinkler systems shall be of approved type and installed in ac
cordance with Article·159. 

(f) Suitable fire control devices complying with Articles 157 and/or 
15 8 shall be provided throughout the warehouse and in the loading dock 
areas. 

(g) \Vhere required by local ftre authorities or the State Fire Marshal, 
lightning strike protection shall be provided. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Cod~. Reference: Section 142.3; La
bor Code. 

. · FlrSTOR:Y 
1. Amendment flied 7-16-76; effective :thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 

29). . . . 
2. Amendment of subsection (b) filed 11-18-76;· effective thirtieth day thereafter 

q.egister 76, No. 47). · · 

3. New subsection (f)(1) filed 9-8-81; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 
81, No. 37). . · · 

4. Editorial correction of subsections (f)(1) and (g) filed 11-9-81; effective thir
tieth day thereafter. (Register 81, No. 45)~. 

5. Al;nendment of section and NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Reg
ister 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5361. Structures. 
(a) Ammonium nitrate storage buildings shall be only one-story build-

ings without basements. · 
(b) Storage buildings shall have adequate ventilation or be capable .cif 

adequate ventilation in the event of frre. 
(c) The wall on the exposed side of a storage building within 50 feet 

of a combustible building; forest, piles of combustible materials and sim
ilar exposure hazards shalJ be of.fiie-re'sistive construction. In lieu of the 
fire-resistive wall, othe{ suitable me'ans of exposure protection such as 
a free standing wall may be used. · · 

(d) All flooring~. stora,gE:, and handJjpg,ar~!lS s!rall be of noncombus
ti1:11e material' Or pfoteciea. agami£iinpregnatiori.' by ammoDium nitrate 
and shall be without open drains, traps, tunnels, pits or pockets into which 
any molten ammonium nitrate could flow and be confined in the event 
of fire. 

(e) Buildings and structures shall be dry and free from water seepage 
thl::ough the roof, walls and floors. _ · · 
NOTE: AuthoritY cited: Section 14i:3,LabqrCode.Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code~ · · 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment filed·7-16-76;. effective thirtieth day thereaftei: (Register 76, No. 
2~. . 

2. Amendment of subsections (a), (b) and (e) and newNoTE:filed·7-11~2003; op
erative S--10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 53.62; Cotltainer Storage. 
(a) Bags and containers used for ammonium nitrate sh,all comply with · 

specifications and standards required for use in interstate commerce. 
(b) Containers of ammonium nitrate shall not-be accepted for storage 

when the temperature of the ammonium nitrate exceeds 130° F. 
ExCEPTION: ContiUners used on the premises in the manufacturing or processing 
need not comply with the provisions of subseetions (a) or (b). 

(c) Bags of ammonium nitrate shall not be stored withfu 30 inches of 
the storage building walls and partitions .. 

(d) The height of stacked bags shall not exceed 20 feet. The width of . 
the stacked bags shall not exceed 20 feet and the length 50 feet except that 
where .the building is. of noncombustible construction or is protected by. 
automatic sprinklers the length of piles shall not be !United. In no case 
shall the ammonium nitrate be stacked closer than36 fuches below the 
roof or supporting and spreader beams. overhead. · · 
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(e) Aisles shall be provided to separate piles by a clear space. of not less 
than 3 feet in width. At least cine· sen/ice or main -aisle in the storage area 
shall be not less than 4 feet in width.-. · 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · · 

HiSTORY 
1. Am,endment of subsections (a), (b) and (d) and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; op

erative 8-10-2003 (Register2003, No. 28). 

§ 5363. Bulk St9rage. 
(a) Bulk storage ·may be in piles or bins in warehouses, or in separate, 

bin-typ.e structures. 
(b) Unless constructed qfnonc.ombustible material or unless adequate 

facilities for fighting aroo:f:fiie are available, bulk storage structures shall 
not exceed a height of 40 feet. 

(c.) Bins shall be free of materials which may contaminate ammonium 
.nitrate. . 

(d) Due to the· corrosive and reactive properties of. ammonium nitrate_, 
and to avoid contamination, galvanized iron, copper, lead ·and zii:tc shall 
not be used in bin construction unless suitably protected. Aluminum bins, 

· and wooden bins protected agirinst impregnation by ammonium nitrate, 
are permissible. · 
NoTE: Steel or.wood can be protected by special coatings such ali sodium silicate 
(water glass}, or epoxy coatings, or polyvinyl chloride-coatings. 

(e) The warehouse may be subdivided into any desired number of am
monium nitrate storage compartments or bins. The partitions dividing the 
ammonium nitrate storage from the storage of other products which 
would contaminate the ammonium nitrate shall be of tight construction 
to eliminate cracks or crevices. 

(f) The ammonium nitrate storage bins or piles shall be clearly identi
fied by signs reading: "AMMONIUM NITRATE" with letters at least 2 
inches high. 

(g) PileS' or bins shall be.so sized and· arranged that all material in 1;he 
pile is mov'ed out periodically in order to minimize possible caking of the 
stored am.r:P.onium nitrate. 

(h) Height or depth of piles shall be limited by the pressure-setting 
(caking) tendency of the product. However, in no case shall the ammo
nium nitrate be piled higher at any point than 36 inches .below the roof 
or supporting and spreader beams overhead. , 
NOTE: Pressure-setting (caking) is a factor affected by humidity aud temperature 
iil the storage space and by pellet quality. Temperature cycles through 90° F. and 
. high atmospheric humidity are undesirable for storage in depth. 

(i) Ammonium nitrate shall not be accepted for storage when the tem
perature of the product exceeds 130° F. 
ExCEPTION: Manufacturing or processing. 

G) Explosive materials shall not be used to break up or loosen the 
caked, bagged, or bulk ammonium nitrate. · 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · · 

HISTORY 
1. Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (l{.egister 76, No. 

29). . 

2. Amendment of section and new NoTE flled 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 
(Register 2003, No. 28). 

Article 123. Small Arms Ammunition, Small 
Arms Ammunition Primers, Smokeless 

Propellants, and Black Powder Propellants 

§ 5370. Scope. 
The provisions of this Article apply to the channels of distribution of

and to the users of small arms ammunition, small arms ammunition prim
ers, smokeless propellants, and black powder propellants. They do not 
apply to in-process storage and intra-plant transportation during man
ufacture. 

 

NoTE: Authority cited: Secti.on 142.3,Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. · · 

• HiSTORY 
1. ReJ)ealer of Article 123 ( § .5370) and new Article 123 ( §§ 5370-5374) filed 

10-17-75; effective thirtieth day th=after' (Register 75, No: 42). 
2. Amendment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter. (Register 76, No. 

29). . . 

3. Amendment of article heading, section and NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 
8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5371. Small Arms Ammunition. 
(a) Small iu:ms ammunition shall be ·separated from flammable liquids, 

flammable solids and oxidizing materials by a fire-resistant wall of one
hour rating or by a distance of 25 feet. ~ 

(b) Small arms ammunition s,b.all.not be stored together with high ex
plosive materials unless the storage facility is adequate. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HisTORY 
1. Amendment I:tled 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 

29). 
2. Amendment ofsection and new NoTE filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 

(Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5372. Smokeless Propellants. .• 
(a) All smokeless propellants shall be stored in shipping containers ex

cept as noted in subsection (b). 
(b) Commerciahtoc.ks of smokeless propellants shall be stored as fol

lows: 
(1) In quantities over 20 pounds and not more·than 110 pounds, they 

shall be stored in portable wooden boxes having walls of at least l-inch 
thic.lmess. 

(2) In quantities over 100 pounds and not more than 750 pounds, they 
shall be stored in nonportable storage cabinets haying wooden walls of 
at leas~ l-inch thickness or other non-spar:j<;ing material of equivalent 
strength. Not more than 400 pounds shall be permitted in any one cabinet. 

(c) Commercial stocks in excess of 750 pounds and not more than 
5,000 pounds may be stored in a building if all of the following require
ments are· met: 

(1) The warehouse or storage room is not accessible to unauthorized 
personnel. 
· · '(2) The smokeless propellant stocks are stored in nonportable storage 
cabinets having wooden walls at least 1-inch.thick and having shelves 
with not more than a 3-foot separation between shelves .. 

(3) Not more than 400 pounds is permitted in any one cabinet. 
( 4) Cabinets are located only against walls of the storage room or ware

house with a minimum distance between capinets of 40 feet. 
(5) Separation distance between cabinets may be reduced to 20 feet if 

barricades: 
(A) are attached to the wall and are at least twice the height of the cabi~ 

net; 
(B) are centered between cabinets and extend at least 10 feet beyond 

the wall toward the center of the room; . 
(C) are constructed of at least 2-inch thick lumber, brick, or concrete 

block or steel plate at least 1/4-inch thick; or of equivalent materials; and 
(D) are firmly attached to the building structure at both ends. 
(6) Smokeless propellant is separated by a. fire-resistive wall of 

1-hour rating or by a distance of 25 feet from matetials classified by the 
U.S. Department of Transportation as flap:unable liquids, flammable sol-
ids and oxidizing materials. · . . 

(7) The building is equipped with an automatic sprinkler system in~ 
stallea in compliance with Article 159. · 

(d) Commercial stocks of smokeless propellant not stored in accor
dance with subsections (b), and (c) of this Section, whichever applies, 
shall be stored in a magazine constructed and located as specified in kr
ticle 114. 
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3,La
bor Code. 

. • HISTORY 
1. Amendment flled 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, No. 

29). 
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2. Repealer of subsection (b) and consecutive relettering of subs~ctions (c)-(e) 
filed 9-18-80; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 80, No. 38). 

3. Ame~dment of section ~d new NoTB filed 7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 
(Register 2003, No. 28). . · 

§ 5373. Black Powder Propellants.· 
(a) All black powder propellants shall be stored in shipping containers 

approved by the U.S. Department of Transportation. 
(b) Quantities of black powder propellant in excess of 50 pounds shall 

be stored in an outdoor magazine. . 
·(c) If smokeless propellants are stored in the same magazine with 

black powder propellants, the total quantity shall not exceed that per
mitted for black powder propellants. 
Nom; Authority cited: Section J42.3,LaborCode. Reference: Section 142.3, La
bor Code. 

HlsT.ORY 
1. Repealer of subsections (b) and (c), subsection relettering and new NoTB filed 

7-11-2003; operative 8-10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). 

§ 5374. Small Arms Ammunition Primers. ; 
(a) Small arms ammunition primers shall not. be transported or stored 

except in the original shipping containers. 
(b) Small arms ammunition primers shall be separated from flam

mable liquids, flammable solids 
or 

and oxidizing materials by a fire-resis-
tive wall of one-hour rating by a distance of 25 feet. . 

(c) Quantities. up to 750,000 small arms aminurrltion primers may be 
stored in a building if not more than 100,000 are stored in any one pile 
and piles are a! least 15 feet apart ' 

(d) Quantities in excess of750,000 small arms ammunition primers 
may be stored in a building if all of the following conditions are met 

(1) The ware4ouse or storage room is not accessible to unauthorized 
personnel. 

(2) The. primers shall be stored in cabinets. 
(3) Shelves of storage cabinets shall not have more than a2-foot verti

cal separation. 
(4) Not more than 200,000 primers shall be stored in one cabinet: 
(5) Cabinets shall be located only against walls of the warehouse or 

storage :room with a.m.inimum.distance'between cabinets of40 feet-. . 
(6) Separation distance between cabinets may be reduced to 20 feet if 

barricades are attached to the wall and are at least twice the height of cabi
nets.- Barricades. shall be centered between cabinets and shall extend at 
least 10 feet beyond the wall toward. the center oftheroom. They are to 
be constructed of a! least 2-inch thick lumber, brick, concrete block; or 
of steel plate at least 1/4-incb thick, or of equivalent materials. Barri
cades shall be firmly attached to the· building structure at both ends~ 

(7) Small arms ammunition primers shall be separated by a :fire-resis~ 
tive wall of 1-hour rating or by.a distance of25 feet from flamtnable liq-
uids, flammable solids, and oXidizing materials; · 

(8) The,building is equipped with an automatic sprinkler system in
stalled in compliance with Article 159. 

(e) Commerc:i.!)l stocks of small arms ammunition primers not in the 
oi:j,gin~ &hipping containers shall be stored in a magazine eonstructed as 
specified in ArtiCle 114. · 
N01E; Authority cited: Section 142.3, Labor Code. Reference: Section 142.3, La-
bor Code. . . 

HISTORY 
1. A.:ri:J.endment filed 7-16-76; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 76, N:o. 

29). . . . . .

2. 3n Amendinent filed 9-18-80; effective . thirtieth . day thereafter (Register 80, No. 

3. Amendment of _subsections (d), (d)(6) and (e) filed 7-11-2003; operative 
8~10-2003 (Register 2003, No. 28). . 

 

Group 20. Fiammable Liquids, Gases a11d 
·.Vapors 

Article 134; Definitions 

· § 5415. Definitions. 
Adequate Ventilation. Ventilation which, under normal operating 

conditions, is sufficient to keep the concentration of"a hazardous gas, va
por, mist, fume or dust below 2S: percent of ~e lower explosive limit and 
sufficient to ensure that no·employee is hanllfully exposed. 

Aerated Solid Powders. Anypowderedmaterialused as acoating.ma
terial which s~all be fluidized within a container by passing.airuniformly 
from below. It is common practice to fluidize such materials to form a 
fluidized powder bed and then dip the part to be coated into the bed in a 
manner similar to that used in liquid :dipping. Such -beds are also used as 
sources for powder .spray .operations. The combustibility of such materi
als may be determined oy reference to the "Standard for the Prevention 
of Dust Explosions in the Plastics Industry," NFPA No. 6541982. 

Aerosol. A m~ria;!. which is dispensed from its container as a mist, 
spray or foam by a propellant under pressure. · 

Atmospheric Tank. A s~orage tank which has been designed to operate 
a! pressures from atmospheric thrdligh 0.5 psig. 

Barrel. A-volume of 42 U. S. gallons; 
Boiling Point The boiling·pciint Of a liquid at a pressure of 14.7 psia 

(760 mm). Where an accurate boilingpoinfis uiiavailafileforthBmaterial 
in question, or for mixtures which do not have a constant boiling point, 
for purposes of this code the 1 b"percent poini: of a distillation performed 
in accordance with the Standard Method of Test for Distillation of Petro
leum Products, ASIM D-86-78, may be used as the boilingpoint of the 
liquid. 

Boil-Over. The expulsion of crude oil (or certain other liquids) from 
a burning tank. The light fractions of the crude oil blim off producing a 
heat wave in the residue, which on reaching a water strata may result in 

· the expulsion of a portion of the contentS· ofthe tank intbe fomi of froth. 
Bulk-Oxygen System. A bulk oxygen systeniis'an asseinbiy of equip

ment, such as-oxygen storagecon~et$(pressuteregulators, sB:fety de
vices, vaponzers; ri:lfuiifcilds, .. an(fmteteol:ih~'ctlnt:Pi:Pi'rig{ which haS a 
storage capacity of more. than 20,000 cubic feet of oxygen (N1P) includ
ing unconnected reserves on hand at the site. The bulk oxygen system ter
minates at the point where oxygen at servl.ce pressure first enters the sup
ply line. The oxygen containers may be stationary or movable, and the 
oxygen may be stored as gas or liqUid. . 

Bulk Plant. That portion of a property where flammable or combus
tible liquids are received by tank vessei, pipe lines, tank car, or tank ve, 
hicle, an9. are stored or blended in bulk for the purp9se of distributing 
such liquids by tank vessel, pipe line, tank car, tank vehicle, or container. 

Chernical"Plant. A large integrated plant or that poition of such a plant 
other than a refinery or distillery where flammable or 90i:nbustible liquids 
are produced by chemical reactions or used in chemical reactions. · 

Closed Container. A contiirier as herem defii:ied, so sealed by means 
of a lid ()f other device that peither liquid nor vapor will escape from it 
at ordinary temperatures. · · · · · 

· Combustible UqriidS: See Liquids. 
Container. Any vessel of 60 U.S. gallons or less capacity used ·for 

transporting or storing flammable or combustible liquids. 
Crude Petroleum. Hydrocarbon mixtures that have a flash point below 

150 F. and which have not been processed in a refinery. · 
Dip Tank. A timk, vat or· container of flammable or combustible liquid 

in which articles or materials. are immersed for the purpose of coating,. 
finishing, treating or similar processes. · 
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.by 
Gerald W. Greenway 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
Department of Engineeriog Management 
and 
Larry 11. Lawrence 
Dimo'Nobel, Inc~ 

jerry Greenway bas wor·ked in some form of pack
aging throughout bis entire career. He enjoys work
ing on new designs of sbipping containers and 
bas saved several millions of dollars doing just 
tbat. He ea1·ned bis doctorate in packaging in tbe 
Food Science Department at Rutgers University 
and teaches packaging to enginee1·s at the 
University of Missow"i-Rolla. 

Introduction 
To many young Explosive Engineers fiberboard 

boxes represent the only container in which you 
have experience in receiving conventional commer
cial explosives. However, those powdermen with 
more than twenty-five years of explosive experience 
can easily recall the ornate wooden boxes used with 
the day to day operations prior to the dominance of 
d1e fiberboard (or more commonly cardboard) 
explosive container. Unfortunately, the era of wood
en explosive boxes is gone and only occasional dis
coveries at flea markets or in long forgotten storage 
sheds does one see what has become a collection 
treasure for old po:yvdermen. It is unlikely that the 
industry will ever see the wooden box containers 
for commercial products in the future. 

It may be a little surprising to d1e younger 
Engineers that the fiberboard powder box has been 
approved for use in our industry for over 60 years! 
Table I presents a time line history for commercial 
explosive boxes. First accepted by the Department 
of Transpmtation (DOT) in 1931 the use of fiber~ 

board boxes for commercial explosives was slow to 
be accepted by the industry. The acceptance of 
polyethylene case liners in 1953 significantly 
improved the leakproofness quality of the fiberboard 
powder boxes. Eventually, with the advent of more 
competitive blasting alternatives to nitroglycerine 
based explosives and the increased safety parame
ters sunounding water based composite explosive 
compositions the fiberboard shipping container 
came to dominance by 1970. Although not as quick
ly in time frame the wooden boxes generally associ
ated with nitroglycerine based products eventually 
conve1ted to fiberboard containers as technology 
improved to minimize nitroglycerine leakage from 
d1e paper shells used to contain d1e explosive. 

The use of fiberboard shipping containers for 
commercial explosives has been governed by d1e· 
DOT based on standards determined decades ago. 
The industry has seen remarkable advancements in 
explosive techriology since the 1960's, however, 
fiberboard box design was slower to progress due to 
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the rather simplified and somewhat ungoverned stan
dards for fiberboard explosive containers in the past. 
Between the period from 1982 to 1991 significant 
effort between the DOT and explosive manufacrurers 
was spent to attempt to define fiberboard perfor
mance standards for containers. used to ship commer
cial explosives. The outcome of ten years of effort and 
compromise exists today as a set of standards based 
on United Nations (UN) recommendati0ns for pack
aging standards throughout the wodd. HM 181' has 
arrived and without question the explosive industry is 
significantly effected by the final regulations of this 
law. 

CFR 49 (171-178)-HM 181" 

Too few individuals in our industry are familiar 
with l-IM 181 which clearly defines the regulations for 
Hazardous Materials Transportation. The old title of 
"shipping clerk" for explosives has become a job def
inition of the past. Today it i$ essential that the man
ufacturers, distributors, and users of explosives are 
sure that all involved with handling and shipping 
explosives are educated and aware of the responsi
bilities defined by HM 181. 

Table II is a brief Guide for Shippers of Hazardous 
Materials as presented by the US Department of 
Transportation. Specific details are included in the 
Code of Federal Regulations. (CFR), Title 49, 
Transpottation, Parts 100-1, Primary manufacturers of 
explosives are most concerned with the 12 Steps to 
Compliance, however, any entity receiving and 
reshipping commercial explosives need to be aware 
of their responsibilities involving the transportation of 
Hazardous Materials. 

Commercial explosives in particular are defined as 
a CLASS 1 dangerous good. Table III defines the most 
common products shipped in conventional fiberboard 
boxes. Detonators, boosters, detonating cord, ANFO, 
and other key items of our industry are contained in 
the five divisions of Class 1 Dangerous Goods. Upon 
receipt of explosive products the receiver should 
inspect and confirm the case markings before redis
tributing any explosive products. Included in these 
five divisions are proper UN shipping numbers for the 
explosive being transported. TI1ese divisions and UN 
numbers went into law in October 1993. 

All containers for commercial explosives now carry 
a uniform identification system for defining the con-

tents of the shipping box. Proper shipping labels are 
generally ·included on the box by the box supplier. 
All manufacturers are . required to include an EX 
number on each case'c)t 'o/ith the shippfug papers 
which can be used by DOT to confirm the trans
portation authorization for any given product. 

In addition to ili:~se. regulations<wJ:iiCh cover the 
proper labeling df shipping; containers are specific 
requirements covering loading, blocking, and brac
ing explosive shipments and proper use of transport 
placards. In that all explosives are classified as 
Hazardous Materials'' .there are specific training 
requirements for individuals who hartdle 'explosives 
that ca:ffrlot be address~d in this paper. Included on 
the DOT Guide for Shlppers is the clear warning: "It 
is the duty of each person who offers hazardous 
materials for transportation to instruct each of his 
officers, agents, and employees having any responsi-
bility for preparing hazardous materials for shipment 
as to the applicable regulations ... " (Section 173.1 b)). 

·" 

Performance-Oriented Packaging Standards 
Since the advent of fiberboard explosive boxes to 

replace conventional wooden boxes tl1ere has been 
a significant degree of improvement in the quaHty of 
box designs. Over the past twenty years the industry 
has seen some box designs that barely met require
ment standards while some companies went so far as 
to promote the quality of a specific box design to fur- .
ther promote their explosive products. In general it 
was perceived by many that the quality of the ship
ping container was falling prey to the highly com
petitive explosive industry. Acceptance of UN rec
ommendations for performance packaging standards 
has redefined the requirement for fiberboard con
tainers which in general supplies tl1e explosive 
industly witl1 a suitable shipping container that can 
be generally improved upon, but not compromised. 

To meet performance standards for fiberboard 
containers as outlined in the Hazardous Materials 
Guide, Subpart L, Section 178.500, explosive manu
facturers and fiberboard box companies benefited by 
working together to resolve the new UN require
ments. Additionally, the academic community and. 
Corporate R & D groups joined together to insure 
each other that the box standards set by UN guide
lines were met. Effective October 1994 shipping con
tainers manufactured for commercial explosives will 
bear an official UN seal indicating that performance 

,,. · 
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standards are confirmed. Additionally, recertification 
of performance standards will be required every 12-
24 months depending upon specific box application. 
These new regulations will provide the industry with 
a set of standards to better insure that the 
Transportation of Hazardous Goods will be safely 
perforni.ed in a consistent manner by all countries of 
the United Nations. 

Table IV presents standards for fiberboard boxes 
as defined in the Hazardous Materials Guide, Section 
178.516. Table V defines testing requirements for 
fiberboard boxes to meet UN performance standards 
as stated in Subpart M Section 178.600. As previously 
mentioned, both box supplier and manufacturer have 
worked together to meet the testing requirements for 
certification. It should be noted that various testing 
laboratories are currently used as third party certifica
tion agencies of the United Nations to issue the actu
al permit required for fiberboard boxes proposed for 
use with commercial explosives. The identification 
seal of those agencies is required as part of the UN 
certification process and will be displayed on each 
box approved as a shipping container. · 

For the most part tt~e requirements for perfor
mance standardization are not difficult to achieve 
since explosive manufacturers have been aware of 
the important function of tl1e powder box. The rriost 
stringent requirement of the new performance stan
dards has come in the stacking quality of the shipping 
conta,iner. Over the years of conversion from wood 
boxes to fiberboard boxes magazine keepers are 
most aware of the loss of stacking strength in fiber
board boxes compared to the old durable wooden 
boxes. E:ffects of transportation, handling, and climat
ic conditions can topple the cases of the best maga
zine keepers in the business. Studies have shown that 
with breaktl1rough technologies of the corrugation 
industry the stacking strength of the fiberboard box 
will be achieving new standards of excellence in the 
upcoming years. 

TABLE 1: Evolution of Boxes for 
Explosives(*) 
1907 Box made of 1/2 inch thick lumber, with "nailed and 

Jock-cornered construction", is approved standard. 

1914 IME studies standardization of lining paper. 

1926 IME Tests various boxes utilizing pine, plywood, and 
cleating. 

1927 Cleated boxes first used in industry. 

1928 ICC authorized a lock cornered box. 

1931 Fiberboard boxes for dynamite approved by ICC. 

1953 Polyethylene or other efficient materials allowed as a 

replacement for paper case liners. 

(*) As researched by Mr. Robert Hopler for tl1e 75111 Anniversary 
tribute to ilie Institute of Makers of E..'i:plosives (IME). 

Table II: Hazardous Materials Transportation 
Guide tor Shippers (*) 
STEP 1: Determine The Proper Shipping Name 

STEP 2: Determine The Hazard Class or Classes 

STEP 3: Determine The Mode(s) Of Transport To Ultimate 
Destination 

STEP 5: Select The Proper Label(s) And Apply As Required 

STEP 6: Determine And Select The Proper Packages 

STEP 7: Mark The Packaging (Including Overpacks) 

STEPS: Prepare Shipping Papers 

STEP 9: Certification 

STEP 10: Loading, Blocking, and Bracing 

STEP 11: Determine The Proper Placecarcl(s) 

STEP 12: Hazardous Waste/Hazardous Substance 

(*) as contained in U.S. Department of Transportation handout 
from Research and Special Programs Administration tided HAZ
ARDOUS MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION GUIDE FOR SHIP
PERS (7.3) 

Table Ill: Explosive Categories 
lJii'f Designation Common Name 
Explosive, blasting, type A l.lD 

UN 0081 II 
Dynan'lite 

Explosive, blasting, type B l.lD 
un 0082 II 

Low Water Explosive 

Explosive, blasting, type E 1.1D 
un 0241 II 

Emulsion, Gel High 
Explosive 

Explosive, blasting, type E 1.5D 
un 0332 II 

Emulsion,Gel Blasting 
Agent Ammonium 
Nitrate-Fuel Oil 

.Mixture ANFO 
1.SD UN 0331 II 

Detonators, electric 1.1B 
un0030 II 

Class A Electric Cap 

Detonators, electric lAB 
un0255II 

Class C Electric Cap 

Detonators, non-electric 1.1B 
un0029 II 

Class A Non-Electric Cap 

Detonators, non-electric 1.4B 
un0267 II 

Class A Non-Electric Cap 

Booster 1.1D 
un0042 II 

Cast Primer or Equivalent 

Cord, detonating 1.1D 
un0065 II 

Class A 

Cord, detonating 1.4D 
un0289 II 

·Class C 

Ammonium Nitrate 5.1 
un1942 II 

Fertilizer 
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by Stan Lippirwott 

W'e continue to l'eceiue questions about prope1·priming and 
initiation techniques, accounting for the questions selected 
fen· this issue. 

Q. "1&31~~« ifll th[:; 1\~i.m~mlunlD®c~mtser 1992 EEJ 
ns~me yoa11 answered a question atmll!it ad~qMaft® 
!lnimin~. Wm.1h:f !ia»~» ~ommEimt ll1mJw~ [m th!s 
:m~n~~t-r~ 

A. This is a very timely question, since I was recently 
collecting information on the minimum priming 
requirements for the various water gel, emulsion and 
blend products available on the market today. I asked 
our good friend Jim Heinlen for his input and 
received these comments: 

"The qtJestion of minimum priming can become 
rather complex when the different rypes of priming 
material arc considered. If there is any question about 
the proper priming material are considered. If there is 
any question about the proper priming technique for 
any of these products, it is recommended that the 
user contact their supplier for assistance." 

He further suggests consideration of the following: 

• Some manufacturers recommend a standard cap as a 
minimum to initiate certain products. 

• In today's industry it is unclear what is considered a 
"standard cap". In some cases it is considered to be a 
No. 8 strength cap as described by the USBM tests. 

• Some foreign caps are being classed as No. 8 and 
they all do not fit the CSBM test description. 

• Some caps are classed as No. 12 caps. The industry 
does not have a description for a No. 12 cap. 

• Some caps are considered to be "No. 12" caps if they 
have a base load of 12 grains of PETN. The initiating 
capability of a cap is greatly affected by the amount 
of compaction of the base charge. 

" Some caps that were classed as "No. 12" caps have 

had their base charges reduced to pass the DOT 
1.4B tests. This reduced the initiating capabilities of 
these caps. 

• The caps that have higher output than No. 8 caps 
are usually called "high strength" caps. The output 
of these caps vary. There is no industry standard for 
"high strength" caps. 

• The initiating capability of cast boosters varies con
siderably with composition. 

• The minimum priming requirements for ANFO 
products varies from a high strength cap for indus
trial grade prills blown into a small diameter hole to 
a 5lb. cast booster in extra large boles. · 

• A.NFO is made from ammonium nitrate prills that 
come in many different grades. There are many dif
ferent priming requirements and hole diameter 
restrictions for the products made with these differ

. em grades of prills. 

• Emulsions come in different levels of sensitivity, 
sometimes with the same product name. 

• Emulsion blends made with prills that have an 
excess of fines often require more priming than 
blends made with prills with a standard amount of 
fines. 

• An emulsion blend in a 150 ft. deep hole might 
require more priming than the same blend in a 20 
ft. deep hole. · 

• A 1 lb. cast booster might be adequate priming for 
an emulsion blend in a 6" diameter hole and be very 
inadequate for priming an 18" hole of the same 
blend. 

• !Vlany priming recommendations are determined by 
shooting products with one primer at a time in lab
oratory conditions. Tile advent of the VODR has 
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shown that many products are 
adversely affected by transient pres
sure created by holes that have pre
viously fired. 

"' When the main priority of the person 
loading the shot is cost, the tendency 
is to under prin1e. 

e When the main priority of the person 
loading the shot is fragmentation, the 
tendency is to over prime. 

Any additional thoughts you· may 
have on this very important subject 
will be welcomed. 

Q. ·~cam emulsions arad erm.dslocm 
b~emlls be used safely with elecu 
tric b~«Rsting ca;Js?' (This &l~es
tiouu came from o~Be ~~ oMr ov®r~ 
seas ~SEE m~mbers, where 
emulsi[ms and bhm«Us are Just 
beginning ~o be imutrmhice~). 

A Yes, electric blasting caps can be and 
are being used safely with emulsions 
and emulsion blends. The only con
cern· I would have, other than the 
usual concerns of static, stray and 
induced currents, would be if the cap 
leg wires became abraded and cur
rent bleed-off occurred. We experi
enced this situation with bulk water 
gels in Florida some years ago. 
Random misfires were occurring and 
the reason was not readily apparent. 
On investigation, we found some cap 
leg wires had exposed wire, which 
allowed the current from the blasting 
machine to bleed off into the con
ductive water gel. This resulted in 
insufficient current for the initiation 
system. Correcting the abrasion prog
lem corrected the misfire problem. I; 

November/December 

SCORPION® HB-20P 
MSHA • Approved Permissible 
Blasting Machine 
For Underground Coal & Gassy 
Mine Use 
MSHA Approval #16E-15 

The HB·20P meets all requirements 
of the CFR-30 which limits firing ca
pacity to 20 detonators with 16' iron 
leg wires per shot. This model re· 
quires four alkaline 1.5V "C" batteries. 
It weighs 2 pounds 4 ounces (includ
ing batteries) and measures 3" by 2" 
by 9" high. 

The heavy duty molded poly
urethane case makes the machine ex
tremely lightweight yet leaves it 
rugged and durable. It is water, dust, 
electric-shock and tamper resistant. 

·Mine Salety & Health Administration 

SCORPION® HCCR 
An MSHA * Accepted Large Ca
pacity Solid State Electronic Shot 
Blaster For Use In Underground 
Coal & Gassy Mines 
Acceptance #MSHA·LCBU-1 

NOTE: This machine does not re
quire a variance for use in under
ground, gassy mines! 

A specially designed large capacity 
blaster for use on large shots which 
are beyond the capacity of permissi· 
ble blasting machines, in coal and 
other gassy mine environments. The 
35 joules energy output of the SCOR· 
PION HCCR permits the blasting of 
large overhead roof burdens. It is de
signed to detonate up to 150 short 
delay iron leg wire electric detonators. 

•Mine Safety & Health Administration 

E][T CORPORATION phx 
P.O. Box 744 • Sunbury, PA 17801 U.S.A. • 800-235-0261 

717-286-7744 ·FAX: 717-286-7409 

The journal of Explosives Engineering 
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Relating i'o Blasting Safety 
By Ralph Dawson 

ALWAYS AfiJlJ NEVERS contiauing the "walk-thru" 

REMINDER f(J BLASTERS: lise the "Always and Nevers" 
regularly to orient new members of your crew. 

Using Explosive Materials: Leading and 
Tamping 
Loading 

ALWAYS check each borehole to assure it is safe
for loading. 

 · 

One of the common observations over the years, 
someone in the loading crew checks a few holes at 
random locations and presumes that all holes are 
OK. The only positive way to assure that there will 
be no surprises once loading begins is to check ~
hole. On short holes, the loading pole is ideal-not 
only for clearance but for expected or needed depth. 
For deeper holes, on a sunny day, the mirror is an 
excellent way to check for obstructions, otherwise 
the tape measure to check for clearance and depth. 

ALWAYS take precautions during pneumatic load
ing to prevent tl1e accumulation of static charges. 

The use of semi-conductive loading hose typical
ly controls the static to safe levels. However, the hose 
must be inspected regularly and replaced when nec
essary. Each company will have specific rules gov
erning pneumatic loading. 

 

NEVER place any unnecessary part of the body in 
ti·ont of· the borehole when loading, tamping, or 
stemming. 

This refers to horizontal holes, typically under
ground. The corollary for vertical holes, is to stand 
beside, never directly over the hole. 

NEVER force explosive materials into a borehole. 
Many tragedies have occurred from this unsafe 

practice. Repeating an often stated reminder-every 
blast crew must have the tools needed to control the 
loading process, such as the stinger, the lowering 
hook, the retrieving hook, etc. 

NEVER load a borehole containing hot or burning 
material. Tempe~·atures above J )0°F could be dan
gerous. 

Since the practice of "springing" holes to enlarge 
the bottom area using explosives has, we understand, 
almost been eliminated, hot holes are much Jess com
mon. There used to be one coal area in Pennsylvania 
that typically had ve1y high ground temperatures to 
require special loading materials and techniques. The 
150°F temperature limit is the temperature that eve1y 
detonator manufacturer designs their product to \vith
stand. Obviously, any temperature exceeding 150°F 
could detonate the detonators. 

NEVER spring a borehole near other holes loaded 
with explosive materials. 

The danger here is the potential for propagation. 
Do not get lulled into the false security that the dan
ger is reduced because you may he using Jess sensi
tive materials such as Al\TFO or emulsions. The rule is 
NEVER- regardless of the type explosive materials. 

NEVER stack more explosive materials than need
ed near working areas during loading. 

The object here is to avoid a common practice of 
off-loading the remainder of the materials brought 
from the magazine and not used in the normal distri
bution at each hole near the blast loading area. 
Move the leftovers away some distance so that an 
accidental detonation will not propagate to these 
materials. 

NEVER drop another ca1tridge directly on the'
primer. 

The primer typically is the most potentially sensi
tive unit in the borehole-so eve1y loading technique 
is intended to protect the primer. One very common 
practice of experienced blasters is to set the next car
tridge on top of the primer and lower both together. 
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ramping 
NEVER tamp a primer or explosive material removed from its 

cartridge. 
It is not often that a primer is removed from the package it 

came in, but the safe rule recognizes that without a package, the 
detonator is not as secure, and thus more susceptible to move 
around. 

NEVER tamp explosive materials with metallic devices, except 
jointed non-sparking poles with nonferrous metal connectors. 

TI1e knife used to cut and slit cartridges is typically the only 
non-sparking metal that d1e blast crew should have. Attempts to 
use non-sparking knives has not been too successful because 
those metals will not stay sharp. 

NEVER tamp violently. 
Violently is an interesting word choice in the art of tamping. 

Experienced blasters learn quickly that if a few light taps do not 
get the job done, then all·the more vigorous action leading up to 
"violent," will not compress the charges anymore. TI1ere should 
NEVER be a necessity to tamp violently. NEVER. When anyone 
in the crew approaches the violent stage of tamping, d1e blaster 
in charge had better review the loading practices. 

NEVER kink or damage safety fuse, detonating cord, shock 
tube, plastic tubing or wires of detonators when tamping. 

The outer covering for all the named items have been made 
tougher to damage in recent years, but the very small diameters 
cany a critical material inside whose integrity must be kept intact. 
The continuous flow of whatever energy is inside is crucial to det
onating each hole in sequence per the blast design. The first 
requirement to reduce the possibility for damage is to pull, the 
cord, tube, etc taut (straight) so tl1ere are no loops in d1em. I 

MAZZELLA
BLASTING MAT 

 

• CO., INC. • 

Manufacturers of 
Steel Blast Mats for 

Construction & Safety 
Needs Since 1909 

MATS VENT THE BLAST 
WHILE CONTAINING 

SHRAPNEL 
(FLYING ROCK, ETC.) 

Flexible & Easily
Moveable 

 

• 
Environmentally 

Safe 
II 

Easy Disposal 

• II718-842-0949  
413 FAILE STREET 

BRONX, NEW YORK 10474 
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